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Music gives soul to the universe,
wings to the thought,

flying to the imagination,
charm to the sadness,

bliss and life to everything.

(Plato)

Aeterna Renovatio
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Abstract

   “The basic purpose of this project is to build an auto-conductive non-harmonic musical

system with nine instrumental parts and/or a live electronics field. One of the main

properties is dispensability: any of the parts may be omitted without damage in the

macrostructure. As the absence of some parts as the combinatorial variability of them do

not affect the musical efficacy of the composition.

Such a system will be possible thanks to the observation of some compositional conductive

models of the past (Flemish polyphony) and some more present, as Xenakis’s stochastic

music. Fundamentally, this task is made by means of ‘seeds’, minimal elemental shapes,

which create the macro and micro levels of the work.

In the first level of the composition, the macroform level, the seeds are implemented in a

computer-assisted composition environment using the AC Toolbox program, where a

graphics-based grammar is set on a discourse that is drawn in a unique stochastic gesture

and later deconstructed.

In the second level of composition, the microform level, the seed’s data are used as a

controller of electronic gestures implemented in the Max/MSP program. The principal

purpose of this level will be to enlarge the compositional domain and give an opportunity

of extension to the physical possibilities of instruments, driving it towards the micro-sounds

and other parallel temporal processes and having their own self-sufficient process inside

the work”.
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Overview of the thesis

The present thesis revolves around a new compositional system invented by me, the sinusoidal

deconstruction, in the framework of computer-assisted composition, using both acoustical instruments

and live electronic processing. The sinusoidal deconstruction allows the composer to hybridise

effectively two opposed realms, the acoustical instruments and the electronic means, from a personal

insight, in which seeds are the basis. Thanks to ‘seed’, the minimum compositional element, the

composer finds a neutral environment where it is possible to express equally the musical ideas and to

put in close relationship these two distinct worlds.

From this neutral position, that I have called ‘the scale 1:1’, the seeds control each one of the two

realms in both directions: upwards, the macroform, which dimension is from the scale 1:1, the

microstructure, to the whole design, the macrostructure, where seeds handle all decisions about how to

control the instrumental ensemble; downwards, the microform, which covers the space between the

scale 1:1, the microstructure, towards the nanostructure, where seeds control the last minimal

expressions of the electronic sounds.

The thesis is divided in two big blocks, being the first of them substantially bigger than the second. The

first concerns with the macroform, the acoustical domain, and the second concerns with the microform,

the electronic domain. In the first block, the macroform or acoustical domain, a subdivision exists

between theory and praxis.

In the sub-block of the macroform about theory, some issues are dealt. First of all, I will speak about a

relevant fact, the emancipation of spatiality, as a decisive feature of the present music of the 21st

century; in this chapter, I will plan some topics around spatiality as a new means of expression, making

an itinerary over the limitations of the representation of music using temporal elements, passing

through some specific historical insights and technical approaches around systems of graphical musical

representations, and finally I will make some remarks about psychoacoustic experiences about rhythm.

In the second chapter of the block macroform I will treat to describe with prolixity the artistic

environment where the present project is situated, deconstruction. Historical and aesthetical precedents

will be examined, as for some manifestations in other artistic or ideological branches, as painting,

architecture or philosophy.

In the next chapter, the reader will find a small but clear retrospective about the seeds in some of my

last works, in order to offer a complete landscape of the previous development of such elements and

their functions in some different spatial environments.

The fourth chapter will be in charge of informing about one important concept of the project, the

tactility of time. Here I will speak about another spatial elements of construction, which are very
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important for the growing of sinusoidal deconstruction. The concept sequenza and other similar forms

will be analyzed. Some considerations will be dealt in the margins between duration and pitch, as far

some personal insights about rhythm will be scrutinized from the most basic state.  Here we will speak

finally about a new rhythmic perspective that my system offers, the seed/anti-rhythm.

The next chapter will deal with another concepts based in my own experiences with AC Toolbox.

Some experiments will be related, according with the progressive use of generators and another

resources. We analyze some musical textures achieved by means of these generators, establishing a

parallelism with a couple of polyphonic systems of the past. Some Koenig’s reflections will be the

argumentative web of this chapter.

Lastly, this sub-block about theory will be closed by the sixth chapter, in which will be treated the

meanest concept here, dispensability. In this chapter, some thoughts around the minima necessary

conditions to construct a non-harmonic system made from dispensable parts will be described. Another

topics will be widely discussed, as ‘combinatoriality of the parts’ or ‘modular composition’, taking into

account another modular systems, discerning its properties and peculiarities –and low points-, in order

to the reader can recreate a complete landscape of such a systems in the last twenty years. Another

interesting concepts, as ‘autonomy’ will be dealt; as well the Koenig’s chain ‘condition-instruction-

execution’ will be discretely renewed in detriment of new insights that my compositional system offers.

‘Conduction’ will be show here, a new concept that I have invented in order to reconsider some

discursive qualities of the musical systems, and lastly ‘composition’ will be dismantled here, as a fact

related at the same time to articulation and organization.

The second sub-block of the macroform will be in charge of describing the praxis, according to the

multi-layered process of realization of the composition, from its early stage to the last finished, in order

to the reader could extract some practical conclusions about dealing with some specific tools. As well

this sub-block has got six chapters:

The first chapter will speak about the first decisions of the composer, about how the matrix was

generated and the sense of all that. Some inspirations based in previous compositions and another

composer will be told as well.

The second one will be about the deconstruction of the matrix and its principal compositional utilities,

and how such a deconstruction was achieved. Some algorithms will describe the whole process.

Later, the generation and utilization of the palettes of seeds will be the principal topic of the third

chapter. Some concrete procedures in AC Toolbox also will be detailed here.

The next chapter will describe the process of distributing the seeds, after making each single one. Some

statistics-based controllers will be used to accomplish this task. Examples about how to put in some

information in the AC Toolbox in order to achieve a first basic data will be explained.

The fifth chapter will be about how to transform the obtained data in the previous chains of processes

in more usable spatial information. In order to do that, some tables with equivalences and different

scales of conversions will be used.
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The last chapter will speak about the level of the craftsman, as a gradual path from data to the direct

praxis of the composer’s hand. Some secondary important processes will be described, as the utilities

of rests and pitches, and another instrumental resources around the use of strategic displacements of

materials, with inner logic along the work. Finally, some basic rules will be set as special cares with the

psychoacoustic domain.

An intermediate section separates the two principal blocks of the thesis, macroform and microform; in

this section I will speak about some important aspects than I consider interesting to reflect on, as well

as some hints about the execution of acoustical music hybridized with electronic means; notions as

temporal linearity, aesthetics, the role of model in present music, buffer, hybridization, as so forth, will

be dealt here.

After that, the second mean block of the thesis begins, the microform or physical level. This second

block will be substantially smaller than the first, and here I will deal with some aspects around the

electronic resources implemented in the acoustical domain.

The first of the two chapters of this block will be about the macrolevel and the microlevel, as an

opposition in direct parallelism with the concepts ‘structure/generation’ and ‘novelty/transformation’,

respectively. Vaggione’s music will be the principal theme along the chapter’s discourse, where I will

discuss some ideas about the representation of the music, not as in the chapter 1.1 under the prism of

‘representation as time or representation as space’, but rather according to the duality note/sound-

processing, as direct expression of symbolic representation and physical representation. To develop

that, I take some ideas of Magritte and Foucault as a philosophical starting point.

In the second chapter, I will scrutinize what the repercussion of such ideas in the formalization of my

language was. The play around the different levels of representability originated a new compositional

approach, the interchangeability, with which I will try to describe as rational as possible how a same

controller can be used in multiple musical contexts. Also, we will discuss some contradictions of the

almost circular Vaggione’s representational system, in comparison with my proposal of non-cyclical

centralization of the controller as a means of achieving a closer coherence between the acoustic and the

electronic realm.

Finally, the reader will have to his/her disposal a DVD, including a collection of audio tracks that serve

as a documentable complement to the explanations of my ideas. As well as these audios, inside the

DVD the reader will find another perhaps interesting documents, such a sketches and drafts made by

hand, tables with calculus, algorithms used in the composition, tables of results, previous proofs made

in AC Toolbox, and so forth.
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Natura non saltum facit

theory

Art’s function is not to prove a formula or an aesthetic
dogma. Our academic rules were taken out of the living
works of former masters. As Debussy said, works of art

make rules but rules do not make works of art. Art exists
only as a medium of expression.

(Varèse, from a lecture given at Mary Austin House, Santa
Fe, 1936)
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1.1 Emancipation of spatiality

What is sound and what is sound representation? What real object is and what simulacrum? In my

opinion, these are nowadays two very interesting questions for the same idea. Music is, at the end of

the chain of its own language, a system of representations based in signs, in which the thoughts are set,

and vice versa. However, this is not entirely true, because music is possible without a written set of

symbols (notes, graphic indications, dynamics…) as a pure use of memory or as improvisation, where

the performer expresses him/herself directly, without another support than a more or less complex idea

and the instrument (a piano, own body, castanets or electronic devices, whatever).  So, here we want to

speak about the limit of the representation of music by means of temporal elements, and how these

representations have influenced the composer’s perception of time, and if it such ‘accurate’

representations are necessary.

A first very important issue is space. In a certain way, in the second half of the 20th century an

emancipation of the temporality, of the metric, has happened, just like half century before it occurred

with the dissonance. To be exact, I should talk about emancipation of spatiality, but not in ‘Gabrielli’

or ‘San Marcos di Venezia’ terms –that as well is an important point of view-, but rather in a deeper

manner that concerns the writing, or more explicitly, it concerns the direct reflect of the composer’s

thoughts in the score and the significant of these thoughts, their content.

Something very close to it has occurred with the narrative and with modern philosophical texts. The

writer/philosopher is not agree with expressing ideas from an unique point of view, focused to the

content –I am thinking of Derrida or Deleuze-; on the contrary, it is more important that the text

‘means’ itself, sometimes with total autonomy of the real meaning. In the texts of Derrida you can see

how his words move themselves in the surface of the lines; you can feel the processes about he is

writing them, and however is very possible that you can not understand anything he is saying to you,

surely by the complexity of his ideas, that they are expressed as a sort of Baroque maze. Here another

irreversible change occurs, because the obsolete post-structuralism writing base already don’t serve to a

potency of thinking that wants to explode a structure with more significance than the content.

Therefore, it is another kind of emancipation. And it should be added: a kind of time emancipation, in

detriment of a new ‘structural’ context that desire to mean by itself.

In written music, at least two different kinds of spatiality exist: firstly, a structural spatiality (macro-

spatiality), which concerns to the general (dis)order of a composition, and secondly, a spatiality of

written signs (micro-spatiality), which concerns the writing, the realm of graphical representations of

music and their notational flexibility.
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Structural spatiality begins just in the moment that the composer lets for a while the idea of drawing

successive figures in the timeline, just when he/she falls back to observe the perspective more carefully

and converts time in another tool. Additionally, this question of music as time or as space is not really

new; there are many precedents in Western music history. The sequence of Gregorian chant, or the

Ambrosian tropo, in example, which consists in insertion and/or interchange of new musical material

in a some specific points of the Gregorian melody, looks like the actual treatments with Logic Audio or

similar programs, where the principal dimension is space. Another interesting case is the sequence of

Alleluia, which consists in the very large extension of a melodic fragment or melisma, based in each

one of the letters of the word Alleluia, used it like a zoom tool, refilling broadly with notes each

syllable or ‘event’.

Later, in the 15th century, Flemish composers used their constructive principles from two primary

reasons: in one hand, to create a spatial atmosphere with a multilayer use of one unique melodic

material that rebounds in the macro-form (in example, a entire Mass); in the other hand, to write very

exquisite textures created through variation procedures (varietas). All these procedures contributed to

build a new perception of time based on space. One of the most extreme figures of the époque was

Ockeghem, an authentic ‘pre-serial’ composer. Ockeghem conceived his music in some occasions as a

geometric issue, using the counterpoint and canons in the voices as mirrors or solid figures (an idea

very close to some procedures in the music of Edgar Varèse).

Many composers in the 20th century have taken into account these spatial principles of organization of

writing. Luigi Nono dismantled time in his ‘Diotima’ quartet, using textual quotations of Ockeghem.

For Nono time is something that is possible to segment in alternate sections, because listening is a

linear question. The reversibility in music gives as well another spatial non-linear perception of time, in

example with the discrete use of canon procedures –in homage to Ockeghem- along the entire quartet.

In the present project, structural spatiality is represented as a deconstruction of a broad macrostructure,

a ‘nine-instrumental-parts’ matrix that represent some rhythmic repartitions along the time, which is

randomly split in eighty segments. These segments are included in seven distinct behavioural systems,

according with their rhythmic activity and as well with their musical material applied on them. This

fact causes a richer perception of the whole, plenty of continuities and discontinuities, which seem to

be related with everything.

But other kind of more modern spatiality must be considered in a level of written musical signs, the

micro-spatiality. It begins in the moment that composer lets for a while the metrical law of proportions

of musical notes, which govern the writing, and awards this privilege to the eye. Micro-spatiality

revolves around the optimum conditions for representing proportionate notation; in other words, it

deals between the original, metrically irregular, idea of composer and their best and more accurate

graphical representation in terms of fidelity to a flexible expression. Therefore, the most appropriate

system will be that, which constitutes geometric rather than symbolic representations of durations.
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In ‘Problems and methods of notation’ [Stone, 1963, pp. 20-22], Kurt Stone purposed three different

solutions to achieve this fidelity to flexible musical ideas: firstly, using the conventional notation, but

establishing a previous regularly-scaled distribution of time, as a invisible grid; secondly, a “time

notation”, minimizing the number of signs as much as possible, and lastly, a proportionate notation.

1) Conventional notation, spaced horizontally in geometrically exact equivalents of rhythmic

proportions [fig.1]:

This notation has the advantage of dealing with a familiar environment. For that, it was set a regular

distribution of space according with the durations. The problem is the tendency to some notes,

extremely large or extremely small, to go out the system. In the case of longer notes, it provokes an

excessive enlargement of some bars, and indeed, very inappropriate. In the case of smaller notes, in

some occasions there is not place for additional signs, as clefs in the middle of notes, alterations of

prevention and another subsidiary symbols.

2) "Time notation”, which has been developed by Earle Browne [fig. 2]:

This one is the notation used in some occasions by spectralist composers, fundamentally in

environments where there are very few pitch changes; it concentrates itself in the duration of sound,

putting pitches in a less important plan in terms of activity. But, as soon pitches begin to change,

obvious problems of space occurs. It is flexible, because traditional articulation disappears in detriment

of a more free representation of events. But these rejections to specify metrical notation causes a more

inexact specification of another articulation signs; although these articulation signs are subsidiary

compositional elements, however in a level of efficacy they are as important as pitches or durations.
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3) Proportionate notation which uses traditional, stemmed, black note heads as pitch indicators, and

beams of varying lengths as duration indicators [fig. 3]:

This notation is often identified with Luciano Berio, above all in his ‘Sequenzes’ for solo instruments.

Indeed, this is the best spatial notation. It does not renounce to express all the articulation features of

each single note; it follows a quasi-conventional use of beams and another signs, but the musician has

not the necessity of calculate, as in the metrical writing, all the size of durations. In this case, there are

not pre-conceived patterns to do that. Only a specific tactus stroke is followed as basis, as a kind of

neutral framework. Also, this pulse can be changed by means of using different metronome’s

velocities. In the middle, the musician only needs to use intuition to share out the notes.

This last was precisely the notation I adopted for my work, because it possesses all the best qualities to

express seeds, some flexible elements that origin the rhythmic material for my work. In a sort of

witting that wants to express elasticity of rhythm in the most readable and simple manner, indeed it

seems to be very accord with my personal way of understanding and feeling music; on the other hand,

it does not want to avoid the prolixity of a discourse plenty of musical accidents, very rich in the

surface, where a lot of decisions about how to articulate each single gesture are taken.

Now, let us tackle the issue of how the metrical representation has influenced to composer’s perception

of time. To do that, certain historical retrospective could be necessary. In the epoch of Gregorian chant,

between 9th -11th centuries, the neuma represented the perfect union between durations and pitches in a

single graphical element. Neuma is a Latin word that means ‘gesture, sign’. The term encloses another

semantic interpretation that is ‘movement of the hand’. Above all, neumas represented the movements

of the hand’s chief that conducts the melodic line inside a monk’s congregation, in order to all singers

could sing in a uniform and cohesive way. This practice is called chironomy (from Greek, χειρóς,

‘hand’, and νóµoς, ‘law’); it is important do not mistake it with ‘chirognomy’, an occultist science

from Middle Ages. The chironomy was a practice inherited from musicians of ancient Egypt. Although

it was a concept that refers only to conduction, however a sense of real-time compositional praxis

existed in that as well.
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The neumas were the first non-alphabetic musical representations of the Western music history, and

principally they worked as links between written music and realization, as ‘backups’ to preserve

music’s memory from the passing of time. Subsequently, a collection of different categorized neumas

was developed, depending of number of notes, directions, uses, et cetera, conforming the minimal

grammatical elements of Gregorian chant. Some combinations of these elements, using a strategy

around some principal notes (fundamentally, finalis note and tenor note, the tonic and the dominant

respectively some centuries later) generated a full melodic line over a textual material. In this written

melodic line (plain chant), one of the most important things is that durations and pitches are both

relative; that is, in the realm of rhythm there is not yet an absolute proportional concordance of figures,

if we exclude the prosodic domain of the sung texts, which is not strictly rhythmic. There is neither a

sense of absolute pitches. In this specific field, pitch, the singers had literally to guess the actual

placement of the notes according with movements of neumas. It was later, when some horizontal lines

were added to the staff to do more concrete the placement of notes. Indeed, it was realized with the aim

of preventing mistakes and building a more efficient model. Until the invention of 4-lines staff, to

compare the height of some neumas respecting with another was the normal procedure of reading

music.

[Fig. 4] Table with all neumas of the Gregorian chant and its different versions of the same depending the European school they
are enclosed in.  This variety existed because in each place several particular manners of singing and performing the texts were

developed independently (picture from ‘New Grove’s Dictionary’).
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So, pitches and durations were dealt with the same sense of relativity, but never arbitrary. As soon as

composers felt a sharper definition was necessary to improve the representation of music, this idea of

meeting point of durations and pitches began to be dissolved. Meanwhile pitches quickly became

completely concrete, thanks, among other things, to the inclusion of 4-lines staff, rhythm was an issue

developed tardily. Franco de Colonia, around 1250, arranged a kind of quasi-proportional notational

system, not based only in numerical relationship of values, rather in processes closer to logic. That was

the exit gate for the mensural notation around 1500, period in which all the basis for modern musical

writing were set, including a clear correspondence of some rhythmic figures with some specific and

unique durations. This process of converting rhythm in something quantifiable in absolute terms

revolutionized music. Composers began to have a more detailed and controlled expression of music

they made; once the sense of pulse was consolidated in music, some processes that in Ars Nova were

treated with clumsiness, in Renaissance they were solved definitively more keenly. Thanks to

pulsation, polyphony could be represented with accuracy, and composers were more aware, for

instance, about another more elegant uses of consonances. This fact converted the piece of music in a

more brilliant and magnificent phenomena.

Once consciousness of pulse was born, composers began to revolve this. Precisely, in Renaissance, in

that emergent state of experimentation around pulsation, we find some Masses from those years where

composer used several measures at the same time as temporal ground of polyphonic lines. These

pulsations were called ‘prolatione’; one of the most typical examples of that was ‘Missa Prolationum’

of Johannes Ockeghem. The composer uses the cantus firmus on the tenor line as a material that

generates all the composition by means of some temporal procedures. It consists in showing this

material according with different temporal relationships, sometimes stretching time, sometimes

compressing it. Not only timelines have variations because the material; also material itself is dealt by

means of rotations, retrogrades, inversions and another complex resources from counterpoint. This

mass represents a milestone in its genre; the condensation of instructions cannot be more concentrated:

Ockeghem only wrote two lines with the aim to realize a complete four-voice work, using canons in

different intervals and times (prolatione). Otherwise, the feeling of freedom and perfect consonance is

continuous during the entire performing.

Of course, it is very symptomatic that some comparable outputs were not realized until the 20th century.

Isolated experiences occurred later, for instance in the opera ‘Don Giovanni’ of Mozart, where at the

end of the first act, the composer joins three different dances on the stage: a minuet in 3/4, a

contradanza in 2/4 and a German dance in 3/8. All the time, the harmony controls the sonorities,

creating a balanced and consonant whole. But, except this experience in Mozart, and perhaps some of

them more, until two hundred years forward did not occur some similar rhythmic experiences, for

instance Charles Ives or later Conlon Nancarrow.
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Such a tyranny of meter in musical systems of written representation began to be approached just in the

beginnings of 20th century. Two principal features could summarize, perhaps in a extremely simplistic

manner, the entire panorama of the last century in terms of rhythm: composers who pursue resolutely

the beat, as, for example, Stravinsky or Bartók, and composers who try to escape it, as Debussy or

Webern. In a study about the treatment of rhythm in Varèse, ‘The Perception of Rhythm in Non-Tonal

Music: Rhythmic Contours in the Music of Edgard Varèse’, Elizabeth West Marvin reduces wisely

these insights in two drastic branches. For her, nowadays, in 21st century, the distinction is between

composers that deal with underlying systems of equally spaced time points (that is, our conventional

rhythmic environments until now) and composers that do not. West Marvin enhances in this paper the

figure of Varèse as one of the first composers who took into account these flexible and invisible

rhythmic grids. These flexible grids make possible a new time conception; they are called rhythmic

contours, based above all in rhythmic sequences ordered more intentionally from short to longer, and

vice versa. Gérard Grisey understands that this kind of temporal approach allows the appearance of

another realm that is not strictly rhythm:

“Without a reference pulse we are no longer talking of rhythm but of durations. Each
duration is perceived quantitatively by its relationship to preceding and successive
durations. This is the case in the rhythmic writing of Messiaen and of the serialist school.
In fact, a micro-pulse allows the performer or conductor to count and execute these
durations, but it only exists as a way of working and has no perceptual reality. The more
complex the durations … the more our appreciation of them is only relative (longer or
shorter than…)” [West Marvin, 1991, pp. 5-66].

In my project, I would like to go beyond this statement of Grisey. I think is very possible to continue

exploring rhythm without the necessity of pulse. In order to rhythm occurs, only the opposition of

contrary elements is necessary. This opposition is made in the structural level, as expression of

confrontation of sound masses. It is a matter of fact, that the rhythmically massive works generally

have got their own manner of breathing. That means it is very feasible a sufficient rhythmic state after

an environment of non-equal repartition of time, because these massive rhythmic behaviours make real

an organic musical reality. Organism is something alive, so it implies obviously rhythm.

As an historical milestone, this tyranny of meter is expressed in its maximal potency in “Poème

Symphonique For 100 Metronomes” of György Ligeti [CD’s track #1].  In this work, Ligeti explores,

in the margins of a metrical system, all possibilities of rhythmic displacements, irregular configurations

and a wide superposition of simultaneous layers of regular patterns. He faces these limits using a set of

metronomes, mechanisms that are themselves a metaphor of the beat.  In words of Richard Toop,
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“Trying to estimate the effect of the piece, one would probably imagine an initial entropy
–a sort of white noise- in which there is empty too much simultaneous information for one
to make judgments about innate order or chaos. This would finish up, via various
intermediate stages, as the desolate ticking of isolated survivors.
(…) Swirls and eddies become audible within the mass of pulses –almost exactly the kind of
‘turbulence’ deployed in Atmosphères!  The random scattering of so many events produces
all kinds of crescendos and sudden accents, and after a few minutes there are event some
tiny breaks in the texture. At times, the whole ‘ensemble’ seems to gather into a common
meter, and by the halfway-point even individual pulses become audible for a moment.
(…) So, what starts as a remorselessly ‘textural’ piece finishes up as an audibly
‘polyrhythmic’ one” [Toop, 1999].

Thanks to the Ligeti’s ‘Poème’, I began to explore the possibilities of such an environment, where

illusion of movement from static rhythmic shapes was expressed. As well, thanks to another experience

I registered some time ago, I could observe more deeply the same phenomenon of rhythmic

displacements that occurs in Ligeti’s work, but minimized. The audio was recorded from the bells of

Ignatius Parish church in Den Haag, close to my studio, a Sunday morning of October 2006 [CD’s

track #2].

[Fig. 5] This is an audio representation of two bells of a church in Den Haag, where some minimal displacements occur between
them. It generates an illusion of movement, taking as starting point static rhythmic elements. Note that some very small

deficiencies happen as a natural expression of the mechanism.

In the audio, two different bells, which are rotating continuously, are sounding. It is possible to observe

clearly, inside the picture, what is the exact situation of each of them, even the extremely small

irregularities that indeed occur by effect of the mechanical action. Meanwhile the loud bell, in red,

follows steps of 1.5 centimetres, the low bell, in blue, covers each time longer distances of 1.7

centimetres. The bells are electrically controlled by motor; it is assumed that the body of the low bell is
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a little bit thicker and bigger, so that means that the same amount of energy moves less mass, also that

implies that movements of the lowest one were a little bit slower. Both bells start at the same time, but

soon the low bell begins to slide a little bit in each step. Just in the middle of the picture, on the

symmetric point, an almost equal repartition of both is established, in quavers, if we take as reference

the blue line describing quarter notes [ ]. In that medium region it is fixed the maximum distance

between them, and later they fold again, but in a reversible way, because the red row begins to impose

its pulsation, converting the blue lines in syncopations. So, an elastic feeling is produced thanks to

these divergences, balancing both different pulsations along a reversible discourse. In such a simple

experience, although both lines are static, however the differences of pulsation generate an inner and

mysterious movement, very suitable and powerful as vehicle of richness to create something in a wider

and complete musical domain.

Finally, we go into the last of the sentences, which we opened this chapter with; that is, if such

‘accurate’ temporal representations are necessary anymore. The same question in negative: Would to

use another kind of metrical representations be useful in order to adapt the necessities that composition

reclaims nowadays? Would these new graphical environments help to develop music by other ways?

Both questions only deserve a ‘yes’, but with a little restriction for the second one. Normally, a

graphical environment is developed after, as a conclusion of a compositional thinking, and not vice

versa. The own necessities provoke some of the evolutions that were produced in the graphical domain,

and therefore in some occasions it could propitiate a new musical insight. But, in almost all situations,

it often is originated as conclusion of a necessity, not as a mean itself.

I think firmly that complexity of representation is not equal to complexity of musical result. It is very

possible to obtain rich results without using an apparently complex representation. A kind of rule

should be to avoid the unnecessary complexity for the musician: the maximal complexity for the

composer, and the maximal simplicity for the performer. It is important that all ‘truly’ complexity

exists in a deeper level of composition, as long as the surface of the discourse is a more simple

expression. Something that shows a technical appearance does not mean that it should be a better work

of art. Merely, it would not be a correct judgment. The quality of a work of art does not depend on its

degree of technological appearance. I hope that the content that is presented and developed in the

present thesis was a successful trial about to find some answers to all these questions.
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“Seed: it is the matrix
itself, the auto-
referential shape that
represents a graphic
evolution in time before
to be deconstructed.”

1.2 Deconstruction: artistic environment

“Various kinds of structures and motion, different possible
ways of deploying planes of sound, interweaving,

contrasting and merging formations, dislocations and
functions, assemblages and decompositions and so forth all

serve as functional elements in the form: it’s only the
unambiguous marker, pointing in one direction, that is no

longer there… the casual relationship of transformations is
reversible, following the chicken-egg principle: every
moment of the transformation is both cause and effect

within the process being described”

[Toop, 1999, p. 111]

One remarkable aspect of the sentence above is that Ligeti speaks about a sort of dealing with time

totally apart of the left-to-right sense of the timeline. He tried to explore another spatial possibilities of

the discourse, which transform these inner processes in reversible ones, as a state of decomposition.

Composer decomposes time, deconstructs it.

My principal interest in deconstruction began some years ago, when I realised that I needed another

conception of time, which could avoid all the previous compositional post-structuralist techniques

about how to organize time, conceptions derived above all from serialism.

First of all, it could be useful to make a brief description about these

concepts in the last eighty years. Dodecaphonism and later,

serialism, were the musical expressions of some ideological

currents, including abstract art and constructivism, respectively; this

last was born in Russia around 1915 and it lasted until the decade of

1930. This Bolshevik artistic ideology, the constructivism, was

characterized by a strong structuration of the work’s space and for the cult to the material, which

substituted the figurative model. Very soon, in the 20's, other plastic expressions emerged close to it,

Bauhaus and De Stijl; both tendencies expected to express the general constructive conscience of their

epoch, and indeed they were clearly influential artistic sources for their societies. They sent the basis

for modern design and the idea of the work of art as a result of an industrial process, reproducible into a

series: the work of art loses its exclusivity as a spiritual object, the work could be created after a set of

pre-designed instructions that the craftsman/engineer realizes. One of the direct translations of this in

music was that, in serialism, the composer begins from the qualities of the material, pitch, duration,

timbre, articulation and dynamics, which tend towards neutrality. The composer of these years is an

lucid agent who set sounds in a non-narrative way, taking into account the spatial possibilities of the
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timeline, from a point of view much more rationalistic, let us say. The music of Anton Webern

represents and resumes perfectly this idea of making music.

Shortly after, at the end of the World War II in 1945, once that constructive compositional principles

were totally settled, and once the serial tools were totally assumed, the composers began to think of

more creative possibilities of these rational expressions; in other words, they transformed the old

serialist tools into another ones more abstract and aware, which did not operate over the same

assumptions of the ‘constructivist’ previous serialism. Expressed in other terms: a new more powerful

compositional tool was built from the use of serialism itself as a constructive element. Serialism was

transformed into a tool; likewise, some decades before, the tools from tonality were transformed into

serial ones.

Xenakis was one of the principal promoters of such a revaluation of serialism. His criticism about serial

technique was one of the first in being heard, even some years before the rough changes was going to

be produced in the European music. Basically, for Xenakis serialism was a defective system, and one

of the mean causes of such a defect was the incapacity of serialism for operating with structures out-of-

time. In certain sense, Xenakis prefers some structures of the old tonal music, because, according with

his words, has got more possibilities of recreate more and richer musical diversity, thanks principally to

the harmonic system:

IX: Serial music is a typical in-time structure. The relationship of the notes in the twelve-
tone scale is one of the simplest outside-of-time structures, because you are repeating
exactly the same chromatic interval creating the twelve tones. When you take these notes,
which are outside-of-time and, so to speak, put them in a bag or pick them up in a certain
order, you are doing a time ordering, you are putting them in time. So any serial string of
notes is something, which is in time, not outside-of-time. That's very important. It's the
same thing that happens in classical tonal or any other music when you use the whole
gamut of the scale, let's say, the white keys. It's a time choice, you see. You pick up
elements, which are outside-of-time and you say. I'll put them in this time order. This is
where tonal music and serial music are so closely related, in spite of the theoreticians
who would like to say that no, serial music has brought something new. That's not true,
tonal and serial music are very close. While serial music, by ordering all twelve tones
without priority (just the order), has lost much of the wealth of tonal music and has
replaced it by manipulations of this in time structure, tonal music is richer because its
structure is much more outside-of-time. When you take the white keys, let's say the major
scale, you have differences, which means it's more complicated than the twelve-tone
series which is always the same repetition. The melodic pattern operates in exactly the
same way in both cases. The difference is that in serial music you take all twelve notes,
while in the case of tonal music, you make choices-you don't need to use all seven notes.

MZ: In other words, you're saying that the possibilities are much greater in the major-
minor system.

IX: In the outside-of-time structure, yes. So serial music compensated by all sorts of
polyphonic manipulations that tonal music did not need, because it was enriched by
harmonic things, and so on’. [Zaplitny/Xenakis, 1975, pp.96-97].

Xenakis emphasizes deeply the necessity of using abstract structures beyond the time organization as a

mean to achieve a true and free expression. He was one of the first in discover the real crisis of

serialism, incapable of self-transformation, of reinventing itself. One of the features that Xenakis

criticized about serialism was the predictability: because the systematic use of such ‘in time’ structures,
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music converted itself in a kind of predictable and close system, where the relationship cause-effect is

too much evident. Xenakis said that such a predictable situations are basically originated by the use of

finite system, and serialism was one of them:

MZ: If by a repeated hearing of a composition you can understand it better in the sense
you described, isn't it also true that the more you hear something the less predictable it
becomes because you have already heard it?

IX: Certainly, yes. The interest of the music is not linked to unpredictability. That's a false
presumption that stems from the absolute variation of the Viennese school and that
tendency. When you start with 12-tone music, even by the standards of today's serialists,
it is a finite thing. Whenever you use finite stuff, you are in the predictable domain. So
unpredictability is very relative, and it's a kind of forced sophism. [Zaplitny/Xenakis,
1975, p.96].

Precisely, the unpredictability was one the consequences of structuralism, as this new concept was

called; another was to carry the structures of thought to several human disciplines, both artistic and

scientific. Composers immediately from post-WWII believed in the aprioristic fundament as unique

media of composing music; all instructions to compose a piece of music are created in a previous state

to its realization on paper. The actual level of composition was seen as the unavoidable phase of

converting these thoughts into music; some structured mental processes to sonic organization. The

composer did not compose sounds as materials only; they were seen above all as the expression of a

predetermined collection of instructions. How to handle these instructions only depended on the own

hermeneutic of each composer: Stockhausen centralized all the parameters around an entire ideal

cosmos of numbers and proportions; Nono derived his language towards a more poetic conception of

sounds, treating the serial structures as elements susceptible to be summarized in simple spatial

gestures, using a clearer organization of sound, but not less complex; Xenakis followed stochastic and

probabilistic processes for handling the musical parameters, revitalizing the aspect of gestural

experiences along a discourse more full and intense.

But soon things began to change; post-structuralist came from France in the beginnings of 60’s, ready

to dismantle the primacy of structuralism in the human sciences: anthropology, history, literary

criticism and philosophy. "Structure, Sign, and Play in the Human Sciences" was a lecture that the

philosopher Jacques Derrida pronounced in 1966, and it was considered as the manifesto against the

structuralism. In music, the most direct influence of this revaluation was the opposite attitude, unlike

the serialist composers, about dealing with time. Suddenly, new compositions emerged in the

panorama, in which the most important feature was the idea of process described by an entire gesture.

It was the moment of ‘Lux Aeterna’ or ‘Continuum’ of Ligeti, ‘Nuits’ of Xenakis, or ‘Stimmung’ of

Stockhausen. All of them have got the common denominator of process as musical mean: a gesture that

is born, grows up, evolves and dies along the timeline. In this period, music was not structured, but
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rather generated. Something biological as well wants to be implicated in that. Ligeti questioned about

the permanence of dealing with musical parameters as neutral and comparable categories, set all of

them at the same level. In this seeking of organicism, he tried to break this neutrality, heritage of

serialism, and begin to treat the different parameters as independent levels:

“Serialism, which Boulez had thought would gain universal currency, turned out to be a
mere episode in musical history. During the three hundred years of the rule of tonality,
dialects of the generally accepted musical language could be tolerated. Twelve-note
music and serial music are synthetic constructions, incapable of organic change”
[Varnai/Hausler/Samuel/Ligeti, 1983, p.32].

For Ligeti, dealing with parameters is a perceptual question above all.1 Also, Ligeti questioned this

sense of organicism in music. For him, the problem lies in the serialist disjunction between primordial

materials of a composition and the structure developed with such materials. For the serialist composers,

the series is an element that serves as generator of the composition. The series does not give the life,

rather does articulate; it represents articulation, not organic genesis:

“(…) Structural features, worked out during the process of composition, transform the
music from its raw state into a musically consistent and linked network. Composition
consists principally of injecting a system of links into naïve musical ideas.
Question. Does it mean that a system, or structural order, is deliberately superimposed
on a primitive idea?
Answer. Not at all. The two categories –musical raw material and structural order-
cannot be regarded as distinct and separate areas: it is much truer to say that the linked
network, or structural order, corresponds to tendencies already detectable within the raw
material itself. The structural potentialities are already contained in the primitive idea,
and the act of composition consists mainly of developing these latent potentialities. The
difference between a composition in its raw and in its completed state is that, whereas in
its raw state the music is not yet fully consistent, the final composition possesses the
cohesive qualities of a crystal” [Varnai/Hausler/Samuel/Ligeti, 1983, p.124].

After May of 1968, all theories about dismantling the traditional structures indeed were revived with

more intensity. Among all different poststructuralist currents that coexisted then, deconstruction

consolidated itself as the most relevant and perdurable, practically until nowadays. I decided to

                                                  
1 Another representative moment in ‘Ligeti in Conversation’, where he speaks about the irreconcilable situation of pitches and
durations, which own to different universes in a perceptual level, is the following:

“(…) Even when pitches on the one hand and duration values on the other, were governed by the same quantitative regulation
(…) the analogy between the two series existed only on the level of verbal description (…). From a study of physics I know that
fifth and fundamental tone stand in a frequency ratio of 3:2. I also know that frequency is the equivalent of speed that is to say, it
represents the number of vibrations within a chosen period of time. This knowledge has been acquired through experiments in
physics, with the help of a measuring apparatus. When I hear a fifth, however, I feel a certain acoustical quality, my sensory
perceptions convey no impression of speed, and the ratio of 3:2 (the physical definition of a fifth) plays no part in my
understanding. Meanwhile I am accepting without question simple duration relationships as recognizable quantitative elements
within a speed range accessible to my perceptions. A simultaneous combination of triplet and duplet, for example, appears
directly to my understanding as a time factor of 3:2, without the help of measuring apparatus. By contrast, it is hardly necessary
to point out that those physical speeds, which are perceived by my ears in the form of pitches lie (as far as my nervous system is
concerned) not in the physical realm of speed, but in the area of the mind in which perceptions are qualitative, non quantitative.
For this reason a basic order that postulates a ratio of a:b as a regulating factor common to both pitch and duration (or speeds) is
irrelevant, indeed meaningless in relation to a musical structure, which in structural terms reflects mental rather than physical
processes. The a:b ratio in the realm of pitch is only physically, not mentally, analogous to the a:b ratio in the realm of duration
or speed.” [Varnai/Hausler/Samuel/Ligeti, 1983]
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penetrate into this field that was not at all musical, but concerned with the exploitation of a discourse,

extracting the maxima possibilities of it. Although deconstruction was born as a necessity of

philosopher Derrida to develop a kind of corpus to deal with the interpretation of philosophical texts

and their problematic in terms of translation, however these theories or procedures has been spread in

diverse areas of culture and knowledge. One of the most fascinating features of deconstruction, and

perhaps energetic, is its renounce to be reduced in a system, where the limitations are palpable. In the

own words of Derrida,

“In any case, in despite of the appearances, deconstruction is nor an analysis neither a
critic, and translation should be take into account this. There is not an analysis, above all
because dismantling the structure is not a returning towards the simple element, towards a
decomposed origin. Neither it is a critic in a general or Kantian sense.
 Respect to the method, I will say the same. Deconstruction is not a method and it cannot be
transform in method. Above all if the technical meaning is accentuated in that word… For
this reason, a debate has been developed in this field: Can deconstruction convert itself in a
methodology of reading and interpretation? Therefore, can it allow itself to be captured
and domesticated by the academic institutions? (…)
Thus, it is necessary to note that deconstruction is not only an act or an operation (…)
Deconstruction happens; it is an event that has not deliberation, conscience or
organization of the subject, even modernity. It deconstructs to itself (…). Littré said:
“deconstructing itself… to lose its construction”. And all enigma stays in the ‘itself’
[Peñalver, 1990, p. 152, free translation].

Maybe, one of the most interesting things that deconstruction speaks about is the absence of a

predetermined final form. Structure can be originated from inside to outside, that is, from the minima

element to the macrostructure. For me, it contents a bigger creative sense; it is not necessary to

generate firstly a whole previous structure where to put all on it. On the contrary, oneself can speculate

about the movement and transformations of the material inside some general points of reference,

following a strategy sometimes improvised, sometimes even able to go out the limits and explode the

frameworks. The material has the necessity of living in/out the frameworks, behaving as a living being,

with own entity, because moves. The structure, that is, the mould where music is put on, as well wants

to mean at the same level of the content, or perhaps more. So, form is something that should be created,

not structured.  Peñalver, an expert on Derrida’s texts, performs a paragraph of ‘The writing and the

difference’ as follows:

“Interest for writing like a form, the fascination for the form, you can see it and value it
like weakness, lack of power, even impotence to understand the form inside it. In these
terms, it means that structural conscience confirm the topic that link the criticism with the
creative impotence. In Derrida words: form surprised you when you have not the
necessary power to understand its inner power. This means, to create” [Peñalver, 1990,
p. 29, free translation].
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“Seed: a small
container for

radioactive material
placed in body tissue
during radiotherapy.”

Soon, these theoretical aspects translate themselves to another fields, as architecture. Architects as

Tschumi, the author of ‘Vilette Park’ in Paris or ‘Glass Video Gallery’ in Groningen, re-plans some

notions as basis of a new attitude of disjunction according with deconstruction.2

Another aspect that interests much to me is the repercussion of such ideas in plastic arts; what is the

influence of these currents of thoughts in another disciplines, painting and sculpture, above all. I will

speak about two of my most favourites present plastic artists, the painter Fabián Marcaccio and the

sculptor Isidro Blasco.

Fabián Marcaccio, an Argentinean artist who lives in New York,

creates the concept of ‘Paintant’ (a syncretism of both words,

‘painting’ and ‘mutant’) a triple juncture of painting, sculpture and

photography-based canvas. Marcaccio makes a previous computer-

generated complex composition, using thousands of images, picked up

in the Internet or extracted from his own databases. It is important to say that he never incurs in

appropriationism. This previous motley composition, generally big-sized, serves as basis to the

pictorial action. It consists in an initial primer, on where shortly before you has set the big-scaled

digital images; later, the pictorial action on the canvas starts properly according to a library of gestures

–he called ‘conjectures’-; it is used conventional means for that, as oil, or something more artificial, as

polymers or silicones. These last ones allow Marcaccio to magnify the brush-strokes very broadly,

translating them into a field closer to the sculpture than the painting itself.  Actually, the montage of

some of his ‘pictures’ requires some days.

Marcaccio is a thinker, not only a painter. Several aspects of the pictures have fascinated to me: first of

all, he uses electronic devices reinventing completely painting, which in these beginnings of 21st

century it seemed to be dead. The hybridization seems to be the path. As a critic has said: he paints the

painting. Also, Marcaccio deconstructs the old categories and creates some new ones, reinventing new

roles of the pictorial elements: frameworks that twist around alive, violent strokes, which go out

                                                  
2 “Tschumi, perhaps the architect most influenced by Derrida, believes that it is now necessary to abandon Post-
Modern architectural notions in favour of a Post-humanist architectural idea, characterized by the dispersion of
subject and decentralization. He chose disjunction in the same sense, that must not, however, be considered as
an architectural concept. It is a question of a systematic exploration of one of various themes, that of sequence
and of superposition (Parc de la Vilette). Such explorations are not carried out in the abstract, but in relation to
the field of architecture, even through other cultural domains such as cinema and literature.
This disjunctive architecture has three common denominators, according to Tschumi:

1) Rejection of the notion of syntheses in favour of the notion of disassociation and disjunctive analysis.
2) Rejection of the traditional opposition between use and architectural form in favour of a superposition

or juxtaposition of two terms that can be both independently and equally applied to the same methods
of architectural analysis.

3) Emphasis on the methodological plan, on fragmentation, superimposition and combination, which
undoes a disassociating strength that extends itself to all architectural systems; and at the time of
breaking free from its limits, it is given a new definition” [Glusberg/Papadakis, 1991, p.8].
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“Seed: it is the curved shape
speared for the entire work.
In its initial conception, it
represents the object to be
composed and later
decomposed. It supposes the
scale 1:1 between abstract
model and composer.”

–literally- the canvas. Marcaccio isolates the stroke as an element feasible to be converted in a materic

object inside the compositional work.

[Fig. 6] A ‘Paintant’ of Fabián Marcaccio. The picture is the conclusion of three different actions: computerized collage, oil
painting and dabs of pre-designed pieces of polyester resins that simulate great stroke-brushes. It could be noted some

magnifying of the linen of the canvas, as representation of the brutal process on the canvas.  Further information in
http://paintants.com/.

One of the things that appeal to me very much is the

representation of both plans, the pictorial and the

virtual/electronic, as a natural means to represent vital

ideas coherent each other. For instance, Marcaccio

magnifies the appearance of shapes in a representative

way, simulating to use a powerful microscope, imitating

the thin threads of the canvas’ linen, as a real

microstructure of the matter he is painting. He uses this element very frequently. These paintings

stimulated to me about the idea of split the musical working areas in two well-differentiated domains,

but join in a more complex and complete expression. He explores the pictorial territory as a landscape,

zooming in some areas of the surface. Another remarkable aspect is the absence of pre-defined roles of

the elements of the picture: there is no framework, and otherwise it does not serve to content the picture

inside a territory; the painting is not painted anymore, but rather the representation of painting is

(re)created; the matter of the canvas itself plays a compositional part in the process, increasing and

decreasing its size –perhaps this is the reason of using stiffeners in that, as in the picture above-.

Sometimes, the roles are interchanged; the threads of linen are the represented figure and the figure are

the basis, as strong effect of the zooming in. The whole is an aesthetical experience that goes beyond
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the senses, towards a speculative field that invites to the spectator to meditate and walk vaguely

between these folds of pure reflection.

The image on the left [fig. 7] is another detailed painting of

Marcaccio. Here is possible to observe an inversion of the pictorial

elements: line is on the surface of the canvas, and bellow it are

sound figures composed by computer. As well, it is

distinguishable some intermediate strokes, the ‘real’ pictorial

material, made on resin.

Another figure who appeals to me very much is Isidro Blasco; he

is a Spanish sculptor who lives in New York and develops

interesting works around some deconstructive theories in terms of

organizing the space. For Blasco, the space is something mental,

which should represent the mental territories as fragments of

remembrances. Our memory is not linear, so a transformation into

the reality of such images must be composed of smaller splinters. Sometimes, the splinters conform

bigger portions of memories, sometimes recreate spaces that want to defeat the Euclidean limits.

[Fig. 8] One of the works of Isidro Blasco; in this occasion, the artist represent the deconstruction of the space and the image of
the space before to be dismantled, as an effect of the capricious process of memory [http://www.artnet.com/awc/isidro-

blasco.html].
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Blasco uses, as Marcaccio, a rich hybridization between different sources of expression: wood,

digitally printed pictures and sometimes, video static projections. Wood is the material used for raising

complex structures; these structures generally are represented by a kind of superimposed and disfigured

amount of easels, which join themselves with the aim to recreate a structure where to put the mental

splinters. It is symptomatic that the expression media is sculpture, but the principal constructive mean

was a traditional pictorial tool as easel.  Once the structure is calculated and set, the artist refills the

work with the memory-images, creating a space unique, which try to map and scrutinize a determined

whole space. This duality between the structure and form, wood and images, in other words, between

physical and simulated representation, respectively, inspires to me as well.

[Fig. 9] This is another recreation of a mental space, by Isidro Blasco. In the last works, Blasco also uses actual representation
of the spaces before to be deconstructed; this mere reference, very well integrated inside the plasticity of the work –as in this
case, using a TV monitor-, increases the illusion of the represented space, allows the visitant to fields the mental folds of the

author as owns ones.

Combining architecture, photography and installation to recreate images of interior spaces and exteriors

of buildings, Blasco’s photo-sculptures are three-dimensional visual articulations of a particular place

that provide broader insights into how we perceive ourselves in a man-made environment. With little

interest in the formal practice of photography, Blasco uses the photographic process to form the value,

shape and density of the final three-dimensional sculpture, representing his personal and subjective

perception of a particular environment.
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[Fig. 10] One of their most recent works, for next spring 2008, ‘Old City Interior’, a new series that explores inner constructions
in China.

Blasco starts a piece by taking photographs while standing in a fixed location so that all the images

taken at a specific site are from one point of view. He then makes miniature architectural scale models

before starting to work on the finished piece, laminating the photographs before mounting the multiple

views of rooms or edifices on complex wooden armatures (the framework around which the sculpture

is built). Beginning with a single angle in a room or from the street, Blasco constructs a new spatial

experience from a series of altered perspectives, fragmenting the single viewpoint into a myriad of

possibilities.

Blasco’s work is very much influenced by Analytical Cubism. Like Picasso and Braque, he uses

fragmentation and presentation of objects in multiple points of view to provoke change in the viewer’s

perception. The effect for the viewer can be surprising, disorientating and intimate all at once, “a

kinesthetic re-experiencing of space through disjointed photographic mapping.”

In his large photo-construction ‘Old City Interior’ (above), we’re plunged into a cramped domestic

space where we have the sense of the make-do, crowded, often confining quality of much of urban

apartment life. Building 1, another large piece, is an exterior view giving us a perspective on the hectic

communal life that a Shanghai apartment house shelters, while Building 8, a small wall-hung

construction puts an apartment house in the context of the street scene and other buildings. Art critic

Paul Laster comments: “Blasco’s inquisitiveness and do-it-yourself construction makes his work lively
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and generously invites our curious contemplation. By baring his domestic soul with film and props, he

transforms everyday life into the extraordinary.”

After these long explanations about philosophy and arts, let us take up again our own explanations

about organization on time. I began the composition of ‘DK <sin>’ with a minimal repartition of time,

organized according to a proportional factor. This previous repartition was waiting for the command of

(dis)ordering. This action on the discourse was materialized on the deconstruction of a matrix in

several parallel horizontal lines, interwoven each other in a richer discourse. The action of exploding

the matrix was an action randomly controlled, meditated previously according to some algorithmic

strategies and, therefore, genuine.

This was done just as a personal conception of time indicates, in a continuous/discontinuous way. It

pursues the deconstruction of narrative as a mean of obtaining the highest performance of the

discourse; indeed, it implies does not lose the identity of the whole. Multiple variations of the

macrostructure can be produced, and the listener never will lose the feeling of (dis)continuity, aware of

the presence of several lines, which move around weaving an invisible bigger curl, sometimes on the

discourse, sometimes bellow it, as a gesture that wants to participate with its other fellows in each

moment, infinitely.

The matrix was created following a criterion of organicism, taken as starting point an abstract element,

the seed, which unifies the composition in whatever level. Therefore, the macroform is created likewise

than the 1:1 scale. From 1:1 to the electronic processes is the microform, as we will speak

subsequently. Precisely, this is other deconstructive feature of my work, the macro/micro form. In the

middle of the system, the scale 1:1, the composer creates the illusion of not to be noticed beyond the

direct handling of seeds. From this centre, in which the subject –the composer- appears not as a motor,

but rather an element without real presence, among a remained space in negative where the

compositional process is originated, all the actions are oriented to developments up and down –towards

the macrostructure and microstructure, respectively- totally strange each other in their specific

processes, but interconnected by seeds. Once the entire sonic organism is created, that represents truly

the beginnings of composition: a movement of (de)composition must be started. I construct this big

object with the unique purpose of dismantle it, of subdue it using several actions that not depends

directly on completely reflexive decisions; on the contrary, they can be determined, for instance, by

making again algorithms. A kind of tension is established during these disordering processes, whereas

the modification of the form is palpable in each of these single actions.  Derrida says something similar

in ‘The writing and the difference’:

“The tension on I read and write and the treatment that I give some words, probably it is

close with any non-discursive sonorities, although I am non secure if its name is

‘musical’” [Derrida, 1999, pp. 166-167].
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All the calculus generated for raising the work, finally are only illusions. The work wants itself to walk

a path from the ‘machine’ dependency to the ‘composer’s-hand’ dependency. The last level of

composition was accomplished by hand, according with some materials for the instruments; these

behavioural predefinitions wish to entry continuously in controversy and affect the subjacent designed

previous reality in an irreversible way.  This level of the composition, the hand of the craftsman, indeed

is infinitely richer than the strictly technological stratum: on it lays all the human definition, only

achievable by human senses. It is necessary to finish this (in)organic whole as polish as possible. And to

finish this chapter with the words of Derrida himself, in an essay about Bataille:

“The strongest power is the one of a writing that, in the boldest breaking, continue

keeping and recognizing the necessity of a system of the forbidden aspects. Writing is

drown always between these two sides of the limit.”
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1.3 Antecedents of the seeds on my last works

Now, I would like to attend to one of the most important aspects of my activity as composer. I will

speak about the seed . This element, the seed, has accompanied me around different periods

before to start to develop some present theories about sinusoidal deconstruction. This symbol, the seed,

represents to me the action of speculate (from Roman speculor, -ari), that is, to observe, investigate, to

scrutinize.

Practically, the seed evolved as my own work did. It has been an element of exploration of some

features in my music, but one was dealt with special sense: spatiality. One of the first works where it

was totally conscientiously used was in ‘…horror vacui…’ for ensemble, a work made in 2003/2004.

The title means ‘fear to the emptiness’ and is inspired by the Baroque altarpieces, in which all the basic

wooden structure was filled with very plastic forms and another curved elements. This profusion of

elements never hinders the whole sight of the structure; it always is clear for the eye. In ‘…horror

vacui…’ the seed are transformed in the principal series of the work, and principally it was used as a

kind of element that generates an expansive distribution of the pitches. The core of the series is

composed by the Bach motif (B flat-A-C-B natural), and the subsequent development is an expansion

of the intervallic references of this core. It draws a bigger movement of sinusoid, each time more

separated from the core. Joined with its retrogradation, the series has the peculiarity of being infinite,

all the time in expansion without limits. In this occasion, the seed was handled as an element able to

distribute pitches, thinking in a vertical plan, more than in the organizational possibilities as a temporal

factor. Indeed, some behaviour

 feed the work in a horizontal way; concretely, it was very interesting to observe how each new turn of

the entire series shaped new serial fields, in a lot of occasions combining two or more at the same time,

as long as the series was deconstructed in new interesting configurations. The instrumentation

supported as well this idea of giving identity to each serial field, meanwhile it was possible to observe,

as soon the work goes forward on the timeline, a big amount of destroyed particles of the original

series, more and more disfigured by the time passing through [CD’s track #3].

[Fig. 11] Principal series of ‘…horror vacui…’, written in 2003/2004, for ensemble of twelve instrumentalists. One of the
peculiarities of this series is the expansion without limitation, joined the principal series with the retrogradation. An interesting

point is the Bach motif implicated in that.

‘Il Nero’ (from Italian, ‘The Black’), a work of 2005 for strings ensemble, follows its own itinerary in

respect to the seed. The work concerns the creation of distinct textures using a basic pitch material.
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Each time these textures are deconstructed by means of different compositional procedures: micro-

glissandi around some pivot-notes, serial practice as a mean of articulation of motifs from some

predetermined pitches, et cetera. So, the seed here plays a role of inner spatiality, which tries to achieve

some movement in the deepest part of the composition, remaining a quasi-static appearance in the

surface of the discourse [CD’s track #4].

Another work, in preparation yet, is the ‘Concerto for violin’. The first structural considerations and

sketches were started in fall/winter 2005. Here it is possible to observe some previous ideas that were

developed later in ‘DK <sin>’: the proportional partition of time, according to a logarithmic

distribution –in this occasion only 17 different chunks-, the concern about how to deal with a graphical

element as a controller, which determines some pitch itineraries, and indeed the auto-referentiality of

the macrostructure. For this last task, the seed was used, in some distinct scales, setting a composition

around a central point. Each one of the reproductions of the big sinusoid is presented in different sizes

in one of the four formulas: direct movement, inverted movement, retrogradation and inversion of the

retrogradation. Some picks suddenly appear along the seed. That occurs because some of the chunks

are removed, creating a sensation of folding of forms, as if somebody folds the paper just for some of

the division lines.  It causes each time a sharper movement of the seed, breaking the natural ‘up-and-

down’ expectable motion on cycles.  This environment has a quick expression in the motifs achieved;

at the top on the right, the principal cell of the violin as representation of the seed, which controls the

material; at the bottom, the pivots are set along the macrostructure, in which music is going to gravitate

around.

[Fig. 12] These are some drafts of the first of three sections of ‘Concerto for violin’. Here is possible recognize some of the
principal features that feed the conception of ‘DK <sin>’, using seed as a duration-pitch controller that explore different

dimension along the work.
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“Seed: it is alternated energy
(rhythm), up and down and
cohesive, in opposite way to
anti-rhythm, that is loss of
energy, organized in clouds of
events and dispersive.”

For this occasion, I borrowed a concept of Leibniz, the ‘rhizome’. The concept rhizome serves as basis

of new theories about webs in distinct fields as sociology, theory of knowledge or technology. Coming

firstly from botanic, the rhizome is this kind of underground structure, developed by the roots of some

plants. Unlike the arborescent upper structures of plants, the rhizome has not a hierarchic distribution

of their elements, but rather horizontal, where each element are interconnected with others, whatever

was its position in the whole structure. Deleuze and Guattari use the metaphor of rhizome in order to

define one of the central concepts of their work "Mille plateaux. Capitalisme et schizophrénie":

“A rhizome does not begin and does not finish; always it is in the middle of things, is a

‘between-being’, an intermezzo. Tree is filiation, but rhizome is alliance, only alliance.

Tree imposes verb ‘to be’, but the network of rhizome is the conjunction

“and…and…and”. In this conjunction there is sufficient power to uproot the verb to be.”

Finally, another excerpt that represents some ideas about

dealing with seeds is the next. It is from ‘Punto Intenso

contra Remisso’, a work from 2004/2005, for cello and

electronics, revised in 2008. Although the spatial

distribution of some sparkling materials is clear, describing

an expansive sinusoidal movement as product of this

planning however, this strategy passes through almost completely unnoticed. As in ‘Il Nero’, this is

because it concerns to a deeper dimension of the writing. As soon the listener travel to the surface,

another materials are listened in a more noticeable way. This controversy between a deep discourse and

a superficial discourse is a subject that pursues me along my work [CD’s track #5].

[Fig. 13] This is the subject created for the electronic fugue of central section (above). It corresponds to tenor line, and
subsequent transpositions were set for the rest of the voices. Bellow, on the right, it is the whole planning of the section,

describing an ascendant sinusoid.
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1.4 The tactility of time

“ I adopted a new approach to processing the interaction
between large-scale formal/variational structure and its
temporal contiguity. (…) Various degrees of temporal

“tactility” –that is to say, situations in which alterations in
the flow of time through and around objects or states

become sensually (consciously) palpable”.

[Ferneyhough, 1988, p. 21]

‘The Tactility of Time’ was the title of a lecture of Ferneyhough in Darmstadt in 1988, where he spoke

fundamentally about his piece ‘Mnemosyme’, for bass flute and electronics. I include this interesting

concept, tactility, because it turns around an important feature of the genre of monophonic instrument a

solo, with or without electronics. Tactility is a word that tells us about a human musical approach of

time, from both sensitive and rational aspects. Specifically, it speaks about the impact of each singular

musical phenomenon by the passing of time.

Tactility is unavoidable linked with the idea of sequence, where a single line is exploited in its

possibilities. Different materials and rhythmic treatments provoke a distinct perception of time in each

moment of the work. This feature has been deeply developed as well in other solo works of some

authors, as in Sciarrino’s solo flute works or in Berio’s Sequenzes. For Ferneyhough, to feel tactility is

only possible thanks to an exhaustive exploitation of each one these temporal fragments, seeking for

each of them its proper integrity, their own autonomy:

“The more the internal integrity of a musical event suggests its autonomy, the less the
capacity of the “time arrow” to traverse it with impunity; it is “bent” by the contact (…).
Its potential has been redefined by the collision” [Ferneyhough, 1988, p.23].

This skill about how to achieve contrasting results by means of action of time seems to be a very

appropriate vehicle to articulate a linear discourse, that is, to derive a sufficient dialectic to construct a

an efficient plan. Karlheinz Stockhausen, very aware of these properties of the timeline, explored that in

his electroacoustic work ‘Studie II’ (1954). For this work, Stockhausen generated a collection of

materials represented in a graphical score, splitting it in two sections: the section at the top indicates the

pitches, sized by a scale in hertz, and the section at the bottom indicates de intensities of each material,

sized in decibels. In the middle, a divided horizontal strip indicates durations, doing equivalence

between space unities (length of the tape) and time unities (seconds). All materials were built by means

of the same generator, applying the same constructive principles, so the charm of the piece lies precisely

in this economy. Only dealing with a wide collection of diaphanous envelopes, in other words,

tendencies that control amplitudes, and with very little polyphony, Stockhausen expresses all a universe
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of elements that enrich the time. This strategy around dealing with time by means of different

behavioural resistances against it, gives to us an opportunity for a more tactile listening (CD’s track

#6).

[Fig. 14] This is one of the pages of the score of ‘Studie II’, of Karlheinz Stockhausen. The instructions are represented in two
sections: up pitches and down intensities. Meanwhile the upper blocks are static, the envelopes bellow control the dynamic

intentionality. These linear gestures for the potentiometers are enough to distribute a rich discourse along time.

One of the most important strategies for this sort of ‘monothematic’ compositions is to establish a

minimal material-based polyphony. Subsequently, the composers did not waste these properties of time;

on the contrary, these properties were developed from the same basis, but in different ways. In the case

of composers who deal with a solo compositions for conventional instruments, these monothematic

characteristics were transformed in a more interesting and varied perceptual experience, using for that a

wider collection of materials, which to construct a kind of structural polyphony with.  Luciano Berio is

known as the most paradigmatic composer on dealing with sequential structures. I will formulate some

references about the ‘Sequenza’ XIII’, one of the last of the author’s series, for accordion, composed in

1995. In this work, Berio handled seventeen different materials, which are organized according with a

behavioural itinerary. The graphic of the next page represents, among other things, how these materials

are shared along the timeline. The highest coloured line is the principal material of the work, a kind of

deconstructed cantilena (‘chanson’) very proper of the cultural heritage of the accordion; the rest of

them, bellow it, is subsidiary more neutral materials, let us say, but not less important. It is very

interesting to observe how Berio distributes each of them very steadily, according with a processual

idea of rhythmic increment; everything is not completed until section V, with the appearance of the

black material, in the inferior area, more or less on the point that corresponds to the golden section of

the work (CD’s track #7). Another factors are implicated at the same time, as the play on registers, the

manual and other mechanisms. One has the impression, observing this picture of the sequenza, that

more than a single instrument is implicated in the work, such polyphony of materials occurs. Otherwise,

this spatial insight of time was one of the principal features that feed the system of dispensable parts I

have created in this project. We will develop this topic in the next chapter.
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Hitherto, we have spoken only about a tactility that concerns a structural domain of the composition,

based in a discontinuous use of time as means of achieving contrast, of generating a whole discourse.

Another kind of tactility exists besides that, less abstract but more sensitive, although is based as well

on rational aspects. This sort of tactility is possible thanks to a more continuous use of time, as a

product of increments or decrements of the velocity, given some pulsations. Principally, this is related

to some theories of Stockhausen about time, described in ‘…how time passes…’ In this article of fall

1956, Stockhausen told us about durations and proportionality; ‘duration’ is a concept that unifies both

parameters as frequency as rhythm, all depends merely of the scale it is watched with, of the

magnifying glass that you use. Meanwhile rhythmic figures depend of temporal unities (seconds or

metronome unities), pitches are hertz, that is, cycles per second. According to Stockhausen, this

separation between pitches and durations was an historical distraction of perception, and nothing else.

Perception of music has been always focused in this split realms, but Stockhausen say to us that

another possibilities exist:

“Our sense-perception divides acoustically-perceptible phases into two groups; we speak
of durations and pitches. This becomes clear if we steadily shorten the length of a phase
(e.g., that between two impulses) from 1” to 1/2”, to 1/4”, 1/8”, 1/16”, 1/32”, 1/64”, etc.
Until a phase-duration of approx. 1/16”, we can still just hear the impulses separately;
until then, we speak of ‘duration’, if of one that becomes extremely short. Shorten the
phase-duration gradually to 1/32”, and the impulses are no longer separately
perceptible; one can not longer speak of the ‘duration’ of a phase” [Stockhausen, 1957,
p.10].

I realized in February 2007 a very simple experience in the analog studio of the Institute of Sonology,

revolving with steady increasing and decreasing of pulses, in order to appreciate these assertions of

Stockhausen. Indeed, a pitch perception is felt just in the moment that this series of pulsations were

more accelerated (CD’s track #8). In my experiment, pitch perception seems to occur clearly even

before 16 pulses, more or less from the 13 pulses forward. It is a matter of fact that the phenomenon,

which started as durations, is converted into frequencies without a no too much noticeable changing

point, and vice versa.

The experiment was an important source of inspiration that motivates the idea of seeds to me. I realized

that by means of seeds I could explore the domain between 1 pulse and 17 pulses per second, as a sort

of continuous bass of sub-harmonic sounds, previous at the perceivable tone. Also, the domain was

enlarged to the opposite size, from 1 pulse per second until 1/17 pulses per second, with much more

longer figures. The aim of this enlargement was to use a symmetric section from the other size of the 1

pulse milestone.

Some not so far divergences and analogies can be founded between my rhythmic environment and

other parallel manifestations along Western music history. In certain sense, this exploration supposes a

new manner of joining some sounds with others, as a ‘continuous bass’. Like Baroque continuous bass,

both start from a low domain of fundamental sounds. Unlike the continuous bass, which was composed

of static and independent sounds that creates a logical harmonic discourse, right now it is about rows of
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continuous pulses with sense of tied and coherent dynamism, which travel between 1/0.0625” (the

equivalent to 16 quarter-notes) and 1/17”, with certain logic as well, because the system is inside a

auto-referential rhythmic domain.

Such extremely low sounds are almost not perceived as pitches, but rather as sounds that move in a

secondary level, as a kind of glissando or sub-harmonic dissonance that slide itself here and there,

inside a total controlled domain. A freedom of somebody who walks through an unexplored land lays

in that.

On the other hand, in certain sense, seed is an element very similar to the old neuma. Seed tries to

represent again the forgotten unity of pitch and duration in a single gesture derived from chironomy.

Both parameters, pitch and rhythm, are derived from seed; on the contrary, seed is not a meeting point

of distinct musical dimensions. Seed is generation, not only organization.

[Fig. 16] An analogy between a torculus, a species of Gregorian neuma, and a walk seed, generated in AC Toolbox, used in the
composition of ‘DK <sin>’.  Both elements represent a concretion of pitch and duration in a single gesture as minimal element

of a composition.

Not last, but not least, we will speak about a third aspect of the concept tactility, beyond this parametric

joining of frequency-duration, which Stockhausen speaks about. These insights about the close

relationship of durations and pitches, gave me the opportunity of reconsidering the concept rhythm

from its own fundament. Originally, the word rhythm (from the Greek, ρνθµóς) means ‘fluid, to flow’.

Another entries for rhythm are ‘order in the succession of things’; concerning to language, rhythm is

‘the measured flow of words and phrases in verse or prose as determined by the relation of long and

short or stressed and unstressed syllables’. So, according with this, rhythm is the meeting of contraries,

given a succession of elements. I would like to emphasize the word ‘contraries’. In music, rhythm is

indeed achievable by means of opposed accentuations, but as well by means of opposed durations. The
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first category uses dynamic, the second uses agogic, as in the next example, where a couple of contrary

elements appear, the first long/stressed and the second short/unstressed:

[Fig. 17] The same succession of contrary elements is represented musically in both ways: one concerned to dynamic, on the left,
where appears a meeting of contraries (stressed and unstressed notes), and the other, on the right, uses an agogical resource

(long and short notes),

One of the most important things in order to consider rhythm fairly is to take into account the

perceptual level where rhythm is produced in. In order to rhythm occurs, above all is important the

listening of contrasting things into a series. Thanks to this appreciation around contrary elements, it is

feasible as well to use another parameters, in order to achieve rhythm, that is, in order to achieve

opposition of contrary elements on the discourse, apart of durations or accentuations. In this specific

point, pitches play a determinant role, because it links with durations in another different way than

Stockhausen does not tell us. Pitches are susceptible to create rhythm by themselves. For instance,

given an extremely simple regular succession of figures, metrically equal [Fig. 18], and considering all

notes are articulated in the same manner, using the same nuance of intensity for each of them, a

rhythmic feeling occurs only with the use of two or three different pitches:

So, other musical qualities, as pitch is, are accepted as well as means of obtaining rhythm along the

timeline, because definitively, senses are illusory. In that dimension, the considerations of Stockhausen

about the duration of pitches in terms of cycles per second, principally thought as means of generating

a synthetic system as integral serialism, do not fix well with the rhythmic distinction produced by the

senses. In the sensitive field, there is not a correspondence between low pitches=long/stressed rhythmic

elements and loud pitches=short/unstressed rhythmic elements, as occurs strictly in the realm of

durations. We could merely invert pitches in the example [Fig. 19] and definitively we would obtain

the similar rhythmic impression:

The same kind of experiences could be translated to another musical fields, as timbre, and we would

obtain the same result in the rhythmic plan.
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All said above concludes in a personal way of understanding rhythm in a larger scale, as a stochastic

environment. Seed is the element in charge of producing massive movements of data, increasing and

decreasing duration and pitches values. The continuous and irregular stretched/compressed rhythmic

movement is added with ‘down-to-up’ movement of pitches, which move as well according to this

winding sense, sometimes in agree with rhythm, sometimes in contradiction; when the band of pitches

tends to be narrow, a cohesive movement represents energy, that is, the minimal gesture to produce

something musical by means of an ‘up-and-down’ repetition, more or less literal of itself. This

controversy between active states and more passive states conforms the condition for rhythm.

As long as seed is an element that achieves rhythm by itself, another more general concept is situated

above it, the anti-rhythm. Unlike seed, anti-rhythm is dispersive, non cohesive. In that, pitches play

their role. The accumulated energy of seed, generated by means of referential and narrow movements

of parameters, both pitches and durations, is spread along the timeline because the band tends to open

itself: the anti-rhythm is produced. That occurs because the disassociation of both parameters, in the

moment that pitches want to represent another more expansive melodic gestures, which are not in

consonance with the sinusoidal movements of durations that support them below.  So, a kind of more

general rhythmic concept that includes the last one is seed/anti-rhythm, as reflect of a natural contrast

between agreement and disagreement of parameters.

[Fig. 20] This is graphical schema of idea about rhythm in sinusoidal deconstruction. Although seed’s movement are sufficient to
create rhythmic sensation, a more extensive domain is extended above that. Pitches are the elements that generated this contrast

as decisive factors in rhythmic determination.

Therefore, it leads us to an observance of the meeting of musical parameters as an interchangeable

phenomenon, where parameters, no with a blurred sense, but rather a clear and distinct intentionality,

transgress each role. Thanks to this interchangeable property of music, I create rhythms as someone

who draws melodies, using the same sense of strokes that moves alive the gesture around the space,

expressing itself; and with pitches, I generate the same rhythmic feeling of someone who plans

different distributions using as tool the conventional metrical system, but in a way much less coercive

and more broad, let us say. Everything flows into a harmony beyond the parametric, beyond the

gravitational force of a discourse articulated as convergence of multi-faceted aspects behind a single

idea.  To make free the boundaries without lost of integrity; this is the enterprise.
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1.5 Experiences with some preliminaries and sketches

“Complexity consists of a richness of details that do not
impede being immediately and synthetically perceived by

the senses. A tree or a mountain offers our vision an
immediately recognizable physiognomy. Observed with

more attention, an extremely varied internal articulation is
revealed (an intricate proliferation of branches and leaves,

a very rich alternation of peaks and valleys). However,
this indescribable richness of details does not hinder our

immediate perception of the ‘tree-form’ or of the
‘mountain-form’. On the contrary, complicated are those

aspects in which details are more important than the
overall design, making a global comprehension

impossible.”

(Francisco Guerrero)

In the beginnings I started to make some experiences without another aim that speculate freely about

the real compositional possibilities of a chance compositional environment, minimally controlled. This

environment might be able to produce some predefined ideas in real time from a raw of instructions not

too long. Koenig described in ‘Summary observations in compositional theory’ what implies the term

‘chance composition’. In his own words,

“This designation, too, indicates two different things:
(a) Composing chance itself; or, put in another way: giving chance the opportunity of

becoming musically fertile,
(b) Composing in consciousness of the fact that not all details of a work are felt to be

necessary, that different sequences of the same values can fulfil the musical sense; or
again: to let chance operate where a rule would merely simulate necessity.

The more opportunities chance is afforded of determining –within given limits- the form,
the smaller is the extent to which it has a determining influence in detail. There are as yet
no systems of chance composing, although we are always waiting for chance in the
merely suggested actions of the interpreter or in the form of dice on the composer’s desk.
In any case, composing with chance tends to be just as systematic as systematic
composing is interspersed with chance elements. [Koenig, 1963-1970, p. 10].

It is a matter of fact that since my very first meeting with algorithmic composition, a natural bridge was

established between the compositional tools I cultivated along my last stage and some kind of

automatism around these same ideas. My first attempts were focused precisely in finding a proper

vehicle where some own previous tools, directly derived from serialism and chance composition, fixed

well with this new operations field.

AC Toolbox offered to me at least two quite different itineraries about the composition: firstly, the

possibility of improving my own musical language through a generous collection of tools, in other
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words, programmed instructions with possibility of modification, which were clearly split of traditional

notation. This last aspect was very important, because it implied a completely new sight in that. The

same rudimentary tools that I made by hand some time before to create some works -such as numerical

matrixes to control pitches, durations, timbres, dynamics and so on-, were extended to another more

interesting and sophisticated area, where non dependency of physical notation exists, in a place where

the abstraction is total, let us say, and without necessity of spend time in dealing with notes. So, in a

certain way, this path seemed very appropriate to reach a more purified system. However, that system

was more concerned for an accurate handling of the instructions that move music itself, as a kind of hi-

speed version of those chance procedures, than for exploring some new considerations of these tools

beyond a post-structuralist conception of time, otherwise completely obsolete today. These last were

some features of the second itinerary that naturally I chose. Why?

I did some experiments on the basis of these post-serialist concerns. First of all, I built some sections

using simple random generators that basically offer melodic, rhythmic and dynamic outputs; harmony

was not considered that time. It allowed to me to observe what the real possibilities of a system were

that only use the variation of some thresholds inside three similar generators as controllers to articulate

something. Surprisingly, the system was able to create itself a quasi-coherent discourse with total

absence of harmony, based purely on gesture [CD’s track #9].

One of the principal purposes of that was to can observe the grade of formal coherence using a reduced

number of instructions, as few as possible, by means of a model or generator. The role of such a

generator was to create the initial conditions for later modifications. In order to obtain different results,

as distinct points of view of the same thing, this model was moved slowly, and in the most occasions it

even generated interesting outputs without necessity of changing instructions. After that, I realised that

a kind of internal coherence occurred thanks to the generator, which produced not equal, but rather

similar results. These results, set into a series with a minimum logic or tendency, for instance, a slight

increasing of pitches put in a strategic place of the section, were satisfactory without too much support

by the composer.

The problem of such a procedure was the no possibility to avoid the fragmentation between some

events and others. In other words, the discourse was coherent and sufficient varied, but not

aesthetically satisfactory, non totally organic. As well the continuity seemed to be affected by these

factors, producing itself a weird manifestation of some events against others.
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[Fig. 21] Plotting of a section generated with a random generator in AC Toolbox inside three different parameters; one of the
more remarkable characteristics of that was the extremely short time, perhaps few minutes, it was necessary to use to achieve

this entire section, coherent itself.

Subsequent sketches were composed using more than one generator, creating several distinct sections

along a big gesture inside the timeline; in that sense, the created sections were more or less satisfactory

musically, but otherwise it was impossible to avoid this post-structuralist conception [CD’s track #10].

Therefore, the next step was to pursue a chance composition model with a more noticeable capacity of

auto-reference. It was necessary that such a model could amalgamate, in a single gesture, the whole

discourse and the simplest expression of the generator who brought the discourse to life, that is, the

seed. The smallest movements produced by the generator (the actual realm of the composition, which I

named ‘the scale 1:1’), might be reproducible in the macrostructure through several scales. It changed

radically in the moment I began to deal with walk generators.

Koenig described excellently what are the basic differences between system compositions, where some

rules are predetermined and felt along the composition, and chance compositions, where everything

could be whatever thing, except distinct:

“System compositions usually expose their rule-character to such an extent as to permit
the listening composer to perceive the individual structures as the steps of a structure-
parameter.
The form idea is developed; the listener recognizes the idea in the development.
Chance compositions do not lead us to expect serially controlled relationships, but rather
to observe closely neighbouring musical events, each of which reacts to one another in
their own way.

The development completes itself, thereby becoming the form; the listener recognizes that
development was its idea.” [Koenig, 1963-1970, p. 11].

According to that, the system composition -serialism- in its initial conception is essentially absolute,

and the chance composition -alea- is relative by definition. So, inside this last specific context, why did

I find so special the walk generators? Fundamentally, a walk generator works adding the last value

randomly generated with the previous one. Meanwhile the normal random generators offered coherent
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but fragmented results, walk has the capacity of resume a simple gesture as an entire organic entity.

The answer of that is that walk creates sequences that are consequent themselves; in other words, it

seems that an unitary logic occurs inside it -and actually it happens-, as if each single note were totally

well set in its placement, because each one is musically the consequence of the previous. I had the

feeling that it was the first time along my experiments that music really breathed. I listened hundreds of

times some results with the model I constructed, and I realized the exceptional position that walk

generator occupied. They have a capacity much more auto-referent than another random models,

because they generally express ‘down-to-up’ gestures well defined in two directions at the same time,

as vertically -pitches- as horizontally –durations-. In other words, that represented a perfect meeting

point of these two parameters by means of a single gesture, linked both under the same intentionality.

As soon walk was translated to another parameters simultaneously, the conjunction between them was

infinitely much better, and therefore the whole system seemed more compact. Sometimes the

movement of pitches and durations fitted in, and in other occasions such movements were capriciously

in disagree. These differences established a sufficient dialectic to support a discourse; precisely, they

were directly responsible of this sensation of auto-organized system, which showed itself through an

environment that uses randomness as starting point. An illusion of organism alive was created by itself,

inside a cohesive and interesting context, quite oriented to the stochastic.

The possibility of obtain entire gestures put to me on the route of extend these experiments into a

bigger domain. I created the next sketch with the aim of checking what was the self-sufficient level of a

system developed in such a way. To make that, I started thinking in a four-part polyphony, taking into

account different ranges of pitches. For that, I borrowed the vocal ranges of the Renaissance motet:

superius, altus, tenor and bassus. The actual human tessitura where roughly deformed and extended, in

order to provide a sufficient space and amplitude for musical gestures.

[Fig. 22] Example of a whole section created by means of walk generators. Above all, the four part section, describing a ‘up-to-
down’ movement all the time; at the bottom, left to right, the input of a single seed, the plotting of it [pitches in the vertical axis,

durations in the horizontal one] and the objects’ menu.
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An illusion of clever and autonomous counterpoint is achieved by means of the exposition of the

generated material in different strokes. It is reached by the free configuration of each melodic line,

where several melodic lines adopt their own itinerary, with its own divergences, but at the same time in

a homogeneous way [CD’s track #11].

Flemish polyphony was the direct inspiration of that, and more specifically two basic compositional

concepts of the Renaissance epoch, soggeto (subject) and motto (movement). Soggeto was the element

that conducts all the parts inside the counterpoint. It was in charge of producing the most basic

material; generally it was sung by the tenor line and imitated by the other lines. Also, a common

practise was to reproduce it in different scales or prolatios with the aim of obtain complex relationships

in a multidimensional environment. The most important feature of Flemish counterpoint is based on

horizontal relationships. The composer saves previously a minima guarantee of sonority fixing some

strategic points were the voices met each other, using triads, in fundamental state or first inversion, or

sometimes merely fifths, depending on the importance of the moment. To refill the middle between

some arrivals and another, motto was used. It consisted of an extraction of the principal intervallic

configuration of the soggeto and it was employed very consciously as a primordial movement, an

agglutinant gesture. In other words, it unifies in a whole all the parts in an auto-referential manner.

Those are precisely the features that work so fascinating that epoch, with such an economy of means.

Unlike the Baroque world, one of the most remarkable things in Flemish counterpoint is the absence of

functionality between parts. In Baroque music each line has a very well defined role: the bass is the

‘harmonic generator’ in combination with a series of numbers that define the upper structure of the rest

of the voices; generally the other parts have a marked hierarchy split in principal melodies, secondary

melodies, accompaniment, etc, and all their free configurations and interchanges. Fundamentally, both

systems were conditioned by several and intricate intellectual factors, but one of these factors was

totally decisive and, above all, pragmatic. In Flemish counterpoint occurred very different things, all of

them motivated by a radically opposite way of writing music. Meanwhile the Baroque composers wrote

music using some staves set in a vertical way, several decades before the Flemish composers distribute

the musical parts separately, as independent and self-sufficient lines. All singers sang around a big

score, and nobody had a clear graphical reference about another voices, unlike the Baroque continuous

bass, where some guidelines manage vertically all the musical system. Such a way drove music into a

situation where role was not so important, and all the parts worked in the same level of activity, let us

say. For the Flemish composers is more decisive to respect the integrity of each part separately, that

find a function that ruins this melodic autonomy; simply, this fact, the functionality, did represent never

a concern.
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[Fig. 23] Example of a Kyrie from Renaissance, XV century, where the four polyphonic parts are totally split each other. Left, up
to bottom, superius and altus, and right, tenor and bassus.

One of the most evident proofs that the Flemish polyphony was not a ‘role-conceived’ system is the

artifice in which the musical parts were involved. For instance, in some occasions along the discourse,

in less intense moments, the composer reduced the density of the polyphony muting one, two or even

three voices. That is known as bicinium –in case of remaining two voices- or tricinium –if three-.  The

efficiency of the system never was lost; on the contrary, richness was added playing with these simple

procedures. Musically, it supposes a refreshing situation of energies, where some of them are singing

meanwhile another rest, and vice versa. It is really hard to imagine consistence in a Baroque concerto,

if some parts suddenly disappear. In this occasion an educated listener could establish different grades

of seriousness if some parts are lost instead of others. That is because they have different roles,

different importance. In case of Renaissance polyphony, even line is rich and prolix itself, autonomous

and without concessions to an upper vertical system that try to include it.

In ‘Composition processes’, Koenig speculates with this notion of self-sufficient composition from a

point of view more precarious than the conventional one, defending an idea of composition beyond an

ultra-controlled conception of the structures and establishing what could be the minima requirements

for such a system:

“Composition is the application of a grammar which generates the structures of a piece,
whether the composer is aware of an explicit grammar or not. The sound-elements to be
composed into structures do not have to be an unambiguous relationship either to one
another or to the structures; assembly –“composing”- always takes place when
something big consists of smaller parts. In more simplified terms, then we can say that
composition refers to elements which need not themselves be the subject of composition;
the consideration of composition processes can disregard questions of sound production;
sound production is not interesting as a composition process until it becomes integral, i.e.
until the structure-generating grammar refers to sound data instead of to given sound
elements”. [Koenig, 1978, pp. 4-5].
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“Seed (also seed
crystal): a small crystal
introduced into a liquid
to act as a nucleus for

crystallization.”

I would like to emphasize two words here: ‘aware’ and ‘unambiguous’. According to Koenig, the

important thing is the grammar, not the structure, which is achieved by assembly of some smaller parts.

Another remarkable aspect is that the smaller elements of a composition are not so important; it could

be a completely arbitrary question. The real important thing is the control over these elements. The

control is in charge of give form to the composition, not the elements themselves.

The conjunction of all these elements stimulated to me towards

some ideas, which were later developed in a particularity of my own

system I named ‘dispensability’ or ‘system of dispensable parts’.

Such a system allows me to remove whatever number of parts of the

staff without damage on the surface of the discourse. It would be

possible thanks to the sufficient autonomy of each one. Sometimes, in order to create something quite

organic it is not necessary to think in the cohesion of the parts. On the contrary, the more independent

is the sense of these parts, moving each one brutally away the system, the more the energy that pull

them again towards the centre. The unique role that the parts fulfil is the expression of their own

individuality. Therefore, it could be more necessary to make a clearer distinction between something

that is assembled, referring a logical element, a product of raison, and something that is organized,

implying an element that lives along the timeline and as a lung, to refers life.
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1.6 Dispensability

‘Agua que no has de beber, déjala correr’
(Let run the water you don’t drink, Spanish proverb).

Imagine for a while that you have written some music for an ensemble and the night of the premiere

some musicians suddenly are not there. The question is simple: what would you do? I did myself this

apparently absurd question some time ago from a real experience. I have to say that, thanks to this

unpleasant experience, inside me something awoke to the interest of realizing a system that prevents

such unprofessional situations; furthermore, a system in which music was possible in much more

situations, even with the lack of some instrumental parts, even if that night only one of the

instrumentalists was available. It motivated to me to begin to think in another possibilities of

assemblage of the parts in a reversed way as conventionally it is done, let us say. For example, what

about a compositional system, which is not concerned with the construction of a whole by means of

smaller parts, but rather with some smaller independent and also autonomous parts, that as well as

could shape a whole? What happens if harmony has nothing to be with that? How many would be the

successful possibilities of obtaining different versions of the same work, but in very different ways?

And for extension, in order to scrutinize that deeply, what could be the aesthetic possibilities of such a

system? How could it fix with some musical proposals? Let us discuss it step by step.

Dispensability could be defined in simple words as a property that some musical systems have, by

means of which you can remove or add the participation of whatever part in a given staff, and music

always sounds in good terms. Therefore, it implies that each part of the ensemble is not indispensable.

One thing is necessary to make clear here, that as soon as music begins it is not allowed to change the

initial configuration of instruments. By the moment, instrumentation and/or textural decisions while the

course of the performing are not factors let to the instrumentalists.

The sort of dispensability that I have developed is focused in the rejection of using harmonic

environments, principally aware of rhythmic phenomena. Firstly, let us to explain with more detail

what the principles to construct a non-harmonic system of dispensable parts should be. For that, it is

necessary at least three basic conditions: a receptacle, neutrality and tactility of time.

• because we are going to join different lines, first of all we need an element of self-control, a

receptacle. The idea is not compose each line, but rather to dominate some thresholds, which serve to

me as guides to construct a kind of riverbed, in order to the instrumental lines can run as water inside it.

This riverbed is drawn in a single sinusoidal brush-stroke. According with this metaphor, I am more

interested in composing the bottle, not the water. In the specific case of ‘DK <sin>’, the receptacle is

the matrix.
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• once the receptacle is prepared, we will refill it with some instrumental parts, making for it a number

of variations of this initial line, as many instruments as required, one line per instrument. We need to

think about how to make as equal as possible, in terms of activity, each one of the voices: the more

neutral the environment, the most imperceptible the absence of whatever part. To reach this neutrality

of the voices, I planned two things: a stochastic environment, where all voices are the variations of a

principal one (polyphonic mass as an ideal vehicle), and secondly, the total rejection of distributing

instrumental roles around the parts (rejecting to establish distinct conditions in order to some voices

can distinguish themselves over others, besides its own natural features, such as pitch register, timbral

characteristics, et cetera). The stochastic environment is produced in the initial moments of the

compositional process and the equalization of the roles is made almost finishing it, actually it is the last

pre-compositional instruction, as in the practical explanations it will be explained.

These both conditions, the stochastic and the equalization of roles, contribute to the neutrality: in the

stochastic environment, the potentiality of drawing the itinerary of the entire work is originated in each

one of the voices. Also, thanks to the stochastic, an auto-referentiality occurs between the smallest

parts (seeds) and the macrostructure. It is not enough to achieve dispensability; also it is important that

each one of the instrumental lines has got the inner potency of recreate the work in an integral way. A

particular illusion of the ‘riverbed’ is achieved by each voice. In the case of the roles’ uniformity, it

helps to make smoother these differences, to avoid as much as possible the accidents that naturally are

produced while composition is being executed by the composer’s hand.

• to create a more interesting a less obvious discourse will be the next step. This receptacle must

develop some peculiarities about dealing with the timeline, so it must be deconstructed in different

sections, which create different perceptions of the time arrow; in other words, this system should be

sensitive to certain tactility of time. The taken model was the Luciano Berio’s idea of sequenza (see

the example of page 37). Also, the matrix’s sections should be created according with some properties

related to automatism and auto-organization: making the algorithm several times, I automatically can

deconstruct the matrix each time in very different manners, obtaining new macrostructures, which

organize music in very different ways. The deconstruction of the matrix not only provides variety and

contrast, as well some homogeneity of all parts without intervention of the composer’s hand. This

homogeneity is achieved because the same time cuttings occur for each one of instruments during

music is passing. Indeed, the result will be a unified and coherent discourse where is more important

the unity of the deconstructed/continued gesture instead of the inequality of a composition created from

fragments, articulated in an inorganic way.

This property of dispensability increases broadly the possibilities of instrumental combinatoriality in

music. The ensemble, composed by nine instrumental parts, it is realizable in 511 different

combinations of instrumental staffs. Attending to the binomial coefficient,
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where n is the number of elements in a set, and k the number of elements of each subset, the result

would be the next:

C 9 1= 9 different versions for instrument a solo

C 9 2= 36 versions for duos

C 9 3= 84 trios

C 9 4= 126 quartets

C 9 5= 126 quintets

C 9 6= 84 sextets

C 9 7= 36 septets

C 9 8= 9 octets

C 9 9= 1 ensemble

Let us begin with an initial description of all that. One of the features that defines the system is

modular composition: each part does not need the presence of the others in the creative process,

unlike a non-modular environment, where each single part of the score has a concrete and defined

musical function inside the ensemble as long as it is being written down. In a conventional environment

each part is dependant, more or less, of the others.

In certain artistic fields, modular composition is a substitutive word for ‘interdisciplinary work of art’;

the concept began with Scriabin in the first years of twentieth century, who made some proposals of

joining music with colours by means of synesthesia (from ancient Greek, συν, meaning ‘with’, and

αισθησις, meaning ‘sensation'). On the contrary, our concern is about present systems of musical

composition exclusively.

Until now, all known systems in charge of joining some modules with others have been based

fundamentally in three approaches: vertical control of pitch –more commonly called harmony-,

‘rhythmic-patterns-made’ materials and lastly, confrontation of materic blocks. Randomness is

depreciated here, because its lack of consistence as a system based in direct physical or psychoacoustic

explorations.

First of them, the modular composition using vertical control of pitch has been practiced by composers

as John Cage, in his ‘number compositions’, by the German composer Julianne Klein or by the

Austrian Georg Friedrich Haas. This kind of modular composition is deeply based in pitch as a juncture
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area between different materials. Haas, in his work "...Einklang freier Wesen..." (something like ‘the

free-spirit consonance’) exploits a sort of dispensability in which harmony plays a decisive role.

Nothing substantially new is exposed here since the Baroque times: the parts -in their pitch contours-

are bound through one and the same harmonic structure (in the solo parts "harmony" is primarily

considered to be the combination of the respective tones resounding in succession). The truly thing is

that some strategies of setting harmony horizontally occurred like some harmonic techniques in

seventeenth century. Haas tries to make smooth the tyrannical effect that harmony produces on the

discourse, establishing as long as the work independent caesuras and unities for each part. Thanks to

this fact it is possible to distribute more freely the music according with an illusion of false autonomy;

objectively we consider this autonomy is not fully operative, insofar as such a system is not able to

escape of structures of control that regulates not only the discourse, but also the sonority in a too much

primary level, assumed long time ago by everybody.

Doubtlessly, richness of the notes figurations neither is equal to autonomy, as generally is thought

inside some present dispensable systems developed by means of harmonic procedures. Indeed, in a

harmonic system a single voice should be richer than the others in order to be autonomous; that is, it

needs distinction. Otherwise, this freedom logically will not be enough for its durability; of course this

freedom will provide relative autonomy to the musical part, but no more. For this reason it will be

necessary the development of a comparable system to harmony that guarantees a general prolixity,

equal for everybody, let us say, and a sufficient capacity to support a grammar inside it. A solution

seems to be the formalization of a stochastic system from chaotic treatments of musical events towards

the use of deterministic shapes, which control the rhythmic distributions in time.

On the other hand –introducing a juncture point here with my work- richness paradoxically neither is

an important factor in this dispensable system, but not decisive. The richness of each part does not

strengthen their independency, the possibility of living in solitude. As well as being rich, it is necessary

a clear and intentional treatment of time, a dialectic. It could be possible thanks to tactility, to different

gradations obtained with the opposition of time arrow against the own sonorous matter.

A second kind of modular composition exists on the basis of rhythmic pattern music. The direct

expression of that is minimalism, and composers who practice it are Phillip Glass, Steve Reich or John

Adams. Basically, music is the combinations of different prefabricated modules that carries on it some

configurations of rhythms, and they are used as tools more than materials: different combinations of

these modules serve to create musical linear processes, variations around a single idea and whatever

more or less complex result.  In such a systems, indeed pitch as well is very important, but the basis is

the formulas designed by means of rhythm. This class of modular composition rarely is used to recreate

new works with a complete entity from modules of old works, let us say. On the contrary, this is a

system that allows the composer long quantities of music, based in slow and controlled movements

described by a linear series of instructions. The question of autonomy is dealt as a conventional

composition, that is: the whole is achieved by addition of smaller parts, and the lack of some parts

produces the imperfection of the work.
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But another a newer modular composition is practiced in the last years for another composers worried

about the preservation of the idea of autonomous part. James Saunders (1972) is one of the developers

of a kind of composition from a new insight about autonomous modular systems, inherited of some

chance compositions of John Cage, as the composer himself admits. This sort of composition is based

on the construction of small blocks of sounds, categorized according with its materic characteristics. It

is a kind of non-parametric modular composition; in other words, it is not concerned about to preserve

the conventional musical qualities of the composed sound (such as pitch or harmony), in detriment of a

more ‘paintable’ or materic expression, achieved putting together several fixed parts. The problem we

found about these procedures is the limitation of extrapolation of such a system to another musical

realities that do not depend of the ongoing physical categorization of sound. It is a system where

composer is extremely dependant of the physical result of each one of the prefabricated events; in fact,

as well as the timing of the discourse, the direct listening is the unique point of juncture of the parts,

instead of pure abstraction.

One of the principal motivations of Saunders to create such a system was to join some works in order

to gain a little bit more presence creating a new longer entity. It could be explained because Saunders’

music is really economic and short: some pieces last a few seconds and the maxima dynamic range is

PP/PPP. So, in principle it seems to be a sufficient motivation; in words of Christopher Fox about what

could be a solid reason to join these independent short modules/works created by Saunders is “trying to

avoid them being a musical toothpick”.  It is naturally understandable that with such a materials, where

aural perception is palliated because its roughly reduced range, almost cherishing the silence, whatever

execution of the composer could be extrapolated as an ‘entity’. If there is not too much differentiation

of materials in a perceptual level, in principle whatever material is a feasible modular element to be

attached/detached to/from whatever placement. Indeed, everything inside the rules of the

undifferentiated discrimination of sound is worthy for it.

Timing seems to be the unique abstract parameter that rules the operation; a sense of synchronization

was used, in order to each different version of the same work has got an illusion of control, of

‘autonomous-composed’ entity. Some different stopwatches spread along the work and the appearance

and disappearance of some modules with an ultra-reduced range of durations (from 10 seconds and 1

minute), seem to contribute to generate a sort of monolithic flexibility, from drone type held notes and

another electronic sources. The composer himself explains how is built  #[unassigned], one ensemble

of his:

Since 2000 I have been working on #[unassigned], an ongoing modular composition
which takes Lacan's notion of 'rings of a necklace that is a ring in another necklace made
of rings' as a starting point. The piece is flexible in its construction, with modules
(individual short pieces, fragments, drones, electroacoustic material) being detachable
and appearing in other versions of the piece. The nature of the project means that each
version of #[unassigned] is entirely different, depending on instrumentation, available
time, and the particular deployment of material. There is no 'off the shelf' version as each
is prepared for a specific performance: I am essentially writing one piece, which is
always different. #[unassigned] aims to explore how a change of context or
synchronization affects the way we perceive events, and to explore the unexpected
possibilities that this approach generates [http://www.plusminusensemble.com/?p=listen]
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Some controversies occur in this system. According to these explanations, the system represents a kind

of musical complex timbral texture where some artificial components go in and out while works runs

forward. So, in my opinion, even the notion of ‘system’ itself should be reconsidered. Perhaps it could

be substituted by the notion ‘complex and intermittent artificial texture’ or similar. Another point of

view: if something is composed because the absence/permanence of different modules while a

composition is going on, what is more important, the material itself or the timing distributions? If a sort

of time distribution is necessary in that, what the role of musical material is? In such a context, does a

real role exist for the material? In other words, if there are not any pre-compositional concern about the

actual impact of each element in the macrostructure, in principle whatever source or material could be

useful to organize music, only it is necessary that such materials were inside some temporal pre-

organized frameworks. But, how about the traditional parameters of the composer? What would be

their placement in the compositional process? What would happen if the composer wanted to give form

to the music using only the sonic material, not the time, in such a precarious system? The answer is

clear: the system would fall with the lightest blow of wind, as a cards castle. In my opinion, to

renounce to the universe of dealing directly with sound, without the mortgage of time, if I may say, is

to renounce to the roots as a composer because a more reduced system, with much less possibilities of

variety, over a field unfortunately beyond the own author’s hermeneutic.

Instead of it, our proposal, dispensability, accomplishes all these three incomplete versions of modular

composition, using, as always it was, the parameters of sound to compose. But these parameters are

used in a very different way: dispensability does know nothing about vertical control of pitch; its

principal goal neither has to be with the rhythmic juncture of parts -although it was a direct

consequence of the stochastic system employed there- and it is not worried about an environment

where the differentiation of materials was the most important feature. On the contrary, timing and

equalization of materials are important issues, but in a very secondary layer, because the finished of the

work is produced by the composer’s hand, as a craftsman; there is a clear tendency to eliminate and

equalize the irregularities of the material, as a conclusion of neutrality, but with truly wide frameworks

where to unload freely some processes over the material, open to the ongoing imagination. It is based

on the believing in the work of art as a non-perfect finished product, open to reconsiderations and

variations of the same idea as entities, as valid as the first generated shape. In my system each part is

composed in concordance with a bigger and cohesive stochastic operation field, with possibility of

being dismantled, as horizontally as vertically. The matrix works as a kind of rhythmic basso continuo,

which includes all itineraries of the notes that will be written down.

Each one of the voices will present autonomy for two reasons: on one hand, over the horizontal axis,

which represents the course of time, the vertical time’s cutting of the matrix produces sufficient variety

for the totality of the parts in a simultaneous way: each line is treated under the same chain of tactile

behaviours, let us say, depending the degree of opposition of the events against the passing of time. On

the other hand, certain prolixity will be necessary in order to a constant interest in each line could last
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during music is played. In this sense, stochastic seemed to me an appropriate environment (in example,

Xenakis’ ‘Mikka’ and ‘Mikka S’).

The idea of sequenza was taken into account to develop such autonomy; thanks to it a result rich and

varied was produced. This autonomy found in the time’s treatment of the sequence, paradoxically

contributes to the dispensability of the voices. Expressed in other way: the instrumental ensemble could

be reduced to one of its single lines, as in a sequence occurs, and it would continue working fine. So, a

lot of lines sounding according with the same time’s cut, theoretically it seems to be a good starting

point.  Indeed, the bigger amount of parts working simultaneously, the more interesting result, but it is

not a requisite neither a rule. However, it should be nuanced a little bit more.

In this system, the sinusoidal deconstruction, in principle any dependency between the music and the

number of implicated musicians should not exist, but naturally some constraints exist, concerning

above all to the density of the number of voices. These constrains are present because human

perception: after an important number of voices, the impression of polyphony disappears. So, this was

one of the reasons why a nine-instrument-limited version was chosen as limit to make ‘DK <sin>’.

Now, it is turn to examine what is the placement of dispensability inside the Koenig’s chain condition-

instruction-execution. In a state previous to the actual composition, such a system gives to me also the

opportunity to play with the interchangeability of the instrumental parts. This interchangeability does

not occur in a level of execution, that is, as a means of creating instrumental variety as long as some

notes are written down on the score. Neither we are speaking about a class of interchangeability that

occurs in a level of instruction, just before to write music down, as in serial music frequently happens

–‘that series corresponds with this order of appearance of instruments’, and so on-. Rather, the

interchangeability we refer occurs in a state fixed previously, even before the levels of execution and

instruction, as a material that affects exclusively and deeply the pre-compositional domain.

Above all, the dispensability of the parts in such a system is situated in a level of condition, let us say,

out of the ‘until-now-considered’ natural space assigned to instrumentation. In the last compositional

techniques of the past, these kinds of configurations of the parts, both free (conventional

instrumentation) and calculated (serial technique, concrete instrumental music or spectralism, among

others), would belong to the state of execution and instruction, respectively.

To realize on that, firstly I will put some examples about calculated instrumentation: in Luigi Nono,

only we have to observe, for instance, how the instrumentation is distributed in some of his works, for

instance ‘A Carlo Scarpa’. Instrumentation obeys to certain serial criteria in each section of the work

that the composer establishes as another parameter more, as pitches, dynamics or durations.

In the case of concrete instrumental music, with Helmut Lachenmann as inventor of it, instruments are

chosen according to criteria of functionality, depending of the specific timbral role of each one. Those

sounds were selected generally among a pre-classified bank, and such a bank is organized according to

a strategy of some characteristic features, for instance, to start from tones totally pure, passing through
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“Seed: any of a number of
stronger competitors in a
sports tournament who have
been assigned a specified
position in an ordered list
with the aim of ensuring that
they do not play each other
in the early rounds.”

noisy sounds, with tone perception, to noisy sounds but

without possibility of pitch perception. The composer

assigns roles to each instrument, like inner components of a

resultant complex sound more synthetic, depending of the

necessities of each moment. The aim of concrete

instrumental music is to construct a very complex timbre

–‘additive instrumental synthesis’ could denominated- from

these strategies of organization that revolves sound because its particular qualities.

In the case of spectralism, this role depends for instance of the position of a specific harmonic, inside a

vertical series of harmonics. The instrument occupies this series as a partial inside the whole complex

sound: for example, “first violin plays harmonic 34th of the spectral series”.

All these procedures of sound organization attend aspects of dealing timbre inside of the margins of a

field of instructions, preparing the instrumentation as a parameter more like pitches or durations, just

before the score is written down.

About the free instrumentation, in the specific case of conventional orchestration –indeed a less self-

exigent situation-, very frequently these configurations of instruments were produced in a level of mere

and direct execution. In this level, all decisions about how to set instruments are found even after the

abstract basis of notes, as a kind of relatively controlled accidents.

In sinusoidal deconstruction the instrumentation is produced even before the composition starts to be

thought, because it has not any dependency with whatever compositional prejudgment, such its

efficiency is. A rejection about using instrumental density, which we consider another weapon more in

the ‘on-the-fly’ composition, likewise harmony, is manifest. A good question to start to scrutinize it

may be: what is the basic similitude between a conventional part-composed system and this system of

dispensable parts, as sinusoidal deconstruction is?

Conduction is a concept as well very important to make clear it. We understand by conduction this

property that some musical systems have to organize in a logical way some structures able to carry

sounds inside themselves. From the past until now, harmony has been used as an element to conduct

the musical parts, to create a discourse. In tonal music, this was a system based above all on a inner

logic, in which sounds gravitated around some principal basements: the tonal functions. Chords

basically were conductive structures, handled as vehicles that carry certain harmonic sounds.

Later, in times of twelve-note technique and serialism, that inner logic was destroyed by the absence of

gravity. Harmony became a clear consequence of using the series in a vertical way, and nothing more.

Of course, some strategies around the discourse were set, but essentially music was conducted

according with another criteria more synthetic and less concerned on logic derived from natural

relationships between harmonics. Therefore, one of the most remarkable similar aspects between tonal
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and serial harmony is that both are in charge of control the vertical sonority, which modulates the

course of music through time.

Thanks to sinusoidal deconstruction, we were able to plan another solution to conduct music without a

necessity of gravitational environment, neither a vertical control using pitch as reference (as serialism

exactly works). This new system tries to explore the concept ‘conduction’ in total absence of harmony,

which uses spatiality and tactility of time as principal means. We would like to make clear that these

means are not harmony’s substitutes, but rather separate elements that shape a very different and

autonomous system.

Perhaps, it would be more necessary to entry in some older questions than conduction. Given such

premises,

• to articulate is to take a whole and split it in some smaller parts,

• to organize is to take some parts and make a bigger whole,

• to conduct is to establish a logical path among these, both articulated or organized, parts,

thus, it would be possible to assert that, in order to articulate music, it does not imply necessarily to

conduct it – or to organize some logical structures that carry sounds inside-. Whatever whole could be

divided, as if it has been previously organized logically as if it has not. However, it should be nuanced

that the departure point of articulation usually is an organized whole the most of the cases. Another

reasoning: to conduct music undoubtedly does not imply exclusively an intention of articulation;

conduction could be established as if we start from articulated parts as organized ones. Therefore, let us

to consider what happens between articulation and organization, the most contrastive concepts here.

Indeed, to articulate music is not necessarily equal to organize music, actually they represent very

distinct things. From opposed points of view, the basic difference between articulation and organization

is that in principle organization paradoxically could imply or not conduction after it. But, in order to

organize, it is necessary something more than to complete a whole; as well it is necessary to put some

logic inside it. On the contrary, although articulation naturally does not implies itself conduction,

however the biggest number of times it does, because the departure point generally – not always- is a

whole -in other words, an entire form, an organism with a logic structure prepared, let us say, before

the compositional action, based above all in the functionality of all the parts-. So, it is a matter of fact

that whatever musical organism is in potency a conductive system, which carries sound in a logical

way.

Another basic difference between both concepts is their directions: on one hand, when you articulate

basically you go from the unity to the parts, generally for creating variety; on the other hand, when you

organize, you go from the parts to the whole, generally with the aim of creating homogeneity. In my

humble opinion, a good composition is a sort of balance scale, in which the two plates, hazard and
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necessity, have got a natural interpenetrate tendency to self-regulation. Only this regulation is possible

if a sort of double return path exists, if an idiomatic feedback is set all the time while the compositional

process occurs.

In order to put a close example on that, even as long as this chapter about dispensability is being

written, in these precise instant when you, reader, are reading this, a double sight between articulation

and organization is produced. Some chunks were written and later reformulated and positioned in very

different ways in order to achieve the optimum result in terms of explicative efficacy. During this

phrase is being written, some connections with the whole ‘1.6 Dispensability’ are established

continuously, as a sort of constant dialogue with the bigger entity. Moreover, the impression of this

ongoing chapter with the totality of the thesis as well is being taken into account in each single

moment. One thing that presumably began to be organized –from some free parts to a hypothetical

unfinished whole- results in being articulated, that is, in setting richly each specific and independent

part according to the whole. This juncture point is established just when a feeling of sufficient,

although incomplete entity is reached from the whole, just in the moment we can make sure that we can

return again to the smaller parts, because an entity begins to exist. Probably, something similar as well

occurs in the mechanism of your understanding, because actually it is the same.

So, concerning to my work, to be more exact, this double process organization/articulation could be

described as an ascendant spiral, which carries the concepts articulation and organization to higher

levels. Let us to explain more carefully in which conditions articulation and organization appears

basically along my work:

First of all, I created a homogeneous and self-referent entire gesture, a macrostructure: the descendant

sinusoid (see the practical explanations, the chapter 2.1, ‘Generating the matrix’). This was the neutral

point between articulation and organization. If one feature must be concretized, organization is the

most inclined balance’s plate: I organized, instead of ‘articulated’, a continuous descendant gesture,

composed with different auto-referent undulations, which go through the space. Let us go to name this

part of the process [org #1].

After this shape was defined, I started the path from the whole to the parts in two directions [art #1]:

this matrix is articulated both as horizontally (seven sections along the macrostructure, which represent

as well seven instrumental behaviours and seven gradations of rhythmic activity, split again in eighty

portions), as vertically (nine possible instrumental lines). Variety was pursued here, but how was it

achieved? For that, I developed by means of sinusoidal deconstruction at least two different insights:

one of them was in charge of manipulating the timeline horizontally, in other words, to deconstruct the

matrix. An algorithm was created to deal with time almost automatically, and so many times as it was

necessary, until the composer finds one result which fixes well according with some necessities and/or

even appetencies. The other insight was focused in to achieve a vertical articulation where the parts

were totally interchangeable and neutral respecting to their roles. It was achieved because there are not
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specific functions connecting some parts with others. In any case, role was created by itself inside a

changeable environment, almost effervescent: it is not agreed with a deterministic and unilateral point

of view, let us say.

As soon the matrix was articulated, it developed itself a capacity of almost infinite reorganizations by

means of deconstruction [org #2]. Thanks to these deconstructive procedures, creating a wide set of

optional possibilities on the basis of a multitude of continuous/discontinuous discourses, necessity was

a question very well covered in all its expectations: multiple final shapes were able and all were

satisfactory.

Such reorganizations prepared distinct discursive perceptions for each of the new work’s

reorganizations. Articulation was carried again to a higher level of thought; thanks to combinatoriality,

511 different versions or articulations were possible from a superior idea [art #2]. In order to complete

such a superior idea, all the 511 possibilities should be occurred in a unique performing, during

approximately ninety hours. Naturally, in this higher level, articulation always will be a selective

question, which will never be completed entirely. As much, we can expect to be produced one, two,

perhaps three versions per session. In this level, articulation will be unfinished forever very

charmingly, almost poetically, only partially realizable because the passing of the years in a very

alternate manner.

Otherwise, I would like to zoom in a little bit the concept articulation inside ‘DK<sin>’. One of them

concerns to a horizontal dimension, which is about the structuration of sound in the timeline; it is in

charge of building a varied and sufficient strong structure, grammar it is used to be called, on which is

possible to set sounds and prepare an effective result in the perceptual level. The other consideration is

articulation as a vertical issue, that is, the mechanism in charge of joining the parts in each single

moment of the work. This is done thanks to the role: just in the moment each one of the parts

accomplishes a specific mission inside a whole, something is articulated as well. So, articulation is a

double process, down-to-up and left-to-right, which appears in whatever work, only is necessary to

watch each work through this couple of glasses to realize on it.

When in a musical work only articulation occurs, from the whole to the parts, and not vice versa, from

parts to the whole, then it could be said that articulation is based on creative powerlessness. It is

because the musical work is created from a multitude of smaller parts, and in a lot of occasions there is

not an organic plan behind it that agglutinates the work. A non-interesting, worthless articulation

occurs when parts are not connected each other, as horizontally as vertically. Otherwise, too much

concerning about articulation sometimes causes lack of attention to the macrostructure, producing a

weaker result in terms of coherence. So, articulation is necessary, but not with top priority. In no few

occasions, the composer compromises the organicism of the work because a cute result formed by

fragments correctly. So, the ideal position of the composer may be to stay in the middle, worry by a
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keen and coherent articulation of time as a whole, but at the same time without loss of discrete

richness.

In my work, as articulation as organization occurs simultaneously; music is ruled by the seed, as an

entire gesture that floods everything, as the itinerary from the whole to the parts as the itinerary from

the parts to the whole. The gesture –seed- defines the cohesion in small and large scales using an auto-

referential stochastic environment. The small scale of the work concerns to each one of the little shapes

and the large one to the matrix.

Let us to put some real examples in order to take contact with the effectivity of all these notions I

mentioned above. I would like asking for the reader to imagine just for a while whatever instrumental

staff with three musicians, for instance, marimba, piano and one percussionist. Each one of these four

parts (a couple for both pianist’s hands and one for the rest) has got the same number of generated

objects –seventeen each line-, so each instrumental part has got more or less the same length. Also,

every material was designed with the same kind of walk generators. There are not conventional

compositional strategies on that, such a vertical control of pitch or similar. Moreover, in this occasion

even the matrix does offer any timing cut, as in ‘DK <sin>’ occurs constantly, there are any master

lines that articulate the discourse. So, these examples could look like to one of the longest matrix’s

chunks of ‘DK <sin>’, just now we are speaking about three minutes of music, substantially more, and

there is more rhythmic activity. The unique resource used here is a tendency mask, which conducts

lines towards an upper pitch level, as a kind of wide and smooth gesture, and nothing more. Let us to

listen firstly the piano part alone, without the accompaniment of the other instruments [CD’s track

#12].

The generator itself are the principal agent in charge of recreate homogeneity; everything has a

generative sense, as I explained before, so the natural tendency of each event is to resemble the another

ones. But, what would happen if only we listen another separate part, for instance, the percussionist

alone, much more precarious than the piano part, indeed, because its lack of pitch? If would be possible

to find some resemblances between the piano solo and it? Listen, please, and obtain your own

conclusions [CD’s track #13]. Even in total absence of ‘pitch’ perception, something self-recurrent is

showed here, in a macroform level (as reference to [art #2]), as a variation of the piano piece and in the

1:1 scale, the microform, as a sort of continuous variational torsion, which is built itself as long as the

discourse is running forward.

In order to check the possibilities of whatever system, it is good to subject it previously to the most

extreme conditions. Therefore, after such a musical precarious situation of our percussionist hitting a

couple of sticks without an instrument, what could be the capacity of assemblage of the three musicians

sounding together? The answer is clear: whatever you dare, want or wonder to imagine, inside some

reasonable limits, of course [CD’s track #14].
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As a conclusion, I would like to analyze what is the real position of the composer in the middle of such

a complex and inextricable masses of forces. This kind of reversibility between organization and

articulation should exist always. But we never should forget our human limitations: fortunately or

unfortunately, the composer only can imagine some thresholds along the work, and explore the object

in different levels, no more. The rest of it is completely mysterious: it escapes to his/her control. Who

says the contrary, lies. To try to control the totality of such a global discourse using the same attitude,

the same sense of organization in each layer of the composition is unwise and slippery, by the way: a

fantastic, but unrealizable utopia.

By definition, articulation is more than necessary, articulation is unavoidable; in my opinion, this is a

very important detail forgotten long time ago. So, in this neutral position about composition, as a

fulcrum between organization and articulation, the relationship of cause-effect produced in the musical

phenomenon is totally abolished, because the own reversibility of the circumstances. What is it more

crucial in composition, to organize or to articulate? I hope to have demonstrated that both always have

been present in composition, but latent in a more or less unconscious state. Koenig said that if inside a

discourse some event resembled to another, it merely is because chance and because your memory.

This was exactly the open door and my motivation for such a dispensable system: a real environment

where parts live each other freely in a new harmony.
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  praxis

A shape is an abstraction reflecting some motion
over time. A shape can be drawn with a mouse,

expressed as a series of evenly spaced values, or
created with a generator. A shape is one way of

reflecting movement in music. It can reflect
trivial gestures such as ‘going up’ or more

complicated movements. A shape as an AC
Toolbox object does not have any particular

meaning. It must first be converted to represent
a certain kind of data within a certain range

before it has a specific significance. Until then it
is a gesture, waiting for an interpretation.

(Paul Berg in AC toolbox’s tutorial, chapter #3)

MZ: I want to go back for a minute to the idea of the
structure. Once you set up the program, can you vary

that program or would that involve changing the
entire program? What I think one wants is freedom,

not to be confined. Can you really do that?

IX: Oh yes, one can do that. The difficulty is to do
something that is really interesting enough. It's much

more difficult and important to produce a family of
music, rather than individual musical pieces which
could be interesting. It is like inventing new forms,
say, new fugues. Your freedom will only be limited

by the macroform of the fugue.

(Michael Zaplitny conversing with Iannis Xenakis,
Autumn-Winter, 1975)
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2.1. Generating the matrix

‘True art like true life takes a single road’
[Mondriaan in Benthall, 1972, p.154]

The first thing to consider was the creation of a matrix as a sort of scaffold that includes all the

rhythmic distributions of the work. For this initial task some possible itineraries were thought, and

finally a shape with a descendant behaviour was selected for two reasons: one of them, to distribute the

values in a non-romantic way -anti-climax situation, that is, the most intense point at the starting-;

secondly, to create an environment where the quick events had an opportunity of manifestation briefly

and the slow ones more largely, as later it will be explained.

This pre-configuration of the matrix was specially an important step, because it represents the biggest

compositional consideration of the whole work. From this region to the seed, the minima element, an

entire itinerary was walked. This seed zone is the 1:1 scale, that is, the area where the composer have

the opportunity of working directly with the controllers, in order to generate data which produces

sound in the compositional domain with. Finally, this sketch was taken into account to imagine later a

more accurate distribution of the different regions.

[Fig. 24] First sketch of the macrostructure of ‘DK <sin>’

Seven regions where distributed horizontally inside three longer divisions with the aim of split seven

different rhythmic behaviours along the musical stream. Three zones were considered in order to

establish a natural contrast between rapid movements (1 and 2), more neutral and paused movements in

the middle (3, 4 and 5) and slow movements at the end (6,7). Inside that, seven regions appear, named

according with their moods: Molto Agitato, Agitato, Animando, Tranquillo, Calmo, Lento and Molto

Lento-Lontano.
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“Seed: figurative
the cause or latent

beginning of a
feeling, process, or

condition.”

Meanwhile the horizontal plan represents the time arrow, the partition of these mood areas and the

distribution of the quantity of events in each area –the shorter the events’ duration, the bigger the

amount of them-, the vertical axe is in charge of deciding what are the specific ranges in each region.

These ranges were sized in pulses per second (pps); depending of what gradation of pps was used in

each region, it was possible to fix some thresholds. How to delimitate these thresholds was not a strict

issue; very on the contrary, it was established an interwoven field of values, in which some slower

regions reached upper peaks of pps over the quicker ones and vice versa, attending to the idea of

‘zigzag-descendant’ sinusoid.

A horizontal thick line is the separation almost symmetrical between events bigger than 1 pulse per sec

until 17 –being taken into account the duration of a 4th figure in a 4/4 bar with metronome equal to 60-,

and a lower section with values longer than 1 pps until approximately 1/16 pps.

[Fig. 25] Graphics for linear distribution of regions, according with different thresholds in pps, marked inside ellipsis.

After that, a double logarithmic environment was prepared in order to

represent inside it the matrix in an accurate way [see appendix #1].  It

was used a double logarithmic relationship, that is, a logarithmic

repartition of the space as horizontally as vertically. This space was

later used to represent the actual matrix and all its variations inside it,

drawing a line per instrument, 10 lines in total: flute, clarinet in b flat, bassoon, marimba, guitar, piano

–two lines, according with right and left hand-; violin, viola and cello.  The principal reasons of using

these simultaneous logarithmic distributions are simple: in the horizontal axis, the time arrow, it was

required a setting of time durations where all portions had a kind of numerical relationship between

them. This idea was directly inspired by some temporal conceptions used for Jan Boerman by means of

golden section and by Le Corbusier with the Modulor. Instead of the golden factor, (1.618…), it was

used another arbitrary factor of proportionality, 1.0441, in order to fix in a more proper way 81 chunks
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of time. This proportionality factor is the result of 81√33; that means that after the exposition of the 81

portions of time, the next one –the #82- will be 33 times bigger than the #1. That was especially

suitable for the plan that was drawn. So, the idea was finding a structural relationship of time with a

sense of inner and natural organization, even in the hypothesis of being later disordered. Subsequently,

it allowed the composer to determine the temporal material in a more appropriate way, from very short

events to the largest ones. It was very suitable much later for inserting some pre-configured

compositional materials, which were included in the final steps of the creative process as a kind of

sonorous skins, which we will speak forward about.

[Fig. 26] Sketch for temporal distribution of ‘De Zee’ (1964-65), by Jan Boerman (extracted from ‘The complete tape music of
Jan Boerman.’ A guidebook. Donemus, Amsterdam, 1998)

Also, a particular relationship exists with the number 3: the staff was divided in 3 groups of 3

instruments (woodwind, polyphonic instruments and strings); in the case of the proportionality factor,
81√33, 3 raised to the potency of 4 (3x3x3x3) is 81; (8+1=9=3x3). Another magic number is 7 –for

instance, the number of sections inside the matrix-; 3 raised to the potency of 4, adding the number

with its potency, 3+4=7.

On the vertical axis, the logarithmic drawing concerned directly to a perceptual question. An increasing

‘bottom-to-up’ scale was prepared to normalize the natural differences that occur in our listening. For

definition, our listening is logarithmic, so the natural tendency is feeling more rhythmic differences in

the lower regions than in the upper ones.  For instance, inside a regular rhythmic sequence, it is more

recognizable the difference between 1 pps to 3 pps than the difference between 13 to 15 pps. Even

being the same interval of pps, the difference is more clearly perceived in the lower region.  For this

reason was used a logarithmic drawing in the vertical plan: to make linear a situation that naturally is

logarithmic and distribute more equally these perceptual digressions of the human listening. It allows

the composer a more deep, rich, clear and controlled exploitation of each rhythmic region, avoiding

whatever risks in matter of fuzzy characterizations of materials and so on.
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The red band represents the centre of the scale, that is, 1 pps; beneath this, it is situated the domain

‘less-than-a-pps’ domain, sized in 1/pps. A chapter was followed to generate some first instructions in

AC Toolbox which drawing the master line with and all its variants:

SECTION ALGORITHM TENDENCY AMOUNT
OF EVENTS

Molto Agitato (walk 14 (random-value -4.08 3.5) 8.84 17) Downwards 40

Agitato (walk 7 (random-value -2.57 2.57) 3.69 8.84) Stabile 13

Animando (walk 7.2 (random-value –4.54 4) 1.92 11) Downwards 9

Calmo (walk 2.5 (random-value –2 2.4) 0.16 2.97) Stabile/upwards 7

Tranquillo (walk 1.5 (random-value –3.235 3) 1.24 5.71) Downwards 5

Molto
Lento/Lontano

(random-value 0.0624 0.1)
(random-value 0.1 1)

Upwards 4

Lento (walk 0.2 (random-value -1.44 1.44) 0.072
2.97)

Stabile 4

Some tendencies were achieved using some values inside the algorithms’ arguments as a sort of plates

of a balance scale, taking number zero as the fulcrum. Making these algorithms 10 times more were

obtained for each instrument a collection of points, which served as reference to specify the starting

point and the ending point of whatever event:

SECTION 1- MOLTO AGITATO (8.84-17)

40 values from (WALK 14 (RANDOM-VALUE -4.08 3.5) 8.84 17):

        14     16.509     15.870     12.723     14.057
    15.159     16.805     14.288     11.617     14.819
    11.604     10.353      9.512     13.255      9.803
    10.865     11.180     12.657     12.546     11.985
     9.388      8.924     10.317      9.407     10.584
    13.709     14.874     16.816     15.056     16.116
    16.529     16.550     15.808     14.899     12.877
    14.788     16.505     15.983     12.181     10.389

SECTION 2- AGITATO (3.69-8.84)

13 values from (WALK 7 (RANDOM-VALUE -2.57 2.57) 3.69 8.84):

         7      8.132      6.812      5.860      5.606
     4.723      5.841      6.823      8.075      7.411
     7.066      7.128      5.100

SECTION 3- ANIMANDO (1.92-11)
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9 values from (WALK 7.2 (RANDOM-VALUE -4.54 4) 1.92 11):

       7.2     10.554      7.837      9.777      6.431
    10.684      8.213     10.794      6.509

SECTION 4- CALMO (0.16-2.97)

7 values from (WALK 2.5 (RANDOM-VALUE -2 2.4) 0.16 2.97):

     2.500      2.058      1.381      0.544      1.464
     0.947      2.046

SECTION 5- TRANQUILLO (1.24-5.71)

5 values from (WALK 1.5 (RANDOM-VALUE -3.235 3) 1.24 5.71):

     1.5        1.850      4.704      1.578      1.242

SECTION 6- MOLTO LENTO/LONTANO (0.0624 1.24)

3 values from (RANDOM-VALUE 0.0624 0.1):

     0.087      0.096      0.063

1 value from (RANDOM-VALUE 0.1 1):

     0.243

SECTION 7- LENTO (0.072-2.97)

4 values from (WALK 0.2 (RANDOM-VALUE -1.44 1.44) 0.072 2.97):

     0.2        0.822      1.714      2.379

Once obtained this collection of points, it was possible to determine each of them inside the logarithmic

space, drawing lines as a graphical representation.  It was necessary generate 82 points in order to

specify 81 chunks of time. The chunk #1 later was depreciated as an anacrusis, so actually the matrix is

composed of 80 portions and 81 points.
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2.2 The deconstruction of the matrix

Once the matrix was prepared, it was necessary deconstructing it. The idea was to generate a discourse

continuous/discontinuous at the same time, that is, a structure where it was possible to observe a

principal itinerary of the original setting of the matrix and around it some disordered portions of this

structure, spread along this path according with a pre-conceived strategy of dismantling.

This plan consisted in to be left in their places some portions of time and move the rest. It was used a

‘double-step’ algorithm to do that. Inside this split matrix, a positive number (1, 2 or 3) means that the

selected portion/s remains in its/their placement/s, and a negative number (-1, -2, -3, –4, -5 or -6)

means that it/they must be moved. A bigger amount of negatives numbers than positives ones was

selected with the aim that more movements than static situations occur. For instance, in the chain

‘house-cat-lime-marmalade-dog-tree-star-mixer-brother’, the following sequence of instructions [2 –1

1 –3 1 -1] means this:

           Placement:       1          2          3             4              5          6          7          8           9

In their placement:   house     cat                marmalade                                     mixer

    Must be moved:                           lime                         dog     tree      star                  brother

Coming back to our ’80-chunk’ chain, ‘random-choice’ was used in a little bit bigger scale to deal with

some random distributions of inner elements. Depending of which of the seven areas of the matrix were

deconstructed, some adjustments were realized inside each algorithm’s body in order to obtain more

desirable results. For example, in the Agitato section an almost balanced distribution between positive

and negative factors appears, meanwhile in the Lento there are not positive numbers, only a negative

(–3). In the first case, it generated a regulated situation between static and dynamic portions; in the

second case, all the portions moved themselves. The criteria were the following: in the Lento the

variety inside the whole discourse could be jeopardized if the big portions remain statically, achieving

a feeling too much slow and continuous –this was something to avoid, especially at the end of the

piece-; otherwise, in a more compensated and quick situation, as in Agitato, it could be convenient a

more equal repartition to generate variety, because are dealt much smaller events and a significant

quantity of them, so it was pursued a wide repartition.  These were all the variations:
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SECTIONS AMOUNT
OF EVENTS

POSITIVES NEGATIVES ALGORITHMS

Molto
Agitato

40 1, 2, 3 -1, -2, -3, -4
-5, -6

(random-choice ‘(1 2 3 –1 –2 –3
–4 –5 -6))

Agitato 13 1, 2 -1, -2, -3 (random-choice ‘(1 2  –1 –2 –3))

Animando 9 2 -1, -1, -2 (random-choice ‘(2 –1 –1 –2))

Calmo 7 1, 2 -1 (random-choice ‘(1 2 -1))

Tranquillo 5 2 -1 (random-choice ‘(2 –1))

Molto Lento 3 X -3 All moved

Lento 3 X -3 All moved

The second step consisted in solving what to do with the ousted elements; meanwhile the positives

resultant values were in their placements, the negative results were picked up and put in another

separate algorithm that mixed them randomly. Taking the preceding example, if the elements

susceptible of being disturbed, ‘lime-dog-tree-star-brother’, are introduced in the expression (series-

choice ‘(lime-dog-tree-star-brother)), a new order without possible repetition of whatever argument is

obtained, ‘star-brother-dog-tree-lime’. Joined the two steps, the final result would be:

                Placement:       1          2          3             4                 5           6        7          8          9

    In their placement:   house     cat                marmalade                                         mixer

After the messing up:                           star                          brother     dog    tree                  lime

So, thanks to that a new order finally is extracted: ‘house-cat-star-marmalade-brother-dog-tree-mixer-

lime’.  These two principles were implement along the 80 matrix’s portions, obtaining a new order:

1 2 9 4 5 6 34 35 36 10 11 12 74 63 54 16 23 24 33 20 21 22 28
71 25 26 27 41 29 30 31 32 59 60 17 18 37 38 19 40 45 42 43 44
53 46 47 66 49 50 48 68 69 76 55 56 79 78 39 3  61 62 75 64 65
51 67 52 70 13 14 72 73 15 80 57 58 77 7  8
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In total, 38 values set inside their original placements in red and 42 messed up in black. Because the

implementation of this new order to the actual drawing of the matrix, it was obtained the following:

[Fig. 27] The matrix after the deconstruction, applying the new macrostructure’s order

The direct implication of such procedures is that it is very possible the automatic creation of more than

one macrostructures in a very initial stage of the composition. This control structure, as the harmonic

series, has the capability of conduct music in a given sequence of time, just in this occasion the

principal controlled material is rhythm.

One of the most remarkable differences between whatever harmonic system3 and sinusoidal

deconstruction probably is that in the case of the harmonic system it is not possible the deconstruction

of the harmonic series without lost of musical sense, let’s say. At least, the percentage of doing that

successfully is not so exciting if none previous condition was introduced, like setting some harmonic

pillars in strategic points along the phrases or prepare some specific behaviours, etc. In the case of

sinusoidal deconstruction, it is not able to happen something comparable, above all because in this

system there are not functional role as in harmony are, neither some tonal centres in which to can

gravitate the music around. All simply could be changed of placement and the system outputs some

non equal but similar, solid and compelling results; depending of the disposition of each single portion

inside the macrostructure, the system will offer some different resistances or responses in front of the

continuous fluid that is time. It means that is totally possible to shake the structure –and not only

possible, even rather necessary should be added-, because there is not sense in using a pre-regulated

grammar to deal with the contrast itself. Contrast could be really effective and operative without the

composer hand, it does not need his or her intentionality in order to live; precisely, the contrast is the

appropriate element pursued for such globalizing systems that normally tend to the homogeneity.

We could call such systems auto-conductive in the moment that the composer does not take part of this

process, being a totally automatic issue. The skill of organizing itself the system put the composer in

other field that it is not strictly the position of an artist who defines previously the time where music is

going to live. For the moment, such strategies need the composer to define some features to be realized

this. Perhaps all these fields of instructions not very late could be reduced to more simple steps and

                                                  
3 Including in this category systems such as tonality, twelve-tone technique, serialism and another ones implicated in the vertical
control of timbre and its evolution in time, as for instance, spectralism, concrete-instrumental music, etc, where each specific
harmonic step generally has a very defined role inside the musical phrase or inside the macrostructure.
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minimize all the compositional tasks, but right now only is a utopia. Some craftsman’s capabilities are

the access gate for the last steps of the composition, impossible for other media.

Because AC Toolbox understands basically temporal unities sized in seconds or milliseconds, in order

to can introduce some instructions into a ‘Data Section’ was necessary to convert each pps value to

milliseconds (ms). Once the values were converted to ms, for attending the new order of the matrix it

was created an abstract mechanism that encapsulated in a minimum expression the position inside the

matrix environment, the starting point value and the ending point value of each single and independent

event. The principal reasons to do that: firstly, it was useful to identify the capsules by means of

numbers that express the order of each pairs of points; secondly, it was necessary to create these

couples of values in order to specify sufficient instructions to define the itinerary of the curves later.

Subsequently, these big quantities of data were reordered according with the deconstructed series.

(mapcar #'list
            ' (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73
74 75 76 77 78 79 80)
            ' (STARTING POINTS DATA)

' (ENDING POINTS DATA))

A whole section of an instrument was made including lists in the algorithm’s arguments. Into ‘starting

points data’ was introduced the list of an instrument in ms without to be changed; into ‘ending points

data’ the same list was inserted with a little change. It consisted in erasing the first value in order to tie,

after making the algorithm, the first value with the second in the capsule #1, the second with the third

in the capsule #2, and so forth.

So, after making it, the result was the next:

(1 78.90168849613381 80.36647110825363)
(2 80.36647110825363 77.9058896852602)
(3 77.9058896852602 92.85913269570062), and so forth.

These more complete expressions allowed the composer to organize the whole list according with the

deconstruction series. ‘Rearrange-stockpile’ was decisive to accomplish this task. For example, if an

argument exists with the next elements ‘cat-dog-house-lime-orange’, it is possible to disorder it

conforming new instruction series, for instance [3 1 5 4 2]. It means that the third element will appear

in the first place, the first in the second place, the fifth in the third, the forth in its place and the second

in the last position: ‘house-cat-orange-lime-dog’.
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(rearrange-stockpile
'(cat dog house lime orange)
'order '(3 1 5 4 2))

(HOUSE CAT ORANGE LIME DOG)

So, an algorithm was realized where the first list were filled with all the capsules and the second list

with the deconstructed order. The result was expectable:

((1 78.90168849613381 80.36647110825363) (2 80.36647110825363
77.9058896852602) (9 101.28633647320977 80.08328661808281) (4
92.85913269570062 93.34453467749464) (5 93.34453467749464 80.16032064128257)
(6 80.16032064128257 65.1890482398957) (34 61.67129201356769
60.32454605779091) (35 60.32454605779091 71.97869430648528) (36
71.97869430648528 101.13268608414239), and so on.

Applying the same procedure with each one of ten instrumental lines, a wide field of data was

achieved, ready to be used for controlling the seeds later. Some partial instructions were controlled by

another group of instructions. Some controllers controlling another controllers will be a situation that

will repeat several times in several scales along the creative process.
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2.3 Making curves

Hitherto, three important coordinates were obtained with the aim of achieving a reasonable framework

to include the curves: a first number that indicates the position of each seed inside the whole matrix, in

other words, what chunk of the matrix the seed will be included in; also, an initial number that means

from what point the seed starts, in terms of pulses per sec, and an ending number that indicates in what

point the seed finishes.

A seed is a curved shape that serves to control something. One of the principal inspirations in order to

use seed in a more accurate way was the music the Conlon Nancarrow.  In ‘Formalized Accelerando:

an extension of rhythmic techniques in Nancarrow’s acceleration canons’, the composer Clifton

Callender speaks about the basic difference between the straight tempo canons –canons in which each

voice remains in a constant tempo for large passages and the relationship of tempi between voices is

1:1- and tempo canons, where the distance between voices are not constant, but rather continuously

varying. In another interesting paper about geometrical aspects applied to music, ‘Continuous

Transformations’, Callender studies these differences of acceleration of the triple canon of the

Nancarrow’s Studie #22 for player piano.

The opening section of Study No. 22 is a canon in three voices in which each voice
accelerates at a different rate (…) The lowest voice enters first, beginning at a
tempo of approximately 45 beats per minute, and accelerates at a rate of 1% to a
tempo of approximately 116 beats per minute. The highest voice enters
approximately 14 seconds later at approximately 45 beats per minute, but
accelerates at a rate of 1.5% to a final tempo of approximately 185 beats per
minute. The final voice to enter, the middle voice, begins about 29 seconds after the
highest voice and accelerates from approximately 45 to almost 373 beats per minute
at a rate of 2.25%. The entrances of each voice are timed such that the final note of
the canon line is attacked simultaneously in all voices approximately 1.37 minutes
or 82 seconds into the piece. [Callender, 2001, pp. 19-20].

Thanks to the next picture it is possible to understand how Nancarrow played with the initial part of

this study, taking into account principally irregular increments of velocity of each one of the

expositions of the canon’s soggeto (CD’s track #15).
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[Fig. 28] Graphic acceleration in the beginning of Studie #22 for player piano of Conlon Nancarrow (source: Callender). In it
the triple-voice exposition could be observed, first the low voice, later the loud and finally the intermediate voice. Each one of

the entries accelerates quicker than the previous one.

According to these flexible rhythmic controllers, an entire grammar was raised up along the

macrostructure using different kinds of shapes. The aim of that was to establish some mechanisms of

regulation that modulates rhythmic chaos inside the matrix. Basically, the idea was to fix an abstract

path where was possible to represent some processes in the field of rhythmic behaviour. In order to

formalize that, the seeds were divided in three different categories: firstly, shapes constructed through

trigonometric expressions, whose finality is outputting some events almost linearly, that is, rhythmic

sequences that increases or decreases exponentially in time in a slight way, without accidents and very

continuous, exposed smoothly; secondly, shapes drawn by hand, which represent a free interpretation

of sinusoid wave, saw-tooth wave and square wave, and their miscellaneous, with accidents, non linear,

but always with a concrete definition, very possible of reproducing them in whatever rhythmic situation

around the macrostructure, with capacity of auto-reference; and thirdly, some seeds generated by

means of ‘walk’ generator, random curves, without possibility of concrete and repetitive definition,

because theoretically the results of them are infinite and totally plenty of accidents, irregular and

capricious.

Thanks to that rhythmic behavioural process, from something slightly linear, without accidents and

trigonometrically expressed, passing through an environment by-hand made, in a ‘non-Pythagorean’

way defined, more irregular and non linear, to something totally chaotic, randomly generated and

without a direct possibility of auto-reference, the composer could achieve to control inside the

macrostructure some gradations that later allowed the music itself to express some massive differences,

depending of what decision were taken in each moment.
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[Fig. 29] Left to right, up to bottom, the 12 trigonometric seeds and the 12 by-hand seeds used in ‘DK <sin>’respectively, in
which is possible to observe the itinerary of a grammar that starts with simple and clear waves to begin to make more complex
and capricious controllers, firstly single shapes and later their own miscellaneous. The third elements, ‘walk-generated’ seeds,

are not represented in this picture.

Inside the trigonometric seeds, some divisions where thought between single seeds and double seeds.

The single seeds have a unique curve and the double seeds have two. Basically, the double seeds are a

richer formula than the single, and that originated a more interesting rhythmic linearity as well. These

four are the combinations of all possible formulas, using only two factors: concave and convex.

[Fig. 30] Cuve A, as a combination
of concave and convex folding;
B, as the sum of concave and
concave.

According to that, an entire section of four series of trigonometric seeds were built using different

bending factors. The purpose of that was defining some nuances in order to can choose the rhythmic

impact of the seeds inside the time line, as a kind of prefabricated palette. Finally, that was rejected; in

[Fig. 31] C, the inversion of A, convex
and concave; D, the inversion of B,

is convex and convex. The
retrogradations

becomes the descendant versions of this
four.
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general terms, in the actual listening the produced differences between them were not so important,

almost inaudible.  Seven gradations were substituted for three more enhanced.

[Fig. 32] Seven different nuances for each of the four trigonometric seeds, finally not used.

Thanks to these configurations of the seeds, implemented in the deconstructed matrix, it was possible

to advance towards an upper degree of complexity. At least, three independent factors works together

in this deconstructive task: firstly, the random setting of the matrix’s chunks, provoking a

continuous/discontinuous paradox along the time; the different proportions of each chunk, as an

agglutinant agent whose job is to refer everything under the same proportionality; lastly, the forms of

the shapes, in combination with these two previous aspects, originates a dismantled itinerary where it is

not possible to follow a ‘smoothly-step-by-step-continuous’ shape.

Twelve curves, six single shapes and six tangential –double-, were drawn using the generator ‘function-

of-x’ in AC Toolbox. ‘Function-of-x’ returns a closure, which was possible to generate some shapes

with. A collection of instructions was designed with this generator, using three significant values as

variables, in charge of marking the curvature gradations of shapes: 1; φ, the aural section (1.618) and π

(3.1416), achieving each time more accentuated and bent curves. For the double shapes were selected

another more reduced raw of factors: 1, 1.33 and 1.50.

In Lisp, ‘exp x’ returns e raised to the power number, where e is the base of the natural logarithms. For

instance: (exp 0) => 1.0; (exp 1) => 2.718282; (exp (log 5)) => 5.0. Therefore, the graphical expression

was a logarithmic curve; using negatives numbers the inversions were obtained. In the case of the

double shapes, ‘tan x’ was used, as in the positive version as in the negative. Here is the complete

description of the instructions used:
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NAME
ASSIGNED
IN AC T.

CUR
VE MATEMATICAL DESCRIPTION VARIABLES

Alpha #1
(function-of-x (exp x) :low-x -1 :high-x 1) -1, 1

Alpha #2
(function-of-x (exp x) :low-x -1.618 :high-x 1.618) -1.618, 1.618

Alpha #3
(function-of-x (exp x) :low-x -3.1416 :high-x 3.1416) -3.1416, 3.1416

Alpha #4
(function-of-x (* -1 (exp x)) :low-x -1 :high-x 1) -1, 1

Alpha #5
(function-of-x (* -1 (exp x)) :low-x -1.618 :high-x 1.618) -1.618, 1.618

Alpha #6
(function-of-x (* -1 (exp x)) :low-x -3.1416 :high-x 3.1416) -3.1416, 3.1416

Alpha #7
(function-of-x (tan x) :low-x –1 :high-x 1) -1, 1

Alpha #8
(function-of-x (tan x) :low-x –1.33 :high-x 1.33) -1.33, 1.33

Alpha #9
(function-of-x (tan x) :low-x –1.5 :high-x 1.5) -1.5, 1.5

Alpha #10
(function-of-x (* -1 (tan x)) :low-x -1 :high-x 1) -1, 1

Alpha #11
(function-of-x (* -1 (tan x)) :low-x -1.33 :high-x 1.33) -1.33, 1.33

Alpha #12
(function-of-x (* -1 (tan x)) :low-x -1.5 :high-x 1.5) -1.5, 1.5

About the by-hands shapes, twelve were as well the number of different shapes. It consisted in a free

and capricious interpretation of the sinusoid shape, called ‘crème caramel’ for their undulated and

irregular appearance; the saw-tooth shape, called ‘scales’ for its similarity to fish scales, and square

shape, called ‘buildings’ because they look like a kind of urban silhouettes. For each one of these three

classes, a duality was searched; a couple of distinct shapes were thought, being the second as a shadow

or an antagonist of the first, depending the cases. Speaking about crèmes, the big picks of #1 are at the

top, but in the #2 they are at the bottom; in scales, #1 is the opposite of #2; in buildings, the mayor

compression and quantity of contrastive thresholds in #1 occurs at the beginning and in #2 at the end.

They are not symmetric between them, it was not the purpose, because they are capricious; however,

some inner logic exists in the antagonistic configuration of this seeds. Also the combination of these

forms was used, creating six miscellaneous of them. They are the total classification:
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SINGLE SHAPES MISCELLANEOUS

B #1- Crème 1 B #7- Miscellaneous 1 Crème + scales

B #2- Crème 2 B #8- Miscellaneous 2 Crème + buildings

B #3- Scales 1 B #9- Miscellaneous 3 Scales + buildings

B #4- Scales 2 B #10- Miscellaneous 4 Crème + scales + buildings

B #5- Buildings 1 B #11- Miscellaneous 5 Scales + buildings + crème

B #6- Buildings 2 B #12- Miscellaneous 6 Buildings + crème + scales

Following this strategy, a more and more ‘noisy’ natural distribution of the rhythm was reached, from

curved shapes to sharper, more strong and irregular ones. For this task, some lines were drawn using

the menu ‘Define’ ⇒ ‘ Shape’ ⇒ ‘Draw’ in the Toolbox, obtaining results as these examples:

[Fig. 33] Some examples of drawn by-hand independent controllers ready to be made; depending the nature of each portion of
matrix in which they were implemented, some very different rhythmic results were achieved.
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As the trigonometric shapes, generated by means of ‘function-of-x’, as the by-hand shapes, generated

by ‘Draw Shape’ sub-menu, were implemented in AC Toolbox using ‘convert’; in own words of the

program, “CONVERT is a mapping function which will map either a shape, a mask, a list, a stockpile,

or a generator to be a list with N values within certain limits”. These twelve were passing through it as

in the example:

[Fig. 34] Example of a section generated by means of ‘convert’, where 46 values were generated inside two rhythmic thresholds,
97.51 and 169.49 -that means approximately between 10 pps and 5 pps-, using the seed ‘Buildings1’ as controller.

Lastly, some random curves were generated by means of ‘walk’ generator. According to the description

of AC Toolbox, “it returns a closure that 'walks' around starting at number STARTING-POINT.

NEXT-STEP determines the interval to be added.  NEXT-STEP can be a number, sequence, stockpile,

or function, which should provide a number. Each time a step is to be taken, a new value is produced

from NEXT-STEP and added to the previous value.” To walk was added a random generator, ‘random-

value’, what it is possible to define a starting point with, the maxima ‘size’ of the steps made for the

generator –in the example bellow no more than 50 milliseconds up or down- and the thresholds within

the collection of points moves itself.

[Fig. 35] Example of an actual section of the work; the clock 1 indicates that minima unity used is the millisecond. Until-time is
used because the wished portion of time is 4.464 seconds long, attending to the chunk of the matrix was necessary to cover.
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“Seed: a
man's

semen.”

In the ‘Poème symphonique pour 100 métronomes’ of Gyorgy Ligeti, time was dealt as a superposition

of static rhythmic patterns; in this work, above all in the starting two minutes, a very dynamic sensation

of masses of sounds, pushed by opposite forces, is achieved by means of almost elementary media, as

regulation of the different clicks of several metronomes sounding at the same time in different fixed

velocities. In stratus more advanced of the work, where the rhythmic polyphony is less dense and the

listener’s perception can trap more clear patterns, an illusion of movement is registered by the senses,

thanks to the apparent displacement that occurs between some rhythmic cells. It seems that a third

almost unperceived rhythmic element, sliding itself along the folders of two or more collided lines,

appears from the emptiness between the rhythmic lines, each of them with their immutable velocity.

The metronome value of each one are always the same, but the increasing or decreasing of space

between them in the timeline change; in other words, it is the reference segment between them which

changes each time, not the metro. For this reason a dynamic feeling is produced, and this feeling it

could be named inner rhythm.

In ‘DK <sin>’ it is pursued a subsequent degree of movement inside the chaos

using combination and regulation of dynamic elements, which tendency is to

change themselves, let’s say, on the road and more or less gradually. This idea of

using ‘non static’ elements, the seeds, with inner capacity of regulated transformation, pursues a state

beyond the initial illusory idea of ‘pattern-against-pattern’. Seeds are basically dynamic ‘patterns’. In

case we speak about trigonometric controllers, where some more linear and smoother stretching and/or

compressing occur in the timeline, this situation is more closed to feel these small differences of

reference, that is, this slid third imaginary rhythm we spoke about when Ligeti’s work. Some actual

dynamic prints and severe intrusions on the arrow time, with destructive capacity of linearity, these are

the skills of ‘by-hand’ controllers, with which more enhanced and sharp drastic changes happen. The

last link in this chain is the seeds designed by means of walk; they provoke dynamism was total, as the

unpredictable behavior in response to the random generator. One of the principal purposes of sinusoidal

deconstruction was to achieve an illusion of inner rhythmic movement comparable to one it is produced

statically, but also moving it in the surface, as whatever dynamic system that use rhythm with aim of

truly physical direction -understanding physical direction as that is achieved by non fooling the senses-.

For this it was necessary to explore some previous states to the stochastic, from linear environments,

moved as softly as possible, passing through more aggressive, but controlled –that is, reproducible and

pre-determined abstractions- until randomly generated irreproducible objects -equal stochastic-.

How to distribute the seeds along the chaos seemed to be the next logical enterprise.
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2.4 Thinking in distributions

After the creation of this whole infrastructure, as a sort of concrete pillars of a building, from now on

the specific compositional task of distributing these species of seeds along the timeline begins. Some

actual possibilities of assisting this abstract itinerary of rhythms were thought: on one hand, it seemed

very legitimate to follow the natural tendency of the seeds towards a much more messy environment,

that is, firstly the trigonometric seeds, later the by hand ones and finally the walk; or, very on the

contrary, it seemed more tempting to oppose these elements by force against their natural course and

creating a new more interesting, conducted and intentional framework, inverting the order in some

moments, even tending towards some degrees of simplicity.

For that, the matrix was divided logarithmically again, in this occasion in three new bigger sections,

which included seventeen logarithmic parts in turn. Some different distributions of the species of seeds

were imagined for each one: in the first part, the hegemony was established by the walk seeds, in the

second an alternation of different primacies of walk, by hand and trigonometric seeds occurred, and

lastly in the third one the tendency was conducted towards the gradual re-establishment of walk seeds.

So, it was constructed a kind of inverted bow: at the both sizes, the most random rhythmic states, and

in the middle music goes into a deeper, more simple state and plenty of nuances.

[Fig. 36] Sketch used to control the principal line, the walk seed’s itinerary, as determinant factor of the whole distribution of
the species of seeds. Four points were fixed by hand, as reference for subsequent random procedures.

Each one of the inner seventeen segments transports some different matrix’s chunks; some graphics

were used to size and control the percentage level of each different class of seeds. The ‘walk’ line was

decided as the principal controller -in grey in the picture below- and the remained two ones as

subordinated or ‘fader dependent’. In order to obtain this specific bowed form, some pivots were fixed

by hand inside the ‘walk’ line: 100%, 25%, 35% and 100% again.
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[Fig. 37] Schema to control the distribution of shapes inside the deconstructed matrix; the red squares indicate the chunks that
remained in their original placements. In the middle of the schema, 17 segments in which are included some chunks of the

matrix. At the bottom are represented, as a kind of faders inside a console, the different percentages of primacy of one class of
seeds above the others, sized in unities of 10 to 10 %. It can be observed a sort of inverted bow.

‘Random-value’ was used for calculate the exact itinerary of the ‘walk’ line inside the schema. It

selects a predefined amount of random values between two fixed ones. For each one of the three big

portions of the matrix was generated some random values, taking as starting point and ending point of

each section the first pivot with the second (100 and 25), the second with the third (25 and 35) and the

third with the fourth (35 and 100). A more sharper and with more folds line than the previous sketch

prototype was obtained.

The subtractions of the whole (100%) with the ‘walk’ line were used as milestones to delimitate the

field of instructions for the two remained lines: the ‘by hand’ line –in red in the graphics- and the

‘trigonometric’ line –in blue-. Once made that, the random-value generator was applied again with the

aim of extract some new values which define the by hand line with; the maxima thresholds were the

values of the subtraction, and the minima 0. Lastly, the remained values after a new sequence of

subtractions were the unique space for the ‘trigonometric’ line.

          (values sized in percentages)
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Thanks to these simple procedures, it was possible to move the seeds forever inside a pre-marked and

delimiting space. It represents a sort of external proportionality for controlling distributions; that is,

what percentage of different classes of seeds will appear in each moment along the seventeen

segments. But it should not be forgotten that each one of the segments along the matrix carries a certain

number of smaller chunks. For that reason, after that it was imagined another very different manner

more horizontal to distribute them, an internal proportionality, let us say.

The internal proportionality was achieved using Markov chains. The Markov chains are a chance

probability process, where each step for determining each outcome is conditioned by the last one. It is

not a matter of saying that information here plays a determinant factor as decisive element of

probabilistic results. That is because each new step will be conditioned by the probability of the

previous one. So, the idea was to use an algorithm that handled percentage values into a list, which

decided how many times some elements appear more than the others.

In order to specify a desirable longer sequence of values, a loop also was implemented in the algorithm

enlarging the chain. From this point, the composer was in condition to determine what combination of

the three distinct classes of seeds occupied each instrumental segment, therefore inside each little

chunk of matrix.

The next necessary step was to decide the distributions of the 24 shapes of both palettes, trigonometric

and by hand, with 12 elements each one. That was very realizable using again ‘random-choice’. In

order to specify these instructions inside a more general schema, 12 sub-indexes were added in red to

the letters meaning the class of curve (B for by hand and A for trigonometric). Those numbers

indicated what palette’s seeds must be used into each event. For instance, in the segment #5, chunk

number 16, it was necessary generate only 4 random numbers, because the remained 6 were C (walk

seeds). The next raw was obtained, up to bottom: 2, 9, 5 and 1. Applied in order, it resulted B2, B9, B5

and B1, so it means that a ‘crème caramel #2’ will be used in the marimba, a ‘miscellaneous #3’ in the

right hand of the piano, a ’buildings #1’ in the violin and a ‘crème caramel #1’ in the viola [see

appendix #2].

Reached this point, all data obtained was joined. As an alchemy process, an amount of matter was

ready to be again transformed in a more polished finish and each time musically more understandable.

This first state could be resumed in the next sheets of instructions, used to deal directly with the ‘Data

Section’ of AC Toolbox. Inside it, the composer has all the sufficient information to deal with: firstly,

the placement of the deconstructed chunk we are going to deal with, the starting and ending point

values to specify the margins of movement of each one of the seeds; the specific curve that is going to

operate, with the sub index –if necessary- for the palette, and finally the length in seconds of each seed.

In the case of walk seeds, it was also expressed the rhythmic thresholds of each section, in Italian

words. It was used Italian expressions to simplify the task, because some data sections where

previously programmed using these keywords, and on the other hand, it was easier type into a keyboard

words instead numbers, above all when it was essential to work during a reasonable quantity of hours

[see appendix #3].
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Thanks to that, some sections could be made; in order to construct a real example of that, it will be

taken by chance whatever chunk of these sheets, for instance the chunk 11 –marked with a red arrow in

the picture-.

[Fig. 38] 9.22 were the chosen numbers of points to cover a section of 1.27 seconds with a ‘crème caramel #2’ seed. A couple of
boundaries were specified as starting and ending points of the section. The remained parameters of the section –pitch, velocity
and channel- were not necessary to change, because these decisions will be taken in final states of composition as added layers.

It outputted the following:

    START        END    DURATION   PITCH

  0.000     77.000     77.000    g3

 77.000    162.000     85.000    g3

163.000    246.000     83.000    g3

246.000    336.000     90.000    g3

337.000    425.000     88.000    g3

425.000    505.000     80.000    g3

506.000    595.000     89.000    g3

595.000    682.000     87.000    g3

682.000    774.000     92.000    g3

This list defines a line of nine points inside the timeline, sized in milliseconds. This represents the

expression of a single shape, and only the start column and the last value of the end column were valid,

the other data was useless, so it was rejected. It was necessary to generate ten different tables of

instructions, one per instrument, eighty instructions each; that means eight hundred samples like this

were generated.
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2.5 Translating rhythmic values to millimetres

A table was created in order to relate bars of different durations with the length of the matrix’s chunks

in milliseconds. For that, the 1/4 measure was taken as reference, if the metronome marks  = 60 [1

pulse per second = 1000 milliseconds].

Some figures were imagined, using complex and irregular rhythmic elements between brackets, as

accurate as possible. They were ordered from smallest to biggest. After this collection of measures, the

composer had a clear reference of how to convert each chunk of matrix into a more musical

environment, ready to be written with the appearance of a score [see appendix #4]. The picture of

‘appendix #4’ represents some lists with some basic combinations of rhythmic figures, their durations

in milliseconds and their possible bar or bars inside the score. In order to obtain more suitable

measures, these figures were later recomposed.

One of the things to solve was the difference of scale between contrary sections; for instance, it was

very distinct one centimetre of paper in a Molto Agitato section and one centimetre in a Lento.

Naturally, the smallest events were taken as reference, because they have a lot of quick points and

needed to express themselves with sufficient graphical space. Otherwise, apparently the longest

portions seemed to need much space in the score, because they were composed of few and large quasi

isolated notes, so the compression was very suitable to avoid useless and nonsense excesses.

Seven very different zones were mapped using a set of algorithms, each of them with different lengths

and necessities. In order to prevent some mistakes and to make sure the music always will fits well

inside the score, seven different scales were defined, one per section of the work. These compressing

scales were designed following this axiom: the longer the portions to be mapped, the bigger the

compression. For this reason, more severe factors of conversion were used in final sections. Note even

in the idea of distribute the scales is implicit a kind of sinusoidal movement:

Molto Agitato ---------------------- 1.42 times smaller than the original data in milliseconds

Agitato ------------------------------ 2.5 times smaller

Animando -------------------------- 2 times smaller

Calmo ------------------------------- 5 times smaller

Tranquillo -------------------------- 3.3 times smaller

Molto Lento-Lontano ------------ 10 times smaller

Lento -------------------------------  8.3 times smaller

Some sub-measures were prepared as well inside each single event. That was used in order to set the

notational environment with more accuracy and in a more comfortable and simple way. Generally, the
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biggest bars were set before than the smallest ones; in some occasions, this idea was inverted with the

aim of achieve a non regular metro for the conductor and a more interesting discourse of different beat

gestures and more undulated.

Finally, a list of data in millimetres was obtained from each single curve using the converters. After

this long process, some useful values were produced for each single curve, ready to be inserted in the

score.  They represent each one of the necessary points to spread the gesture on a timeline, with the

unique purpose of give full expression to the curve which it was generated with.

0.0
6.3
11.4800005
16.24
22.89
27.79
31.92
39.41
44.31
50.19
55.58
60.760003
66.64
72.73
80.01
87.36
92.47
99.12
104.020005
109.9
116.62
123.06
130.55
135.73

So, in certain way a paradox is truly present in this rhythmic environment. On one hand, in the

macrostructure level, time was dealt as hieratical and predefined moulds where notes are included in. In

such environment time is rigorous and allows to various domains, such as proportionality or

infrastructure. On the other hand, in a 1:1 level, the starting dimension of the instrumentalist, an

illusion of freedom and sensuality is created by means of seeds, where time is not sharp, but rather

flexible and winding.

The rhythmic figures were written according with these spatial distributions. In this system is not

necessary to write each value with its particular duration, as in more conventional rhythmic

environments. One of the principal advantages of doing that is to facilitate to the instrumentalist the

reading and enjoy much more with the music he/she is dealing, with loss of complexity in the result, let

Example of an actual list, obtained
after the application of the converter,
which outcomes some data in
milliseconds. This corresponds
concretely to the chunk #21 of the
flute. The source was walk seed
inside a Molto Agitato section.
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“Seed: a flowering
plant's unit of
reproduction, capable
of developing into
another such plant.
A quantity of these.”

us say. Is a matter of fact that some total satisfactory results are not possible using the normal metrical

system, because it merely would make difficult and almost inextricable the action.

On the contrary, thanks to the spatial distribution of the values occurred at least a couple of fascinating

things: suddenly, the instrumentalist realises that it is not necessary to count in order to achieve

metrically complex rhythmic results, saying ‘count’ in the sense of establish proportional mental

distributions of the values in real-time, as a reflex act of the solfège,

could be said. The environment is an open field that uses intuition and

reason at the same time, because each one of the rhythmic ideas must

be completed following the suggestion of the line represented inside a

proportional and seized space. Secondly, thanks to the close

relationship is produced between the elements that generated the

rhythmic material and the manner are written the final results, the instrumentalist can go deeper to the

musical source with him/her performing. It is precisely in the performing act when these preconceived

musical ideas, the seeds, are materialized in actual movement. This similitude between model and

graphical representation contributes to establish a stronger link between respectively represented idea

and music itself, joining composition and performing almost completely in a whole, unique and single

action.
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2.6 The level of the craftsman: rests,
      pitches and last practical considerations

‘A craftsman is not called an artist unless is informed by
some unusual clairvoyance or imagination. An artist, like

other workers, has to organize his resources and find
economical solutions to problems; but the kind of that
distinguishes him in a matter of coordinating technical

resources with psychological or spiritual resources, so that
there is a continuous process from idea to technical

expression and back to the idea’

[Benthall, 1972, pp.12-13].

Let us consider the level of the composer’s hand, after the data level, once all calculuses were realized.

At least, three principal levels could be detected in the composition: the most primary state, the level of

data, where an abstract shape is formalized by means of proportions, numbers, algorithms and lists,

comparable to the Koenig’s state of condition. Secondly, an intermediate level of formalization

between total abstraction and conventional musical parameters was accomplished, dealing with

durations (figures and rests) and pitches. It supposes a natural bridge between pure abstraction and

intuition, in which senses participate actively while the writing is produced. It could be considered the

state of instruction. Lastly, a third level, the level of the craftsman, where new processes want to cover

an area totally intuitive, as pure execution. This level corresponds to the use of dynamics, attacks and

behavioural designs for instruments.

Inside each of these three levels, data, formalization and intuition, a multitude of sub-levels could be

nuanced, each of them concerned to a specific mission inside the entire composition. Firstly, let us

describe the intermediate level, the formalization; part of it has already been described in the chapters

focused on rhythm, excepting rests and pitches.

Thanks to rests and pitches, some effects occurred on a rhythm-based discourse. In this level,

composition was subjected to a sort of surgery intervention by means of rests. In the specific case of

rests, they were prepared with two clear intentions: one, to achieve a structural independent process

along the horizontal design of the matrix, as a kind of digging or degradation of the musical matter;

two, thanks to this approach from continuous phrases to more discontinuous phrases, as soon music

goes forward, the instrumentalists will feel each time more comfortable, specially the woodwind

players.

A couple of the trigonometric descendant curved shapes of the palette were used to create a tendency

mask that agglutinates this process. These shapes controlled the percentage of rests per written notes in
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each event. Each time a number of rests resulted; this resultant number of rests was distributed by hand

freely along each event.

Pitch was involved in a more complex process; fundamentally, several layers were thought, which

interplay each other in a multidimensional field. The principal layer of pitches was the unisonous one,

which draws a bigger alternate sinusoid along the matrix. Another layers interfered in the process; they

were in charge of producing, by means of tendencies, different fields of pitches, cohesive and

expansive, according to the idea of seed/anti-rhythm described in the theoretical part of the thesis.

About the third level, the actual craftsman output, things happened in a very different way.

Fundamentally, this stage was conceived as an addressed itinerary of instruments, where some

decisions about dynamics, attacks and designs of figurations were taken. In the future, subsequent

works will try to scrutinize little by little these areas by means of computer as well.

This itinerary was the last aspect conceived before to write music, because from here things were

treated intuitively, as a kind of written ‘improvisation’ [Fig. 39]. In this materic itinerary, a sense of

circularity exists, starting from a continuous flow, passing through a more fragmented and neutral

treatment of time, and reaching again the continuity, but in a very static manner.

Each of these seven materials corresponds to one of the seven regions that split the matrix horizontally,

according to the mood or the activity in terms of pulses per second. So, in the beginning, the material

A, the discourse flows in a continuous and noisy way and without a clear feeling of pulses. It starts to

change in B, because some insertions of pulse appear, displacing the noisy continuum. In material C,

this concretion of pulse appears as clear as possible, using short and discrete rhythmic figures and

avoiding whatever idea of energetic continuity. So, C is an important arrival point. Almost
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imperceptible, D moves towards a more energetic state, which seeks prudently the continuum again,

using selective dynamic points. The central reference is the material E, the most neutral and melodic,

also the most close to ‘pitchness’, let us say. In E, the another important point of this process with

circular illusion, each note are balanced in order to achieve the same energetic level in order to

formalize melodic entities. From here, a travel to the inside of sound is started: in material F, sound is

dealt causing energetic over-excess in the attack, fact that causes an elongation of residual mater. In

this sense, the energy of sound begins to define itself. This aspect of sound as a residue is taken in

material G as principal goal, not let as an effect, but rather as a cause. From this residual sound, an

illusion of continuity is created, but only in terms of energy; otherwise, G is created from absolutely

static pitches, unlike the initial material of this itinerary, A, plenty of pitch changes.

Finally, some practical aspects were defined before to start the composition. Firstly, we thought about

some reasonable boundaries of pps. In some instruments exists more difficulty of execution than in

another. In the case of guitar, it is the laziest instrument in terms of executing quick notes with

definition. So, a kind of juncture was established in the level of 14 pps. Bellow this level, the execution

was made as normal is; above it, from 14 pps until 17, another kind of free ‘non-controlled’ articulation

was defined, using tremolo as principal resource.

Some initial rules were fixed in order to achieve a proper interpretation and understanding:

1- The bigger quantity of events per second, the more intense the discourse.

2- The rhythmic parts are not allowed to go out of the pre-established domains of pps: everything

works as a whole.

3- The bigger quantity of events per second, the more intense dynamic feeling, and vice versa.

Dynamics should be thought in inverse proportion to rhythmic density: the bigger number of

pps, the smoother dynamics, and vice versa.

4- Some dynamic features, as accents and another discrete dynamic expressions, are dealt as

accidents of the composition, no as fundament.

5- It is not allowed to change the initial configuration of instruments once the work starts.

Instrumentation is not a factor let to the instrumentalists.

6- Some hierarchical distributions of the role of instrumentalists are possible in whatever staff;

according to the real circumstances, roles of importance could be defined. For instance, if the

next staff is determined for executing the work: flute, clarinet, bassoon and marimba, this last,

marimba, could be decided as the soloist of the group, because is the unique instrument of its

nature (three woodwinds against one percussion). Something similar would occur in the case
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that exist or not electronic process. In the next configuration: flute, clarinet with electronics,

piano, guitar, viola with electronics and cello, clarinet and viola could be decided as the

couple of soloist of the ensemble, as a kind of double concerto. In a situation with more than

two soloists, it has no sense, because it is not effective in such a reduced staff (only nine

people, as maximum). All said in this point are only interesting suggestions, no rules.

7- The disposition on stage is free; the unique criteria to do that are the distribution by genres of

instruments (winds, percussion and strings) and the hierarchical role we said in the last point;

the rest is arbitrary.

8- An initial clock of 1 pulse = 60 is fixed for the entire composition, however, it is allowed to

reduced a little bit without intermediate changes, in order to achieve a more comfortable

environment for the instrumentalists. It must be done taking into account the slowest events as

well, without producing unnecessary and annoying enlargements. As soon the performing

starts, tempo must be kept all the time.
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[[Intermission: some ideas around live electronics and another
considerations]]
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In his book “Le figure della musica da Beethoven a oggi” (The figure of music from Beethoven to

nowadays), Salvatore Sciarrino speaks about some processes that could summarize, in general terms,

the real possibilities for linear musical systems: ‘forma a finestre’ (from Italian, form window),

processes of accumulation, processes of multiplication, genetic transformations and another process

known as ‘Little Bang’. This is a conclusion about what is possible to be made into a timeline; in other

words, this testimony itself could be considered as the epitaph of linearity. Thanks to the electronic

devices and their musical applications, these boundaries, which some years ago seemed impregnable,

were passed through towards another reality much more complex and suggestive. Computer-assisted

composition contributes to a change oriented to a non-linear situation, where time is reinvented in a

radical way.

In front of this new reality, the composer needs to imagine some tools, which fix well with those

expectations in a very personal and particular way. Obviously, the knowledge useful in linear

environments has not the same possibilities in such non-linear systems. The composer needs to

develop some new skills to reach a satisfactory handling. In order to start to compose with these means,

an entire grammar must be programmed. Indeed, this grammar will be focused in very specific and

personal necessities. In words of William A.S. Buxton, “those systems which have had musical

success, such as those of Xenakis and Koenig, have of necessity been highly specialized in that aspect

of music with which they dealt, and therefore have been highly personalized. The writing of a

‘generalized’ system for the composition of music would presume a complete understanding of a

‘grammar’ for music; however, it is doubtful that such an understanding can exist”. Koenig said in

‘Composition Processes’ that a composer is a person who uses basically established patterns by

him/herself. In the case of programmed music, the composer gravitates towards a new dimension that is

not specifically the placement of a composer who normally deals with linear sources. Koenig said, “By

programmed music we mean the establishment and implementation of systems of rules or grammars,

briefly: of programs, independent of the agent setting up or using the programs, independent too of

sound sources.” Thanks to these considerations, some distinctions can be made in matter of musical

results: the composer right now is able to produce instrumental scores, electronic compositions (using

scores), electronic works created by means of patches, instrumental scores generated using the

computer and tapes with sound data (in order to use is as controllers). These approaches by force

modify a new regard around what time means and their aesthetical consequences.

In this life, the unique thing is that time is non-temporal.

Therefore, the treatment of time in the art of music –temporal art par excellence- never will be

aesthetical, in a qualitative sense. Because of its vital importance. Things that aesthetics speaks about

are really far away of the principal motivations of a work, in other words, aesthetics can not explain

about the conception of time that unify a composition giving it a formal identity. We should not forget

that, besides these aesthetical definitions, a deeper entity rests. It knows nothing about fashion or

tendencies. I am speaking about this entity.
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This deep idea is the same that gives the opportunity to Ligeti to be linked to certain Renaissance

polyphonic composers, the Gradual Triplex with certain works of Debussy, Solage with certain

treatments of pitches in pre-dodecaphony years.

As Koenig said about the concept ‘analysis’, “the historical line of sight would at the same time be

unhistorical, because it would ignore historical development and measure works from different periods

by the same standards. One might also ask whether a composer who wants to create something new

can benefit from frozen models of the past”.

For all these reasons, in its initial conception, music should be out of time, naturally non-temporal.

About a specific description of temporality in my work, I have designed a sort of continuous time with

possibility of self-folding; it is very useful to create variety with a simple flow, a single basic line.

Variety is one of the few qualities in music almost impossible to leave out. Cage’s 4’.33” is varied, as

well as Feldman’s pattern music, even Erik Satie’s ‘Vexatiòns’. For instance, one similar idea is

included for Stockhausen in his Klavierstucke IX, using repetition as an element of minimum variety.

 In certain sense my idea is not so far from the Baroque treatment of time, the fortspinnung, where a

motor is established along a movement. I thought going beyond drawing a plan in which a duality is

reached at the same time, continuity/ discontinuity. This is the principal reason of the deconstruction of

the matrix: to alter the flowing in an artificial manner and, on the other hand, to put abstraction as basis

of the sonorous result and not vice versa.

A stream of water, as a model… is to be articulated necessary? Its texture is rich enough to keep inside

itself an infinite interest for those who are observing it. Some abstract models, based in simple

elements, have not any necessity of copying any external feature, thanks to mathematical procedures or

geometry. Therefore, in artistic terms, abstraction is such a feasible path, as a physical model could be.

In a certain sense, I discover a bigger charm in the permanence of the artifice as a vehicle of simple and

genuine results beyond more complex elements. Perhaps the path is the other way around: the seeking

of complexity. But analyzing this spiritual movement, I do not find any sense in it. Composition should

be comparable to an algorithm, that is, a grammatical process that pursues the resolution of a problem

step by step. It implies a constant simplification from (or it should be said: between) a series of

complex coordinates. There is not sense in the seeking of complexity without another motivation than

itself.

The next paradox is the following: the natural artist’s fear to an extreme similitude of the work with the

model. What a sense could a physical model have, translated to music, in which scarcely there were not

any differences with the sonorous result? Because the expectable results are such, why do not begin

directly from the ‘concrète’ sound sources, as the ‘musique concrète’ French school did in the 40’s and

50’s? The domain, therefore, allows to the realm of sonorous creation and the musical creation, without

a sufficient clear boundary, as in these cases it should be.
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All only could result in a very sharp loss of individuality; in both cases, the artist compromises his/her

personal stamp: on one hand, the physical model provokes, because its own inner energy, the explosion

and ruining of the capacity of self-conduction of artist towards his/her goals in terms of artistic identity;

on the other hand, in a psychoacoustic sense, the electronic treatment of the physical model does not let

sufficient field for an opened non-electronic expression. So, we understand that there is not space for

the artist, in order to show a personal and genuine action field without prefabricated gestures, let us

say. On the margins of the implication of artist as an active or apparent real subject –‘apparent’

nowadays seems to be the most natural option-, the conclusion is clear: it is about an obsolete path,

therefore, decadent.

Although some centuries before time had gone up in smoke, however a new conception flourishes from

darkness. Space earns its placement finally in a strange field that almost never looked like the mental

dimension, which gives life to it.

Until now, music has been based in the renunciation of reality; it is considered strongly that the

models used by the composers are the final cause of ‘artifice’. The artifice is the renunciation of reality,

that is, the renunciation of fidelity according to a natural model. Therefore, the natural model is useless,

because its mere job is to be distorted: that is what is understood by ‘to compose’. What is a model in

music? Obviously, music is not like painting a picture. If something must be a model in music, this

would be numbers, relationships, proportions or/and physics.

During approximately three hundred years, the musical idea has depended on technological progress

that some physicists-mathematicians-composers developed yesteryear; this progress was codified in

that language what was used by everybody: harmony. The mechanism through which harmony was

generated was called ‘continuous bass’. Such a composition system consisted of a series of chords.

Along a determined time, a gradual alternation of concordant moments and discordant moments

between the inner components of the low sound and the inner components of its upper neighbours

occurred. Such upper sounds were described by means of numbers represented besides bass. On the

surface level, this system allowed to imagine sharper and more intricate relationships between these

sounds. Thanks to that, as well a musical logic could be developed on the basis of causes and effects,

therefore, a poetics: an self-regulated entity with a few basic premises, where as well the horizontal

effect of such a sounds (melody), their order in time (rhythm) and another subsidiary decisions, as

timbre or dynamics, were taken into account. Time passes and damages everything, so during the

twilight of tonality composers knew how to find different sub-systems, able to consolidate themselves

as solid alternatives in that decline. The unique problem was the lack of perspective; the delusion on

which music was built –time, always time…- was not seen by anybody.
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“Seed: in a non-figured
sense, seed is the motor of
the algorithmic composition

program created whenever a
condition could be created

previously from appropriate
instructions.”

This primitive issue was hidden, and merely everything was

dealt on the surface level. Nowadays, we are very grateful

because all the alternatives were created, but according to our

present perspective, they were accidents: on one hand, the

last romanticism derived in a music each time sharper, that

was called expressionistic, an hyperbole of musical motif.

Without that, we never would have known the path to serialism. This path showed to us the geometric

aspect of music. It occasioned one of the most serious stances of defiance to harmony, the

emancipation of dissonance; sounds could be dealt as concrete entities ordered into a space. The

composer is a lucid agent who set sounds. One of the most important features is that the composer

achieved proportional relationships between inner components of sounds, each time more far of integer

numbers, that is, structures more closed to noise than to harmonic sounds. However, thanks to the

necessity of coherence, a lot of previous procedures were preserved, as a kind of corpses. It supposed a

radical change; the ancestral sense of balance between sounds and the ideal of proportion were

dynamited, as long as the old rhythmic, melodic and harmonic moulds were used to prop up the

system. The musical grammar offered resistance to keep its rights. That explains the mess of twentieth

century. Steadily, the musical dialectic was transformed. During the time that serialism evolved, new

temporal concepts appeared, as the ‘momente’ form or the idea of process, which acquired more

relevance later. From here, the form is something that must be generated, not borrowed. The models of

processes were varied forms from geometry, maths or physics; in other words, the composer began to

be not interested on notes, but rather on natural or abstract phenomena.

On the other hand, the issue of t imbre: harmony was constantly fooled by anti-tonality. In

impressionism, composers thought the system from the absurdum, from opposite elements, from the

grammatically contrary procedure. That entailed the structures means things that did not mean anything

before. This fact, apparently innocent, brought out the idea of sonority. Timbre emancipated much

more than other parameters in a progressive way, as something to be handled independently. In that

sense, the most interesting musical current has been spectralism, which deal directly with the genes of

sound, applying processes on the own sonority.

Microscope of the observed thing: we zoom in our sight so much that it is possible to observe the

object from its interior. In music, the movement is inside: it serves to the music every time, in spite of

being composed from outside. It is not only a mystic question; we need calm to reflect about that.

Sound vibrates, that is, lives; their genes reveal the mystery to us. Art is recreation of life, so the unique

thing we can do is to observe the sound itself with great attention. This is the unique path: the silence as

precursor of the listening. Let us watch how silence and sound meet each other to dance. Sound does

not mean; merely it is.

About live electronics environments, one of the most important concerns, which the composer deals

with, is the natural unbalanced situation between the acoustical part/s and the electronic process applied
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on it. Naturally, each one of these means has got its own particularities, not only in terms of sound, but

also in terms of different approaches necessary to be developed.

Generally, in these environments one can find a kind of carelessness concerning with the acoustical

parts. The musical part of the ‘input’ –so the instrumentalist/s is/are called- is dealt without too much

development, in a very restricted way, if we compare it with the real possibilities of articulation into the

timeline, which are very possible to be extended. So, it seems that an important aspect of the human

resources inside this environment is thrown away without some remarkable and clear motivations.

Fundamentally, the reward of such a simplistic compositional practices is a noticeable devaluation of

the role of the instrumentalist as scenic agent. What is the role of a man/woman who triggers some

musical instructions on a stage once, maybe twice, per minute…? Which could be the feeling of the

audience about that same person, doing the same activity, in the same context, but without the support

of the electronics? Frankly, the situation seems to cherish the insult. There are more and clever musical

instructions in the five first seconds of a fugue, or in the very first moment of whatever ballet

choreography, than in a lot of entire live pieces, such is the reality. We will try to analyze the

problematic of that.

The figure of buffer has to do much with this. The buffer has imposed its own rule; it is a machine that

seduces whom uses it, and on the other hand, traps you around its implacable tyranny. Buffer is the first

vehicle to escape of linearity, and its first victims are those who fascinate themselves quickly for its

illusion of articulation. The pseudo-composer wants to take advantage of this superb mechanism;

he/she is avid because it helps to show the brilliance of his/her patch or the cleverness of its effects. It

is deceitful, indeed, because such an illusion cannot fool the reality of the discourse, because of course

time is infinitely a bigger tyrant.

Buffer is a multiplier of a given input and, as a multiplier, multiplies the instrumental line, both in its

virtues and its defects. That means that the lack of coherence in an instrumental discourse is increased

exponentially without remedy. Buffer is not a camouflage, but rather a potentiometer. Buffer never

could substitute the effectiveness of a thought that wish to organize a keen and coherent articulation

into the timeline.

Another contraindication of using buffers is the amount of instrumental time that it asks for. In other

words, in a lot of occasions the composer needs to enlarge very much the input time, so that sounds

could express themselves properly within a sufficient extension of time. Thanks to this more dilated

practise, sounds do not lose, let us say, their original physicalness, their materic aspect. But again, time

is sacrificed in detriment of very secondary compositional aspects. This tyranny does not seem to be

solved yet, but we dare to propose at least two different solutions; one of them, to fool the buffer;

secondly, to ally with it and obtain musical fertility by using seeds.

The first solution was applied in my work ‘Punto Intenso contra Remisso’, for cello and electronics.

Here, a delusion of buffer is created between instrumental part and electronics. The instrumental part is

enhanced as a conclusion of using buffer as an element to be imitated, not as an imitator. In other more

understandable words, some materials from the cello occur not before the buffer sounds, but rather
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after them. In order to do that, these sounds were set by hand. Suddenly, the buffer converts in a

present element, at the same level of importance than the instrumental part, converting the scenic

situation in a richer electronic experience, with a total and ductile control on the discourse.

The second solution concerns to a more equal use of buffer, in a more conventional way as well. For

that, seeds take a very important part on it. Seed is the agglutinant element that controls both the

instrumental part -the macrostructure- and the electronic part –the microstructure-. After several

experiments, I believe that is very possible to tie both means by using the same controller as a common

element. It is a matter of fact, that on a discourse the most important thing are not the materials

themselves, but rather how these materials are controlled. For me, this intermediate situation, handling

two rough and different fields of abstractions, is totally appropriate to cover such expectations.

Perhaps, the full realization of this idea has demanded a lot of energy, in order to raise an instrumental

environment comparable with whatever electronic domain, randomly or stochastically generated. The

tools were the same, if it is allowed me to say, cold tools for the instrumental staff, and hotter for the

real time electronic environment, but essentially the tools were the same. Anyway, in that sense I think

that effort was really worthy.

Sometimes, I have the unavoidable impression that is given much more preference to the electronics

media and time is totally lost away, relieved of its potentialities. Electronics is treated as finality itself;

not as it is, merely tools, means to reach something. Art is beyond the means. I am very aware of these

obvious facts, but it seems necessary remark it because the present situation. The hermeneutic of music

is not about what a quantity of inputs or what fascinating is my convolution system in this spatial

environment. The question is around how I want to recreate my time, what is the capacity of those

produced results in matter of isolating musical time from real time. Said from another point of view,

what are the skills of the time I created for wrapping the listener in a new dimension of time? How I am

going to recreate this fantasy for him/her?

Progress is to make new things with the old stuff; on the contrary, to use new and fascinating means to

make the same old ideas, it is called decadence.

With regard to this subject, my purpose is to create a conception of time that allows me to work in two

distinct dimensions of time: an space reserved for a more sequential treatment –sequence time-,

which is focused in the structural counterpoint as a vehicle of the temporal basis of the work. That is

the dimension of the instrumental parts, and it is unfolded in several interwoven lines that origin

themselves a rich discourse, totally autonomous of the electronic media. The other conception is the

space reserved for the generative time, and it is focussed in the auto-referential relationship between

parts, as mean of total cohesion, specified only as the product of some generators inside of some

conductive frameworks –the specific use of thresholds-. In the particular case of ‘DK <sin>’, stochastic

was a media to achieve cohesion by means of chance. This generative part is dependant by force of the

sequence part.
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“Seed: archaic
(chiefly in biblical
use) a person's
offspring or
descendants.”

These two dimensions are the factors that make possible my system of dispensable parts, as I had the

opportunity of explain before. Dispensability firstly is the conclusion of some practical necessities that

make life easier for the composer. The piece is realisable almost in whatever real circumstance, from

the a solo piece without electronics to the entire ensemble of nine instruments, all of them with

electronics, passing through the multitude of possibilities, combinations and reconfigurations of it, as

repartitions of different roles between the instrumentalists, as much as the musicians are able to

imagine. But a deeper expression of this system concerns to the philosophical tendency of

deconstruction. The work tries to materialize some deconstructive theories, concerning to the

multiplicity of points of view around a same object as the motor to create a discourse. In this specific

case, we speak around five hundred and eleven instrumental possibilities of realization of the work,

without be taken into account the multiple free combinations of the electronics.

Another consideration that should be made around the live electronic environment is the unsuitable use

of the word hybridization. Live environments are supposed to be hybrid, so hybridization should be

about some elements originally independent and autonomous, which join each other as a new-

composed element.  But the reality is very distinct. Normally, we can appreciate in such systems that,

although the electronic part is sufficient elaborated, however this part is not autonomous, because it

needs to be handled by a controller, by the action of whatever input. Meanwhile, some different things

could be said about the instrumental parts. Unlike the electronic parts, the instrumental parts in

principle are autonomous of the electronics, because, as inputs, they do not depends on them musically

before the action. Everybody tends to observe the electronic parts as dependent elements of the

instrumental parts, but nobody watches the instrumental part as an element actually independent of the

electronics. The instrument without the electronic could endure by itself, but in such an environments,

could the same be said about electronics?

For this reason, I think it is more coherent to consider a live electronic environment as a compound of

different elements, because by definition it has not got the same categories. To do the contrary, to try to

equalise this natural dysfunction, is to put on the rubbish pile a big portion of fantastic possibilities that

live environment has got.  To think in such a dysfunction as a problem is to think that one of the two

parts implicated fails.  The reasoning is the following: because the electronics are input-dependent, let

us focus firstly on the instrumental part, which is independent. I believed firmly that, only if the

autonomy of the instrumental part is understood completely, a much powerful fusion could be created

between these two worlds.

Finally, I would like to speak about the total absence of explicit articulation

in my music and, secondly, about some subsequent developments for my

system after the project. I would like to put a little emphasis on the word

‘explicit’. Articulation should be the consequence of other actions over

time, in a domain practically that belongs to another reality that is not

strictly the composer’s one. So, articulation here is seen less as a result than as a number of premises.

However, in composition it is not possible to avoid these pre-configurations; as soon you think about
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how to assemble some parts, paraphrasing the words of Koenig, the action of articulation is

instantaneously produced. But it is very possible to limit as much as possible a minimum of

instructions to set the composition. These minimal instructions should be able to create themselves the

sufficient conditions to raise a tough treatment on time. Articulation is not a resource to be totally

configured in a pre-compositional domain; some spontaneous features could appear on the road.

However, I believe in a conception of a system, able to concentrate all the amount of instructions,

related to the articulation, in the very starting point of the composition.

The form of a composition should be drawn in a single gesture, from the beginning to the end. This

gesture is deconstructed; although some smaller parts form it, however is an entire whole. Principally,

the composer does not compose the material only, but rather the walls that surround it. It is more

important to think the bottle, not the water, let us say. Setting some specific turning points along the

discourse, in other words, handling the thresholds of some specific generators for such an activities, the

composer deal with another reality. According with Derrida, it concerns much more to a kind of

‘writing without subject’. In that sense, modify music means modify the external moulds, which

conducts music itself. Sometimes, I like to compare it with a flow of water that runs through an

invisible channel, and the composer has the complete authority to deviate it using only very smooth an

almost insignificant gestures on the air. In my modest opinion, such a control should be the realizable

utopia of whatever creator.

According to Derrida, articulation is the expression of creative impotence. Music can articulate itself

by means of very few algorithmic decisions, as horizontally as vertically. Horizontally is materialized

in the staging of a system, which deals with deconstructed portions of time, each of one with some

different peculiarities and gradations in terms of musical activity. Such a deconstruction offers a

continuously changeable perspective, in respect the time arrow, which is affected by different flexions

and torsions. Therefore, the contrast and the subsequent articulated discourse, is created by itself. In the

vertical plan, the current situation of sharing out some roles between parts is definitively substituted by

another reality more versatile. In this plan, the coherence is achieved by the own chance, which

tendency is obviously more oriented towards an auto-referential environment than the entropy. As

Koenig said about chance computer composition, after or before the listener will find some non-

premeditated chains of causes and effects. The last element that gives the conformity in such a deal is

the memory of listener, which pick up the gestures of the performing and reordering all of them in a

very unconscious and inductive way. It is not possible to ask more for the listener; otherwise the

listener never could be an analyzer or decoder of our musical results. On the contrary, in a big amount

of occasions –perhaps always- we have to resign ourselves, in the sense that music could appreciated in

a fair manner, and no more. For me, it would be absurd to plan music, in which the final result depends

of the mood of the listener or, much worse, of his/her capabilities of understanding the phenomena

occurred there. Indeed, it is to claim too much about something that in fact is infinitely simpler and

realizable. To try to include the listener as an active member inside the schema of the sound processing,

is about an area totally out of the realm of composition and therefore infertile.
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After the project, one of the most important urgencies, indeed, will be the creation of an automatic

environment for the compositional part. The project describes, step by step, a basic series of

instructions, sufficient to compose music in a very particular way. It seems very proper to compress

these collections of instructions and try to economize the time employed to realize these tasks. All

phases could clearly be programmable and compressed. Firstly, about the construction of a matrix,

there are some decisions to make around: how many chunks are the matrix chopped in, what is the

proportionality factor who include all of them; according with a programmable number of different

regions of pulses per sec, what are the initial shape of matrix; how many instrumental parts the initial

matrix are composed in. About the deconstruction, a programmed tool that decides about what amount

of chunks are in their placements and which of them are moved, could be really useful. It would allow

the composer to find more varied possible decisions about the final macro-form using some previous

clicks. Another important steps as well could be dealt thanks to the automatization: decisions about

distributions of seeds using a field of strategies richer, the possibility of increasing the palettes of seeds,

both importing them or generating them. This generation of the seeds could be done by hand or

expressing some mathematical instructions, as has been described in this present basis. Another

important aspect is how to convert the obtained values in notation, distributed spatially. It could

accelerate much more the task of establishing graphic representations for the notes.

Resuming, the advantages of programming such a system could be sufficient, in order to be taken up it

to another level still more abstract and powerful, where the most important decisions were done in

much fewer steps, conforming to a reality most fixed with the daily activity of the composer.

Programming such compositional environment was not the goal of the project, but rather to create from

the emptiness and describe a whole steady description of these processes, using more dilated tools. All

seems indicate that, after the conclusion of this project, the sinusoidal deconstruction system is ready to

evolve again in subsequent periods.  But it is another story; only time will tell us about that.
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THE MICROFORM OR
PHYSICAL SINUSOID:

THE ELECTRONIC APPROACH

[[nanostructure  ⇐    (1:1) microstructure]]
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3.1 The macro-level and the micro-level

“All compositional manipulations articulating relations
between different temporal levels depend essentially on

the paradigm adopted by the composer. Evidently, a
decision has to be made concerning the status and the

nature of these interactions: to consider them as taking
place in a continuum organized as a fixed hierarchy (this
is the Stockhausen’s attitude) or to assume the existence

of discontinuities, of nonlinearities, considering (in the
last case) microtime, macrotime, and all the intermediate

dimensions as disjoint (or relative) realms”.

[Vaggione in Budón, 2000, p. 14]

A parallel, more reduced –by the moment- domain exists in this present thesis, the microform. This

realm, the microform, is in charge of covering downwards the compositional space between the 1:1

scales until the smallest sonic expressions of the work, the nanostructure. It is possible thanks to the use

of electronics as a means of processing sounds coming from the upper domain, the macroform. In the

scale 1:1 stays seed, in the centre of the system, as an abstract operations’ element, and at both sides

are the macro-level and the micro-level. As I had the opportunity to explain, the macro-level is ruled by

seeds, which basically express themselves by means of parameters. Also, the micro-level as well is

dealt by seeds, but in a very different way. In this micro domain, seeds control aspects directly related

with the morphology of the sounds, with the inner characteristics of sounds, which essentially cannot

be dealt by instrumental/acoustical –representational- means.

In a certain way, an analogy could be done between macroform and microform, in the sense that in the

macroform generation is the basic action in order to achieve some musical results, and transformation

is more related to the electronic processing. I use generators to move seeds that determine the

configuration of shapes adopted to control parameters, to distribute rests, rhythmic figures or whatever,

or to decide the multiple possibilities of the final macrostructure, executed by some algorithms in

charge of deconstructing it. So, in simple words it could be said that something is generated in the

macroform. All is a complex multidimensional result as a product of several actions over a

conglomerate of independent layers, sometimes from almost opposed viewpoints, which however try to

operate in a very cohesive way, behind a same idea. So, it is a matter of fact, that in the acoustical

domain some objects are generated according to a likeness with a bigger image, the matrix. The

composer adapted some different approaches that allowed him to construct the same object from a

multitude of convergent scales; in other words, the generation was produced in simultaneous levels of

actuation.

In the case of the electronic domain, some nuances should be noted. In the electronic domain

generation is important, indeed, but more important than generation is transformation, in order to
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operate in the morphological possibilities of changes over the sound. Meanwhile the macroform

outputs ‘structure’ by adding/splitting several objects generated in order to construct something,

however in the microform ‘novelty’ is the primordial feature of the object, which is continuously

transformed. Firstly, let us define a more exact definition for object inside both, microform and

macroform, realms. So, in extension, what could be the basic differences between to work with

parameters, as in the macroform is done –notes, lists, graphics, numbers, etc- or to work with direct

manipulations of sounds, modifying their most intimate structure, as in the microform?

Perhaps Horacio Vaggione could answer these questions. Along his career, Vaggione has worked very

deeply in achieving a sort of coherent syntax between these two different means of expression, as the

acoustical instruments and the electronics actually are. About the concept of ‘object’, Vaggione says

the following:

‘The object, as I see it, is an operational category, that is, a technical concept produced
in order to find a criterion of mediation, a tool capable of encapsulating different
temporal levels into a plural entity with defined borders, and hence able to be
manipulated from within a network’ [Sedes, 2005, p.329, on a quotation of Vaggione].

So, for Vaggione an object is an element able to join opposed operation fields into a more complex

musical reality, where the boundaries are totally clear. In the exclusive sense of using computer with

creative musical aims, the definition of object is much more extended. An object is an entity able to

travel up and down through the several levels of the compositional dimension of a work. An object is

approachable electronically in multitude of ways, from very different corners of the electronic/digital

space:

“An object –in the computer sense of the term- is a complex unit that may simultaneously
contain different representations, or codes, related to as many procedures (specific
actions) as there are date elements (sounds and time structures) covering many scales or
operating levels (…). Kandinsky’s question, “What replaces the object?” has no meaning
in an auto-referential art such as music” (…). Seen from such a viewpoint, composing
objects means creating active entities, each of which is endowed with specific behaviour
modes (methods), determined in digital fashion (codes), and whose functions depend on
their own methods as much as on the context in which they are being used. The objects
may be functions (algorithms), lists of parameters (scores), scripts (successions of actions
to be accomplished), or they may be sounds (products as well as sources).” [Budón, 2000,
p. 13-14].

That was the inspiration that motivate to me at least on a couple of things: firstly, to carry the object –in

my personal case, the sinusoid- out the electronic realm and to imagine another possibilities for the

notational/instrumental object as something deeply related with the electronics, and secondly, to set

another pre-compositional environment in where these elemental divergences at both extremes of the

medium were almost totally palliated with naturalness. For Vaggione, an object is a kind of

intermediate element that serve to connect these two different realms of composition in an

understandable way. Seeds work in a very similar way, being the intermediate space where music is

controlled, which however does not serve as musical expression, at least as direct expression. Making a
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parallel to the Leibniz metaphor in Guilles Deleuze’s book ‘Le Pli. Leibniz et le Baroque’, this neutral

realm, the 1:1 scale, is a closed room, without doors and windows, a sort of dark chamber, where there

is not placement for senses, only for pure abstraction. According with my own work, from this neutral

space I control different objects of very different natures with very different gradation of

representativeness, let us say.

From the entry of electronic means in the second half of 20th century, something has radically changed

about the representation of music. Obviously, traditional instrumental notation is basically one class of

the possible symbolic representations of sound, more far away respecting the object than the codes of

representation employed for dealing with sound electronically, such a DSP representation or the

multiple singularity of a patch in Max/MSP. Some important differences occur between in these two

realms, and to analyze it calmly is vital for the composer. I named ‘simulated’ and ‘physical’ separately

these two kinds of musical representations I employ in my music; so, attending to the elements with

which I control some compositional processes, I speak about simulated sinusoids and physical

sinusoids. First of all, both systems are representative, that is, both serve to handle the sonorous matter

by means of some intermediate elements of representation. In the first case, I use musical notes; in the

second one, basically I use data structures on patches in Max/MSP.

The substantial difference between these two adjectives, ‘simulated’ and ‘physical’, corresponds at the

focus employed for each stage of the composition: simulation indicates some kind of non-direct

graphical representation, that is, a domain where waveforms –controlled by seeds- are not utilized to

represent more or less regulated quick differences of voltage/pressure with which to obtain specific

sounds, but rather increments/decrements of the number of events per second, that is, rhythmic values,

transformed in instructions for instrumentalists. On the contrary, the physical domain corresponds to

such a sound-processing domain in a conventional way, that is, the graphical representation in direct

relationship with the generated sounds in terms of waveform, pitch, envelope or amplitude,

independently of the inclusion of other factors, as noise saturation or intelligibility.

In this given picture [Fig. 40], extracted of ‘Ceci n’est pas

une pipe’ of Michael Foucault [Foucault, 1973], a brief

essay about the homonymous work of the Belgian painter

René Magritte, two different representational systems

operate in the description of a pipe. At the top, a pipe is

drawn. In the middle, the representation of a pipe is drawn.

The first is a representation of the object ‘pipe’, the second

a representation of the representation of a pipe, something

slightly different. Finally, in the plan of reality, a pipe

exists. So, in an analogy with music, the superior drawing

is like the direct representation of sound, the DSP domain,

and the medium one is the indirect representation of

sounds, by means of notes to be played for instruments.

The pipe on the canvas is more far away of the real object

because the using intermediate representational symbols –a

symbol inside a symbol- as means of achieving a pipe

representation, therefore, it needs more folds to reach the

same target.
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because the using of intermediate representational symbols –a symbol inside a symbol- as means of

achieving a pipe representation; therefore, it needs more representational folds to reach the same target.

Finally, the picture of a ‘real’ pipe was added for me in order to illustrate the three gradations of

representativeness of the same object.

Therefore, this simple example translated into music, means basically that the distinction between notes

and sonic materials today is much more radical and more complicated than in times of serialism. In a

certain way, notes constitute an infinitely more complex representational system of musical translation

than a digital sound-processing environment, in the sense that at least a DSP domain is more direct than

notes, less symbolic. It represents sounds purely in its physical state. However, all apprenticeship is

necessary to untie the wide historical conventions and all the musical conclusions about the traditional

musical set of symbols to execute music instrumentally, are infinitely longer and sometimes even

rambling. New paradigms must to appear in detriment of a more apprehensible situation of both

representational fields; the composer –and nobody more- is the agent that should be in charge of

neutralizing these differences of representation. In my opinion, it could be done using the same abstract

element, valid for both sides of composition, acoustical parts and electronics. Something similar is said

for Vaggione:

“The former common paradigm of instrumental music (of which the “total chromatic”
serial approach was one of the last manifestations) required a kind of “neutrality of the
material” (see for example Boulez 1964, 1990), an imperative for a compositional
practice that was based on the autonomy of symbolic manipulations. To realize a pure
permutational combinatorics, it was necessary to play with notes as “atoms”, or
primitive building blocks. Here, electroacoustic music has caused a real paradigm shift,
introducing the sound-object and the idea of morphological multiplicity. This shift has
contaminated not only electronically produced music but also the music combining
acoustic instruments and electroacoustic extensions. The new situation includes explicitly
a criticism of the dualistic distinction between macroscopic symbols and sonic materials,
as I have already stated. In other words, I have the feeling that the radicalization of the
dichotomy between notes and sounds cannot open any new perspective for us. We are
instead going beyond this old duality by articulating the functionalities particular to each
category and making them interact.
   This leads us to work in the frame of a multiscale approach to composition. Detailed
development of musical figures at the macro level of notes should take into account the
sonic structures that are called upon below this level, in the microtime domain.
Conversely, any work on the microstructure of sound cannot have a musical meaning if it
is not realized with the care needed to project it over more global time domains.”
[Budón, 2000, pp. 11-12].

Paradoxically, in front of these assertions of Vaggione, I feel that, even in the field of musical notes,

the macro-object, as he says, I deal with the materials as musical objects, and not as mere notes or

solfège’s symbols. Indeed, the last realization is in notes, but all the previous compositional process is

realized by means of pure computational expressions that finally need to be transformed in some

idiomatic field, understandable for conventional musical reading. Such a instrumental expressions

actually are the starting point of the micro-form in certain way; for instance, only you need to observe

how the matrix was made [appendix #1], the noisy appearance of the lines, controlling the degree of

pulses per second of each instrumental line, drawing, at the same time, a bigger sinusoidal design that
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includes everything. In the macro-form, such sinusoidal movements begin from the transformation that

some seeds produce over different modules of timbral and/or rhythmic operations in Max/MSP,

travelling towards the smallest DSP sonic representation, as minimal expression of ups and downs

along a line, which defines minima voltage changes that produce finally sound.

The computer definitively seems to be the optimal meeting point of all these representative musical

plans. This is not just a comfortable and flat itinerary; some irregularities exist because, let us say, the

change of means. As soon you try to go from acoustical domain to electronic and vice versa, you can

feel a sort of stony path in that, not-easy polishing. Vaggione explains something referring to it:

“The computer is an ideal tool that allows us to deal with this situation. With this tool we
can reach any level of operation and explore all the desired and possible links between
different levels. It is true that we are forced to use different systems of representation,
choosing the ones more adequate to each particular level. This is why we are confronted
with disjunctions and nonlinearities; a symbolic system that describes well a given
morphology at a particular level can become non pertinent when applied to another
level.” [Budón, 2000, p. 12].

More important than the use of computer, for Vaggione is more important the nature of the material

that is inside the machine. Thanks to the ductility of such a material, zeros and ones, the digital

environment seems to be an ideal vehicle to solve the present problems of the composer. The

possibility of bending both opposed environments by means of data, is indeed enormous. All depends

of the context, the initial paradigm of the composer, as it was said in the starting point of this chapter:

the composer decides about the meaning of each plan of the digital expression of zeros and ones, with

subordinated areas and diverse categories, depending their functionality or their utility:

“The object concept is an operating category, which allows us to encapsulate different
representational systems, because these systems are subtended by a common element:
their ‘definition’ as digital codes. Today, any manipulation of symbols must take into
consideration the sub-symbolic aspect of whatever representational system is being used.
From a sub-symbolic perspective, these representational elements are only ‘samples’ or
‘pixels’—that is, void entities. They can however provide a way to construct ‘handles’
that will allow the handling of significant dimensions.” [Vaggione in Sedes, 2005, p.329].

One of the most important aspects of dealing with data, as well as the ductile expression of ideas in

different simultaneous plans, is indeed the relativity of time that is produced in a freely, frequently in

an involuntary way. Vaggione says that not only is grateful these facts were originated, but the

composer should take advantage of such a productive meetings of phenomena along the discourse:

“In music, as in all things, temporal coincidences are only ever relative and connected to
a particular temporal scale. This absence of the absolute with regards to the simultaneity
of musical events is however not a problem. On the contrary, we can profit from this to
create living sounds that encompass multiple and complex movements.” [Vaggione in
Sedes, 2005, p.330].

Let us explain, in the next chapter, some concrete ideas about to construct a solid hybrid
acoustical/electronic environment from some theoretical bases from Vaggione.
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3.2 Interchangeability. Building models.

“The microscopic details of sound that technology brings within reach of
the human ear become a subject of conscious stimulation and can, in their
most subtle variations and elusive transitions, provide the substance of
refined art. For, material based in some way on the objective ambivalence
between sound and noise encourages interaction within this contradictory
relationship, creating wholly new tensions. The state of being in contrast
that makes the condition of music possible is not abolished but rather
displaced and profoundly modified. The musical domain is no longer
defined by its being in opposition to the sonic domain in general, but instead
by its capacity to integrate a set of determinants, both complementary and
contradictory, into a theoretical organization”.

[Dufourt, 1991, p. 297]

One of the first figures who validates which could a common field be between acoustical instruments

and electronics was Vaggione.  In an interesting article, ‘The Art of Articulation: The Electroacoustic

music of Horacio Vaggione’, Curtis Roads examines and analyzes some representative works of

Vaggione as milestones, giving us a sensible hint of an abstract and creative itinerary of the author.

After the reading of it, you can determine that all Vaggione’s strategies of joining both worlds,

instrument and electronics, could be summarized in two directions. One of them consists in taking

references from the acoustical material and re-scaling these sounds according with a tendency towards

the microscopic area; such a movement could be defined as ‘from macroform to microform’. Inside

this creative itinerary, it is remarkable the technique ‘micromontage’, invented for Vaggione. It is about

to extract some materials of the original instrument and re-assemble them by-hand into some different

micro-scales; generally these materials are granular ones because its small durations. The works on that

Vaggione realize micromontage generally are inside the framework ‘instrument + pre-recorded tape’,

for instance ‘Thema’ (1985), for bass saxophone and tape or ‘Tar’ (1987), for bass clarinet and tape.

They were made according with the composer himself called ‘object-based’ compositions methods,

that is, a re-synthesis of the acoustical object previously captured in real time.

The other itinerary is the opposed one, ‘from microform to macroform’. Basically, it consists in

preparing some strategies directly from the sound, taking the sound itself as a compositional structure.

The sound material becomes a composed structure, as Roads said about Vaggione. For instance, in

‘Schall’, for tape, Vaggione deals with a series of sounds that coming from a sampled piano, where

thousand of very small particles are restructured according with some macro-structured aims, such a

the use of concrete envelops, which agglutinates music in a large scale. Another procedure of Vaggione

is the implementation in Max and SuperCollider of some modulation techniques and impulse-response

algorithms, used normally for digital signal processing, but reformulated with the aim of being applied

in the handling of macroscopic symbolic manipulations. This aspect inspired to me in order to use the

same controlling structures I created in AC Toolbox, but translated in a Max/MSP environment. One of
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the first results was the creation of a double-structured patch, as a kind of balance scale [see appendix

#5]. In the centre, a horizontal slide plays as the fulcrum of the machine, giving more time priority to

one or other part of the patch, depending the grade of inclination to one or other size. The controller is

a simple seed, imported from AC Toolbox, which describe a series of pitches where the flexible

execution of rhythmic values is an important factor. This patch was called ‘supercanon’, because one of

the peculiarities that it outputs is that the relationship between ‘dux’ (the principal voice) and ‘comes’

(the imitative voice) are in constant movement. It does not exist a fixed, immutable relationship, as

occurs in the conventional canon; on the contrary, this relationship is completely relative, increasing or

decreasing on the timeline. The fulcrum of the balance, which controls of a logarithmic curve that

control the entire environment, as well as the ‘seed-controllers’ situated at both sizes, causes these

elastic relationships.

Coming back to the Vaggione’s perspective, both compositional itineraries could be summarized in the

next picture [Fig. 41]:

                              MACROFORM                    MICROFORM
                            (acoustical domain)            (electronic domain)

One of the most main concerns of Vaggione’s music is to link both realms in the smoothest way,

beyond the multitude of ‘non-linearities’ that naturally occurs. And one of the principal problems we

detect in such an environment is the lack of circularity between both contexts. In other words, although

Vaggione proposes a generous collection of strategies in order to put in relationship both domains,

however a sort of recursion does not occur in the ‘micro-towards-macro’ situation, neither in the

macro-towards-micro’. The path from one domain to another is accomplished in a linear way, but it is

necessary that the operational data that works in the opposite realm could be resent to the original one.

On the contrary, only the composer will obtain the same kind of natural non-linearities with which

he/she started to compose. Idiomatic feedback/referentiality is indispensable, almost crucial; it is

necessary in order to close definitively the possible gaps between the symbolic representational system

–the score- and the physical representational system –the digital/electronic domain-.  In certain sense,

Vaggione begins composition from a romantic viewpoint, because the existence of the object –or the

artistic model, let us say-, is very importance to him. All his system seems to gravitate around that, in

how to extrapolate some acoustical aspects of this or that material, as a ‘être de raison,’ on a purely

electronic operations’ field; or, in an opposite perspective, in how to port some instructions from a
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specific program, which makes concrete tasks, revolving directly morphological aspects of sound, to an

acoustical field expressed by means of instruments. In both cases, a sort of model was taken, abstract,

indeed, but without potency of returning to the origin point. So, the circularity expressed in the picture

above, is not totally achieved. Instead of it, an original and effective simulacrum of real physical

contact is shown.

The abstract model in the sense Vaggione uses it, as a ‘thing-made’ object, let us say, is not an

appropriate starting point to save all the natural difficulties produced between both realms. In our

humble opinion, in these specific hybridized musical contexts, the object should not be only a thing, a

fixed quasi-monolithic mould –even in the case of expressing very intentional dynamic instructions

along a given discourse- to be ‘re-scaled’ in multiples dimensions, which operate at the same time

producing a rich perception, a tactile situation of a discourse that twists itself. On the contrary,

whenever you start from a fixed object that needs to be imitated in other realm, it indicates problems in

this or the other domain.

One of the principal strategies that Vaggione establishes is to extend the model onto a wide field of

categories. The model could allow to different roles, from pure sound object, passing through a range

of offers, such a different gradations of direct control of the materials. This itinerary, from the pure

object, as a static raw point of view, towards more dynamic structures of control, motivated to me to

think another possibilities of playing with more or less the same idiomatic elements in a different way.

I used the following reasoning: if a natural unbalance situation exists because the divergences of media

between notes and inner features of sounds, why not to try to centralize the problem? What about

firstly, to try to convert the abstract model in a pure abstract dynamic controller that could escape the

tyranny of the ‘representability’, which natural state is being an idiomatic dissonance with the physical

world, and secondly, to centralize such an abstract controller straight ahead in a sort of nobody’s land,

right on the boundary between both realms?

In order to compensate such a situation, I have created a non-circular, but radial environment, where

the abstract object is in the middle [Fig. 42]. Thanks to it, the composer can produce a plenty

convergence, without gaps, of the parametric and the morphological, the note and the inner properties

of sound, the representation of representation of sound and its mere representation. This convergence is

produced by means of seeds; they are the expression of the controlling data, which describe forms in all

levels of a composition.
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“Seed: it is the curved shape
speared for the entire work.
In its initial conception, it
represents the object to be
composed and later decomposed.
It supposes the scale 1:1 between
abstract model and composer.”

The motivation of construct something in a radial way

was because I consider by the moment impassable

these natural handicaps between symbolic and physical

representations. As soon you turn a little bit the central

position in detriment of one or the other size, the

system unbalances itself, occurring problems in one or

the other size, taking the composer a position in front

of some inextricable dark areas, impossible to make smooth. So, we do not use recursion or idiomatic

feedback, just because in such a auto-referential disposition obviously it is not necessary: the

information used for a size is not transmitted to the other size, but rather the information is shared by

both sizes, each of them in its own way. The success of such a system is to think the common domain,

the 1:1 scale, as ‘grey mater’: in the beginnings, all was data, and the mutability and ductility of data is

infinite.

MACROFORM
acoustical domain

MICROFORM
electronic domain

Seed
the 1:1 scale
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The picture describes in detail how my compositional system scrutinizes some different realities of my

music [Fig. 43]. Everything could be described as an entire expression of irreconcilable dualities, as

opposed elements in confrontation. The seed, as an abstract form, remains in its placement; on the

contrary, is the context that is changing in each specific situation. I call to that ‘interchangeability’, that

is, a property of the abstract modelling that I have designed. By means of interchangeability whatever

seed could be adapted to whatever situation, only modifying the unities besides the x and y axes, let us

say. For instance, in terms of rhythm, a same seed can control a phrase, using a concrete amount of

pulses per second in a specific distribution while a given lapse of time. But the same seed that I used to

control those rhythmic expressions can be used to determine what are the pitches as well, using as

unities in the y-axis hertz, instead of pps.

The seed, the 1:1 scale, rests top, in the middle. On the left is the macroform or symbolic

representational domain, where notes are dealt according to some parametrical changes, and on the

right the physical domain, the microform, where sounds are dealt according with some morphological

changes. Firstly, let us to talk about the macroform.

The parametrical realm can be split in a couple of sub-domains, rhythm and pitches. At the same time,

rhythm can be subdivided in rests and figures, and figures can be subdivided again in figures dealt by

means of pre-drawn seeds or generated by means of ‘walk’ generators. The pre-drawn shapes finally

are divided in trigonometric and by-hand. Trigonometric are as well divided in single curves and

double curves, and the by-hand ones in ‘one-shape’ and miscellaneous, and so on. About pitches, are

split in cohesive shapes –seed- or dispersive shapes –anti-rhythm-. Oddly, the pitch –melodic- field has

obvious rhythmic connotations, and conversely the rhythmic field has melodic features in the way as

events are distributed along the timeline, up and down, as a melody usually was outlined.

About the domain on-the-right, the morphological field, a couple of sub-domains are set, the ‘surface

level’, concerned in a superficial articulations of the acoustical/digital inputs as a means of blurring the

intermediate meeting point of instrument and processing, giving to the whole final result more

naturalness, a more polished finishing. Some strategies are used here; for instance to go beyond the

boundary of 17 pulses per second by means of electronics. The other sub-domain is the ‘inner level’, in

charge of movement and controlling of the partials of the sounds. It as well is divided in controlling

durations, as fixed random numerical relationships, or control the amplitude of them, using a non-fixed

procedure. In the case of non-harmonic sounds, close to noise, some ranges inside the spectrum will be

chosen randomly, in irregular partitions, non-geometrically set.
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Conclusions

According to Risset, stochastic is dead.4 In principle, those times of reverence to the musical object as

something primordial, fortunately seem to be consumed. On the other hand, that reverence presumably

was one of the easiest solutions from the years of the ‘momente-form’, long time ago. The

decentralization of the object as a more or less static/dynamic sonorous conglomerate perhaps is not the

most effective solution to the contemporary compositional problems, as I have demonstrated in the

present thesis. This statement of Risset surely could be validated a couple of years ago, but nowadays

we perceive another richer horizons, indeed. In a certain way, the object is obsolete because its own

ascription around an obedient predetermined framework; these accepted constraints just form the

necessary qualities that converts it in an object. An object is an object because its (de)limitations. It is

not an irrational thing to say that, as in the concrete instrumental music viewpoint, as in the dynamic

inter-dimensional proposals of Vaggione, the object is a submissive procedure, therefore, it tends to

decadence, is a cul-de-sac. As creators, we must to give an opportunity to the object to revalidate itself,

to behave disobedient, to express itself out of the margins of the self-complacent work of music with

rebelliousness.

Otherwise, to consider as the principal aim of stochastic the articulation of a work, frankly it is an error.

In principle, articulation is not in charge of dealing with the inner development of the sound. Moreover,

in my opinion articulation has nothing to do with whatever sort of material: articulation only

understands time, and nothing more. In this sense, a criticism to the stochastic in terms of lack of

articulation’s potency seems to us useless, completely absurd, out of focus. In my project I renew

stochastic as a feasible means to articulate music, not because the basic properties of the stochastic, as

general laws that govern everything. Rather I could articulate music by means of stochastic because the

aware use of it as a means of achieving contrastive very dynamic joined/separate objects, which

represent different oppositions of the time arrow. Therefore, this personal use of stochastic has got a

sort of ability for articulation thanks to the previous preparations and manipulations that I did. Of

course, stochastic it will be not the unique resource neither the main in the future to realize musical

discourse as this. Obviously, in order to articulate music something is upper than stochastic: time is the

more important issue, not how to deal the material.

My use of stochastic did not imply that I renounced to the possibility of dealing music in a rich and

discrete way; on the contrary, my aim was to achieve a comparable discretion and concrete articulation

of sound, but using elements clearly dynamics. It is neither true that a musical system needs to have the

                                                  
4 “ It is crucial to Vaggione that the local context, singularities and the carrying out of figural work remain important. The
objective is to produce, coordinate and contrast single events, and not to govern the successive by global laws. This excludes the
stochastic perspective; mass criteria are not relevant (…).
We also find explicit criticism about how stochastic music and the theory of information prove ineffective in articulating multiple
levels, and a welcome revival of the notion of the object. For Vaggione, composition implies a network of objects, but not sound
objects in the Schaefferian sense: these would be opaque and difficult to manipulate. What he proposes is a dynamic definition of
the object as a complex ensemble rather than as a basic block, a structure that can be transformed and integrated into a network,
an operative category related to the concept of object programming in computer languages.” [Risset, 2005, pp. 289-290].
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sufficient capacity to prepare objects in order to music could exist. An object is static by nature, or at

least it is not so dynamic as a stochastic material; so here we understand without a doubt ‘object’ as

something watertight, static, using the word ‘static’ in the context of those materials without capacity

of self-generation, auto-development or a constant more or less autonomous growing. With the

composition of ‘DK <sin>’, I have demonstrated that it is very possible to use such a materials with

capacities of auto-referentiality and growing inside a discrete deconstructed (articulated) compositional

framework, out of all sense of narrative, without to renounce for it to the vitality of the stochastic,

which draws energetic gestures through a strategically measured discourse. As I have demonstrated,

there are another more discrete ways of working music from stochastic: I composed dynamic quasi-

concrete objects from the stochastic, in which the discontinuity is present as well.

To be more exact, I just allied with one of the most amazing efficiencies of the object, the enormous

possibilities of spatiality of the ‘object-made’ music, caused mainly just for the absence of a

premeditated narrative. The object deals such spatiality in a non-completely aware way, because in

principle there is not a real concern about establishing logical relationships of the objects along the

timeline (I am thinking again in the ‘momente-form’). So, one of the principal concerns of the music

from more or less forty years ago until today is to achieve a sort of coherent discourse but without

using narrative techniques. To reject wider insights in terms of new discursive complexity in detriment

of the comfort of the narrow perspectives of the object is something problematic for the progress.

Spatiality is not a parameter more, or a quality; it is necessarily something more substantial. In my

work, it represents a strategy that mixes perfectly the graphical idea of creating music and a coherent

treatment of time, with discontinuities that dismantle, jeopardize and burn the narrative’s surface all the

time, but without gaps, in an entire manner. In my opinion, the object is not so important; more

important than the object is its abstraction, the lack of predefined role in it, in other words: its

conception even before the context of time had been thought for it.

I hope to have opened slightly some new perspectives in this difficult field of music representation;

sometimes, in these couple of years, during the meditation on the ideas and the creation of the music, I

felt in a more and more stronger way the illusory aspect of this art of music, and how more important

the context that surrounds the material of the music is, sound, than the sound itself. Finally the partial,

segmented and categorized appreciations of sounds are the elements with which you can create a

collection of tools, with which you can recreate of a new idea of sound. In order to achieve such a

utopia, the composer/sonologist must work with sounds at a reasonable distance; only in this way,

starting to think in sound, instead of dealing with it directly and in an unconscious manner, it is

possible to avoid the tyranny of its physicality. And then, when you have realized that sound is

completely susceptible to being abstracted, maybe then you will realize again on another closer

tyranny: time itself.

Ángel Arranz,

The Hague, 14th of May 08
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List of the audio tracks
included in this thesis

#1- ‘Poème Symphonique for 100 Metronomes’, György Ligeti.

#2- Experience with bells [Ignatius Parish in Den Haag, October 2006]

#3- '...horror vacui...' (2004), Ángel Arranz, for ensemble of 12 instrumentalists [Fl-ob-clsib-fg-trp-

vb-pn-2vls-vla-cll-cb]. First performing 30/03/2004, Workshop of Contemporary Music of High

Conservatory of Music of Salamanca, in Ciclo XIII of Festival de Música de Primavera Universidad de

Salamanca. Conductor: José de Eusebio.

4#- Extract of 'Il Nero' (2004), Ángel Arranz, for 12 strings [6 vls-3 vlas-2 clls-1 cb]. First performing

30/03/2005, Università degli Studi di Salerno (Italia). Members of the Joven Orquesta de la

Universidad de Valladolid. Conductor: Francisco Lara.

#5- ‘Punto Intenso contra Remisso’, Ángel Arranz, (2004-2005, revision 2008), for cello +

electronics (tape & reverberation control on the FOH mixer). First performing: 11th March 2005, High

Conservatory of Music of Salamanca (Spain), Ralph-Raimunde Krause, cello, Ángel Arranz,

electronics. Recording of the Discussion Concert 05/02/2008, Institute of Sonology, Arnold

Schoenbergzaal, the same performers.

#6- Studie II, Karlheinz Stockhausen (1954).

#7- Sequenza XIII, for accordion solo (1995), of Luciano Berio.

#8- Experiment with pulsation around the subharmonic phenomena (analog studio, Institute of

Sonology in Den Haag).

#9- Stucke in AC Toolbox for piano (2007), Ángel Arranz, using fragmented figures by means of

conventional random generators.

#10-  Stucke II (2007), Ángel Arranz, with more than one generators.
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#11- Sketch in AC Toolbox for 4 xylophones (2007), Ángel Arranz; seeds were used through walk

generators.

#12- Piano solo (2007); sketch with a couple of lines, Ángel Arranz.

#13- Sticks (2007); sketch for a percussionist, Ángel Arranz.

#14- Concert situation (2007); sketch for marimba, percussion and piano, Ángel Arranz.

#15- Studie # 22 for player piano, Conlon Nancarrow.
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APPENDIX #3: final sheets of instructions, ready to convert the inner data of the curves to discrete
numbers. The table represents the values for flute.

Placement Points Curve Number of Points (A & B)/
Thresholds (C)

1 78.90168849613381
80.36647110825363

C Molto Agitato 0.828

2 80.36647110825363
77.9058896852602

C Molto Agitato 0.864

9 101.28633647320977
80.08328661808281

C Molto Agitato 1.170

4 92.85913269570062
93.34453467749464

C Molto Agitato 0.942

5 93.34453467749464
80.16032064128257

C Molto Agitato 0.984

6 80.16032064128257
65.1890482398957

C Molto Agitato 1.032

34 61.67129201356769
60.32454605779091

C Molto Agitato 3.444

35 60.32454605779091
71.97869430648528

B 8 3.594

36 71.97869430648528
101.13268608414239

C Molto Agitato 3.750

10 80.08328661808281
77.99703611262773

C Molto Agitato 1.224

11 77.99703611262773
92.74717121127806

B 2 1.278

12 92.74717121127806
95.44716999140975

C Molto Agitato 1.332

74 13888.88888888889
13333.333333333334

C Tranquillo 19.344

63 1186.2396204033216
766.8711656441717

C Tranquillo 12.036

54 96.45992090286485
104.30791697089809

C Agitato 8.160

16 79.34618741569467
85.78536501672815

C Molto Agitato 1.578

23 69.3433187712364
88.00492827598346

C Molto Agitato 2.142

24 88.00492827598346
83.76612497905846

C Molto Agitato 2.238

33 73.84978952809985
61.67129201356769

C Molto Agitato 3.300

20 63.520294734167564
66.91648822269806

B 10 1.884

21 66.91648822269806
72.00979333189314

C Molto Agitato 1.962

22 72.00979333189314
69.3433187712364

C Molto Agitato 2.052

28 75.02438292445045
85.15711487694797

A 1 2.658
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85.15711487694797
71 677.9661016949152

320.7184092366902
C Tranquillo 16.998

25 83.76612497905846
84.85362749257531

C Molto Agitato 2.334

26 84.85362749257531
66.67111140742716

A 7 2.436

27 66.67111140742716
75.02438292445045

A 8 2.544

41 215.5636990730761
205.80366330520684

B 8 4.656

29 85.15711487694797
73.38910905621606

C Molto Agitato 2.778

30 73.38910905621606
70.3581228452825

C Molto Agitato 2.898

31 70.3581228452825
62.09251785159888

B 12 3.024

32 62.09251785159888
73.84978952809985

C Molto Agitato 3.156

59 253.93600812595224
153.63343063450606

C Animando 10.122

60 153.63343063450606
96.28345850182939

C Animando 10.578

17 85.78536501672815
91.30752373995617

A 12 1.656

18 91.30752373995617
67.93478260869566

A 7 1.728

37 101.13268608414239
92.12344541685859

C Molto Agitato 3.918

38 92.12344541685859
78.48061528802386

A 5 4.092

19 67.93478260869566
63.520294734167564

A 1 1.8

40 142.857
215.5636990730761

C Molto Agitato 4.464

45 269.83270372369134
167.47613465081227

A 12 5.538

42 205.80366330520684
178.5076758300607

B 10 4.866

43 178.5076758300607
213.94950791613178

C Agitato 5.076

44 213.94950791613178
269.83270372369134

C Agitato 5.298

53 138.88888888888889
96.45992090286485

C Agitato 7.818

46 167.47613465081227
164.50074025333114

C Agitato 5.778

47 164.50074025333114
116.14401858304298

B 11 6.036

66 1430.615164520744
758.1501137225171

C Calmo 13.698

49 127.37230925996688
129.41633234114144

B 9 6.576

50 129.41633234114144
115.1012891344383

B 5 6.864

48 116.14401858304298
127.37230925996688

B 7 6.300
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127.37230925996688
68 728.8629737609328

666.6666666666666
B 2 14.934

69 666.6666666666666
270.27027027027026

B 8 15.594

76 10526.315789473683
1369.86301369863

B 4 21.090

55 104.30791697089809
144.23770373575653

A 2 8.526

56 144.23770373575653
164.39256945586058

A 8 8.898

79 12820.51282051282
708.7172218284904

A 7 24.006

78 5000.0 12820.51282051282 C Molto Lento 22.998
39 78.48061528802386 142.857 C Molto Agitato 4.272
3 77.9058896852602

92.85913269570062
C Molto Agitato 0.906

61 96.28345850182939 400.0 C Animando 11.040
62 400.0 1186.2396204033216 B 8 11.526
75 13333.333333333334

10526.315789473683
B 1 20.202

64 766.8711656441717
2747.252747252747

B 5 12.564

65 2747.252747252747
1430.615164520744

A 11 13.122

51 115.1012891344383
119.23214498628829

C Agitato 7.176

67 758.1501137225171
728.8629737609328

C Calmo 14.304

52 119.23214498628829
138.88888888888889

C Agitato 7.482

70 270.27027027027026
677.9661016949152

C Tranquillo 16.278

13 95.44716999140975
92.08103130755065

C Molto Agitato 1.392

14 92.08103130755065
112.75228323373548

A 11 1.452

72 320.7184092366902
235.57126030624264

C Tranquillo 17.748

73 235.57126030624264
13888.88888888889

C Tranquillo 18.534

15 112.75228323373548
79.34618741569467

C Molto Agitato 1.518

80 708.7172218284904
535.9056806002143

C Lento 25.062

57 164.39256945586058
267.3082063619353

B 9 9.288

58 267.3082063619353
253.93600812595224

C Animando 9.702

77 1369.86301369863 5000.0 C Molto Lento 22.020
7 65.1890482398957

81.05698305909054
C Molto Agitato 1.068

8 81.05698305909054
101.28633647320977

C Molto Agitato 1.122
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APPENDIX #5
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APPENDIX #6

12 definitions of the word ‘seed’, from 1 to 12, were spread among the thesis’s texts; 5 are definitions

that revolves my own system, and 7 were taken from ‘Dictionary and Thesaurus’ included in my

computer.

A simple algorithm was used to generate 12 placements for the definitions, under the conditions of

being between the page number 9 and 114 –pages with the mean discourse-.

12 values from:
(rv 9 114)
        96        99        35        20        94        25
        80        48        87       111        56        26

These specific pages were assigned to each definition:

12 values from:
(series-value 1 12)
         4         8         5         3         7        11
         9        10         6         2        12         1

Finally, the definitions’ list order and the number of the pages where they appear were encapsulated in
singles expressions:

(mapcar #'list
        '(4         8         5         3         7        11
         9        10         6         2        12         1)
        '(96        99        35        20        94        25
        79        48        87       111        56        26))

((4 96) (8 99) (5 34) (3 20) (7 64) (11 25) (9 80) (10 48) (6 87) (2 111) (12 56) (1
26))


